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Abstract: As biochar carbon removal market is gaining significance as substantial contributor to 

mitigating climate change it becomes increasingly important to select a technology configuration for 

biochar production. By taking a platform-based design approach for non-assembled products, this 

study aims to identify the most profitable and capable integrated manufacturing system for biochar 

production, green energy conversion, and CO2 sequestration certificates. First, production platforms 

for biochar for soil amendment and green energy are established. Subsequently the respective 

product-, process- and raw-material platforms are developed. The report follows by establishing a 

comprehensive set of 26 criteria for evaluation of technology alternatives extracted from literature. 

An Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) analysis was performed, including extracting preferences from 

seven company stakeholders of a German biochar manufacturing company to determine criteria 

weights. Further, four technology alternatives available on the market were evaluated through the 

AHP model. The robustness of the model was then tested by performing a sensitivity analysis including 

potential scenarios for financial moderator variables. Results of the study show that stakeholders 

assign highest weight to the production platform for biochar for soil amendment. Results further 

indicate that despite having the highest initial investment, a two-step pyrolysis gasification system 

provides superior biochar cost, heat and electricity output, and carbon sequestration performance. 

The study's theoretical contribution is threefold: (1) It applies platform-based design theory for non-

assembled products to biochar systems, (2) develops a production platform for biochar and (3) 

establishes a set of evaluating criteria for integrated pyrolysis manufacturing systems. The platform-

based design perspective has valuable implications for managerial understanding of manufacturing 

capabilities, strategic planning, and further product and process development in biochar systems. 

 

Keywords: biochar, platform-based design, non-assembled products, analytical hierarchy process, 
AHP, biochar carbon removal (BCR), pyrolysis, technology selection 
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1 Introduction 

In order to achieve the EU’s ambitious climate goals by 2050 and limit global warming to the 2.0°C 

threshold, we know that solely reducing emissions in our everyday lives is not sufficient. Greenhouse 

gas emissions must be actively removed from the atmosphere. Such “engineered carbon removal” 

(EBC, 2012-2022) is facilitated by different technologies. One technology that already scales today is 

biochar (Christie-Miller & Harvey, 2022). The industry about biochar is rapidly gaining momentum with 

many manufacturing firms and technology suppliers entering the market (European Biochar Industry 

Consortium [EBI], 2023). It remains to be seen who will be able to position itself best considering the 

technological manufacturing baseline and market strategy. Company X is among the leading 

contestants in the race towards net zero. With many biochar manufacturing technologies on the rise 

and a great diversity of products that can be developed from biochar, selecting a technology and hence 

streamlining product development processes is a crucial and complex task which company X wants to 

approach. This chapter provides a short introduction to company X in section 1.1, the current problem 

in section 1.2 and the research questions and conceptual model in section 1.3. 

1.1 Company background 

Company X is a young cleantech startup operating in the biochar industry, leveraging biochar carbon 
removal (BCR) technology, a negative emissions technology (NET) (McGlashan et al., 2012). The 
company’s goal is to reach one megaton of carbon removal by 2030. The company’s core value 
generating manufacturing process is pyrolysis, a thermal biomass conversion process in reduced 
oxygen environments (Bridgwater, 2019, p. 1221). The main products that are offered to the customer 
based on the continuous manufacturing process are  

• biochar (and derivative products),  

• renewable energy products in form of electricity and heat in form of hot water, warm water 
and steam for industrial and public customers 

• carbon dioxide removal (CDR) certificates based on the inherent CO2 sequestration potential 
of the biochar. 

The company is currently scaling and expanding its production capacity throughout Central Europe and 
in this regard investigating opportunities for diversification of its product portfolio, as well as its 
manufacturing technology. 

1.2 Problem statement 

The company wants to pursue a high variety strategy in terms of its product offer to the market. In 
process industries, a high variety strategy involves producing a wide range of products or variations of 
products to meet diverse customer needs. The goal is to offer the customers a greater choice and 
flexibility while maintaining efficient operations and profitability. To implement a high variety strategy, 
manufacturers need to have efficient and flexible production processes that can accommodate the 
production of different product variants. A high variety strategy could be used in biochar production 
platforms to produce a range of biochar products that cater to different applications and markets. 
Biochar is a type of charcoal that is produced by heating organic material reduced oxygen 
environments, and it has a variety of potential uses, including soil amendment, carbon sequestration, 
wastewater treatment, filtration and many others. A high variety strategy for biochar production could 
include the following: 

• Producing biochar from different feedstocks, which can affect its properties such as water 
retention, surface area, and porosity.  
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• Offering biochar products with different particle sizes, which can cater to different 
applications, such as soil improvement or air filtration. 

• Providing biochar with different activation levels, i.e., treating biochar with chemicals or heat 
to increase its surface area and enhance its adsorption properties.  

• developing customized biochar blends with other materials such as compost or fertilizer, to 
create customized products that meet specific customer needs such as organic farming or 
urban landscaping. 

Platform-based design is an approach that can help with a high variety strategy for non-assembled 
products (R. Andersen, 2022; Lager, 2010, 2016). It involves designing a product family based on a 
common platform or architecture that can be customized to create different product variants. This 
approach enables manufacturers to offer a wide range of product variations while minimizing design 
and production costs. By using a platform-based design approach, manufacturers can reduce the 
complexity of their production processes, as they can use common components and manufacturing 
processes across different product variants. This results in greater efficiency, lower costs, and higher 
quality products (A.-L. Andersen et al., 2022; Lehnerd & Meyer, 2014; Samuelson & Lager, 2019). 

Several pyrolysis continuous feed systems and peripheral technology modules are currently available 
on the market in the form of integrated manufacturing systems (H. Tan et al., 2021). The financial 
viability of pyrolysis systems is generally more likely when waste biomass is considered as feedstock 
due to its lower price; a variety of char and energy products in form of heat and electricity are sold to 
the market; and when the carbon sequestration potential of the biochar products is monetarized 
through the sale of carbon credits (Campbell et al., 2018, p. 333).  

Company X wants to acquire a new integrated manufacturing system for their core manufacturing 
process. The main criteria for a technology to be eligible for selection are market readiness, regulatory 
compliance and focus on biochar production and carbon removal. The manufacturing technology 
should allow for satisfaction of further different parameters imposed on a plant set-up by the 
company’s product portfolio. An appropriate technological configuration should be able to 

• allow for optimization of biochar properties regarding a high variety strategy, 

• maximize the energy output for the generation of hot water, warm water, steam, or electricity, 

• maximize CO2 sequestration potential of the biochar, 

• minimize investment costs as well as operational effort for the equipment employed. 

To find an exclusive technological configuration that is sustainable for all potential feedstocks and 
applications is a challenging task due to the variety in feedstocks, scalability and type of systems 
available (Garcia-Nunez et al., 2017, p. 5; Garcia-Peréz et al., 2020). Currently there is no feasible 
scientific basis established in the company’s processes for evaluating the different available solutions 
of the technology suppliers on the market considering the different products and use-cases of biochar.  

In this regard, the research goal is to evaluate and select the most profitable and capable integrated 
manufacturing system for valorization of waste biomass into the products explained above. 

The underlying assumption of this research is that company X’ business model will further diffuse in 
the biochar market due to the complexity and opportunities the pyrolysis technology offers for the 
processing of biomass (Campbell et al., 2018; Garcia-Peréz et al., 2020). 

As biochar systems are highly complex involving many interrelated factors, the applicability of 
platform-based design for non-assembled products offers potential avenues to structure a technology 
selection process and derive a comprehensive set of criteria for selection of the company’s core 
manufacturing technology. 
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1.3 Research questions & conceptual model 

Regarding the problem definition as well as the theory presented above, the following main research 

question (RQ) can be formed: 

Which pyrolysis technology alternative is the most profitable and capable for the realization of a high 

variety strategy for biochar production, green energy and carbon removal taking a platform-based 

design perspective for non-assembled products? 

Moreover, it is possible to derive further sub-research questions (SQ) for the work at hand: 

SQ 1 Platform-based 
design for non-
assembled products 

How can platform-based design for non-assembled products help the 
company in structuring its approach to the selection of an integrated 
pyrolysis manufacturing system? 

SQ 2 Production 
platform – Biochar for 
soil amendment 

SQ 2.1 Who are the customers the company currently serves with 
biochar, what are their main needs and how do these translate 
to required functionalities of the biochar products for each 
application? 

 SQ 2.2 Which subsystems are relevant for the biochar production 
process platform? 

 SQ 2.3 How do the biochar product functionalities translate to process 
platform requirements? 

 SQ 2.4 How do the biochar product functionalities translate to raw-
material platform requirements? 

SQ 3 Production 
platform – Green 
energy 

SQ 3.1 Who are the customers the company currently serves with 
green heat, what are their main needs and how do these 
translate to product properties? 

 SQ 3.2 Which subsystems are relevant for an energy conversion 
process platform? 

 SQ 3.3 How do the energy product properties translate to process 
platform requirements? 

 SQ 3.4 How do the energy product properties translate to raw material 
platform requirements? 

SQ 4 Selection criteria Which are the selection criteria imposed by the company’s high variety 
strategy on potential technology alternatives? 

SQ 5 Technology 
selection & alternatives  

SQ 5.1 Which is the best selection methodology for the technology 
selection problem? 

 SQ 5.2 Which alternatives are subject to selection and how were they 
chosen? 

 SQ 5.3  How are the different alternatives configured? 
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 SQ 5.4 What are the benefits of each type of alternative? 

SQ 6 Alternative 
selection 

SQ 6.1 Which integrated manufacturing system alternative is the most 
profitable one satisfying all requirements of all production 
platforms to the highest extent? 

 SQ 6.2 Which integrated manufacturing system is the best one for 
each production platform? 

To answer the main research question and corresponding sub-research questions, the thesis is 
structured according to the following conceptual model as illustrated Figure 1.  

First, this thesis introduces platform-based design theory to the reader. In this regard, it discusses the 
theory’s application in conventional manufacturing industries for assembled, discrete products, and 
process industries for non-assembled products. The thesis considers the main benefits and 
disadvantages of the latter, rather young research stream, originating in the early 2000s and closes 
with an answer to SQ 1 in chapter 2.  

Subsequently, the thesis explores the biochar system and embeds it in platform-based design theory. 
Departing from customer requirements retrieved through an open interview with representatives of 
the company’s sales department to products of biochar systems it applies the concepts of product 
platform, process platform, and raw material platform to biochar systems and defines product families 
for biochar as a platform material for application to soil and green energy products. Moreover, it 
establishes the underlying process platform for both product families and gives a brief overview of the 
most important subsystems. It considers carbon sequestration certificates, based on the biochar’s 
inherent ability to emulate the natural carbons sequestration process as derivative product of biochar 
production for soil amendment and closes with an answer to SQ 2 in chapter 3 and SQ 3 in chapter 4. 

Due to the close coupling of product quality, raw material and manufacturing process, the thesis 
assigns special emphasis to the pyrolysis process and the manufacturing technology and the hitherto 
essential requirements of the production platforms to the manufacturing equipment. It presents a 
comprehensive set of criteria summarizing the requirements of the different production platforms and 
relevant for a selection process and closes with an answer to SQ 4 in chapter 5. This chapter further 
focuses on giving an overview of the different alternatives subject to investigation. 

Chapter 5 further outlines different selection methods and evaluates the advantages and 
disadvantages for the selection problem at hand. Subsequently, the currently available and market 
ready technology solutions for the pyrolysis manufacturing equipment considering real market data 
provided by leading technology suppliers become subject to evaluation through the Analytical 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) method.  

Using the selected method, the thesis subjects four technology alternatives to the suggested criteria 
and ranks them according to their fit to the developed production platforms answering SQ 6 in chapter 
6. 

Subsequently, the research at hand discusses the best available technological solutions for the biochar- 
and green energy production platforms as well as business model and suggests an ideal choice for the 
realization of the product families in chapter 7. It further evaluates the benefits and disadvantages of 
approaching biochar systems with a platform-based design perspective for non-assembled products. 

Finally, the report concludes with a managerial recommendation, a theoretical and practical 
contribution and discusses limitations of the work suggesting avenues for further research to be 
conducted for biochar systems and platform-based design theory. 
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Figure 1 Conceptual model 
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2 Fundamentals of platform-based design in process industries 

This chapter describes the fundamentals of platform-based design (PBD). It first emphasizes the 

development of PBD in manufacturing industries with discrete, assembled products. Subsequently it 

draws the comparison to PBD for process industries with non-assembled products and concludes with 

an answer to the sub-question SQ 1 How can platform-based design for non-assembled products help 

the company in structuring its approach to the selection of an integrated manufacturing platform? 

Section 2.1 introduces the general concept of platforming and introduces product families to the 

reader.  

Section 2.2. explains the application of platform-based design concepts in the context of assembled 

products in manufacturing industries.  

Section 2.3 picks up the notion and transfers it to process industries and non-assembled products 

explaining the key differences between manufacturing industries for assembled products considering 

product properties, transformational manufacturing process and feedstock selection, concluding with 

an explanation of production platforms. 

Section 2.4 summarizes the chapter providing an answer to SQ 1 How can platform-based design for 

non-assembled products help the company in structuring its approach to the selection of an integrated 

pyrolysis manufacturing system? 

2.1 Platforming and product families 

Understanding new approaches to product and systems design and development, including their 
implications for doing business especially is a challenge for industrial organizations. Platform concepts 
have been on the rise for the past decades and provide promising benefits throughout different 
organizational disciplines (Meyer & Dalal, 2002).  

Product platforms, manufacturing platforms, process platforms and other types of platforms are 
common organizational concepts to exploit a firm's product portfolio, target markets and the 
processes for creating and delivering value. The goal is to engage in product family development 
practices to be able to achieve sufficient variety in product offers to the market while achieving and 
"maintaining economies of scale and scope within manufacturing capabilities"  (R. Andersen, 2022; R. 
Andersen et al., 2022; Lager, 2017, p. 20; Pirmoradi et al., 2014; Samuelson & Lager, 2019; K. Ulrich, 
1995). 

A product family can be understood as a set of products that share common components and 
functions. The products only exhibit certain specifications which are deemed relevant for a certain 
market segment and final customer. The common, shared components of the products are usually 
referred to as a product platform (Lehnerd & Meyer, 2014; Pirmoradi et al., 2014; K. Ulrich, 1995). 

A product platform can be defined as "the common subsystems and interfaces used within and shared 
across different individual products" (Meyer & Dalal, 2002). The identification and exploitation of 
commonalities promises potential for scalability, i.e., to achieve required price performance 
propositions for different market segments through combining product and process subsystems. This 
further increases flexibility in application of different functions throughout different market systems 
(Meyer & Dalal, 2002).  
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2.2 Assembled products 

Platform-based design has its origin in the world of assembled or discrete products with the emergence 
of mass customization in the 1990s  (R. Andersen et al., 2022; Meyer & Dalal, 2002; Pirmoradi et al., 
2014).  

Ulrich (1995) and Lehnerd and Meyer (2014) investigated the role of product architecture for 
assembled products for the manufacturing firm and define product architecture as "the scheme by 
which the function of the product is mapped onto physical products". "The arrangement of functional 
elements", "the mapping of functional elements to physical components" and the "specification of 
interfaces between interacting physical components" (K. Ulrich, 1995, p. 3) are key guiding themes for 
platform-based design of assembled products.  A product architecture ultimately determines how the 
different elements and components of a product are structured and interact with each other (R. 
Andersen et al., 2022). Product architecture is an important consideration in the design and 
development of a product, as it can have a significant impact on the product's performance, reliability, 
scalability, maintainability, and other factors. 

The definition of product architecture is further expanded through the concept of modularity. In the 
context of assembled products, a module is a pre-manufactured physical or non-physical unit that can 
be easily integrated into a larger system or product. Modules are often used in the manufacturing 
process to facilitate the assembly of complex products by breaking them down into smaller, more 
manageable components. They also contribute to the overall system performance through interfaces 
governing the interaction between components or modules. Several components can be integrated to 
form a module. An example would be printed circuit board modules or mechanical modules. Another 
benefit of designing modules composed of several components is the increase of efficiency of the 
assembly process as well as the reduction in complexity of complex manufacturing systems (K. Ulrich, 
1995; K. T. Ulrich et al., 2020). 

The function structure of a product relates to the purpose of the product and its final use rather than 
to its physical properties. A product can have several functional elements which can be broken down 
into further detailed levels of description increasing the complexity and abstract of a function of a 
product. The functional elements can be arranged in a so-called "function structure" (K. Ulrich, 1995, 
p. 420). Either standardized or company internal linguistic terms are usually used to describe the 
functional elements of each product (K. Ulrich, 1995, p. 3). Ulrich concluded that the design of a 
product architecture has important implications on six important managerial challenges, namely 
establishing sufficient product variety; balancing product performance for different market segments; 
achieving sufficient product standardization in order to increase cost efficiency and lead time 
performance; facilitating product change; and updating and developing the organizational structure of 
the firm accordingly. 

2.3 Non-assembled products 

Since the early 2000s a new research stream has developed aiming to investigate the philosophy of 
platform-based design in the context of process industries (R. Andersen et al., 2022). Although it is 
largely used for assembled products the theory is not directly applicable to non-assembled products. 
This is since inputs and outputs in process industries are not physical (machined) components but raw 
materials or ingredients. Compared to manufacturing industries that assemble products in a 
discontinuous process, non-assembled products in process industries follow a V-type divergent 
process flow in a continuous flow pattern (Delft & Zhao, 2021; Lager, 2017). This means that non-
assembled products are often further delivered to and transformed in other downstream 
transformation facilities whereas assembled products might leave a manufacturing plant either readily 
assembled or are put together in assembly plants (Lager, 2010). 
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The production system required to process these materials has a significant influence on the product 
family that can be realized. Hence, process development and product line development need to be 
interlinked as the complexity of the process technology increases with each further derivative product 
developed (R. Andersen, 2022; Lager, 2017, p. 20; Meyer & Dalal, 2002).  

Process industries are industries that involve the transformation of raw materials into finished 
products through a series of chemical or physical processes. Examples of process industries include the 
petroleum industry, the chemical industry, the pharmaceutical industry, the food and beverage 
industry, the pulp and paper industry, and the metals and mining industry. These industries rely on 
specialized equipment and processes to transform raw materials into finished products (Lager, 2010, 
2017; Pirmoradi et al., 2014). 

Process industries often involve the use of hazardous materials and chemicals, and as a result, they are 
subject to strict regulations and safety standards. They also typically require specialized training and 
knowledge to operate and maintain the equipment and processes used in the industry (R. Andersen et 
al., 2022). 

Several characteristics delineate process industries and requirements to platform-based design in this 
regard from assembled (discrete) product platform concepts. These are expressed through (1) the 
properties of the input material, (2) characteristics of the underlying process for transformation of that 
material and the (3) desired properties of the final product (Delft & Zhao, 2021; Lager, 2010, 2017; 
Samuelson & Lager, 2019). Table 1 briefly summarizes the main characteristics of process industries 
considering these three dimensions. 

Table 1 Characteristics of process industries (Delft & Zhao, 2021; Lager, 2010, 2017; Samuelson & Lager, 2019) 

Feedstock materials • The transformation process is fed with materials or ingredients 
instead of components. 

• These materials can be subject to change in the form of 
degradation imposing other significant challenges on a 
production system. 

• The properties of the input materials determine the final 
quality of the products. 

Transformation process • Batch processing, semi-continuous processing and continuous 
processing are common for the transformation process in 
process industries. 

• Usually, the process is adapted to a small number of input 
materials from which a myriad of final products is generated. 

• Raw materials can undergo various substantial changes and 
transform to identifiably different final products, compared to 
other manufacturing industries. 

Properties of the final product • In most cases final products are homogenous with inherent 
structures determining the product functionalities. 

• Final products are highly interrelated imposing challenges on 
strategic changes to product portfolios and production 
systems (Lager, 2017, p. 23). 

Product platforms  

Extending the notion of commonality and sustainable customization  R. Andersen et al. (2022) 

attempted to provide a delineation of the characteristics of products from manufacturing industries 

for assembled products from non-assembled products. Although the differentiation provided in Table 
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2 might not be representative for all process industries, it manages to give a clear understanding of 

key differences. The authors compared the products of both types of industries considering eight 

different characteristics. 

Table 2 Differentiation of characteristics of non-assembled and assembled products adapted from (R. Andersen et al., 2022; 
Lager, 2010, 2017) 

Characteristic 
Manufacturing 
industry Process industry Description 

Product 
structure 

Deep Shallow 
Non-assembled products are often 
comprised of few or only one 
subsystem. 

Product 
constellation 

Assembled 
structure 

Blended formula 
Combining raw materials instead of 
components is a key concept. 

Number of 
input materials 

Many Few 
Non-assembled products might be 
made from only one material. 

Storage time No practical limit Often limited 
Products have the potential to 
deteriorate, i.e., in food industries. 

Material grade Predictable Variable 
As Lager (2017) describes, input 
materials mostly determine the final 
quality of the product. 

Regulatory 
constraints 

Low High 
Products of process industries might 
be subject to high regulations. 

Product flow 
Primarily 
convergent 

Primarily divergent 
Process industry products are mostly 
further processed into multiple 
derivatives. 

Balance of 
residual 
products 

Not important Important 

Depending on the transformational 
process, process products, co- or by-
products are produced in varying 
conditions, which is usually not an 
issue for assembled products. 

 

Function-based leveraging strategies for non-assembled products 

As non-assembled products in process industries do not share components or interfaces a function-
based perspective on new product development is the most feasible. Final products usually exhibit 
well-defined functionalities. The decomposition of the different products into their different functions 
requested by the final customers allows for an adequate design of a product family and the according 
platform-based design process of manufacturing processes and the raw material basis (Lager, 2010, 
2016, 2017).  

A function-based leveraging strategy for product development over different market segments can be 
applied to further innovation and the exploitation of commonalities between customer requirements. 
Through such a strategy the basis for a product platform can be identified by integrating marketing 
and engineering strategies.  Usually, these requirements are collected based on the performance 
requirements a product must fulfill depending on the market segment (Lager, 2016, 2017) 

A product family can offer multiple functions. Depending on the product such a function could be 
included or omitted, covered by the entire family, only a fraction or a single product. Functional 
properties are part of the design requirements for products and can support the identification of a 
product platform for a product family. Derivative products could be classified by the degree to which 
they achieve these design requirements and define the product variety (Lager, 2017, pp. 26–27). 
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Process platforms  

As already introduced in chapter 2.2, the concept of modularity is also applicable in process industries 
although with a higher focus on processes and their subsystems. Modularity in subsystems as well as 
interfaces enable a manufacturer to construct modular processes. Shared subsystems are likely to 
result in shared manufacturing processes among product families. Derivative products can be 
developed by adding or subtracting subsystems and processes. Further it can be argued, that this 
modularity in subsystems increases the potential to include third party process development capacity 
into the design of new process equipment  (Lager, 2017; Meyer & Dalal, 2002). 

The underlying basis for a product family is set with the manufacturing system. As Meyer and Dalal’s 
(2002) study indicates a strong process platform has the potential to consistently support value 
creation processes throughout several product generation- and design cycles. In this regard, several 
process variations are needed to achieve the required variety in the product offer. This implies that to 
realize a product family, a process family is needed, which is subject to the same principles of 
commonality and differentiation as the product family. The process family also shares common process 
structures which are organized in a process platform. In order to sustain the competitive position of 
the organization and the relevance of product families, manufacturing technology needs to be 
continuously improved and updated (Lager, 2017, p. 22; Samuelsson et al., 2016). 

As already stated above, the product platform and process platform are interlinked. Some authors 
even argue that ‘the process is the product for process industries’ (Mogensen et al., 2022). Accordingly, 
commonalities in production processes and technology configurations need to be identified. Exploiting 
such process families can lead to significant cost and risk reduction. Because of the close interlinkage 
of manufacturing process and product, investments in production technology are the foundation for 
product development and hence the basis for innovation. For this reason, the process technology 
configuration is regarded as a starting point for identification of process platforms which serve as 
foundation for the development of derivative production structures. The resulting family of production 
processes is facilitated by commonalities in production technology and process logistics (Lager, 2017, 
p. 27). 

Production platforms for non-assembled products in most cases require complex manufacturing 
technology characterized by high investment costs potentially leading to lock-in to current product 
families and manufacturing processes (Meyer & Dalal, 2002). 

Raw material platforms  

Compared to other manufacturing industries non-assembled products can be a combination of raw 
materials which are blended and transformed to even a new "product entity" through different 
transformation mechanisms. The final products are usually homogeneous depending on the input 
material properties. The commonality between input materials used in different production platforms, 
i.e., a respective combination of product- and process platforms serves as foundation for the 
identification of raw material platforms that can be leveraged over different production systems. 
Logistics play a crucial role eventually necessitating raw material logistics platforms (Lager, 2017, p. 27; 
Samuelson & Lager, 2019). 

Due to the influence of the feedstock materials on the final product the design of non-assembled 
products must be considered from an end-to-end perspective. If products exhibit commonalities and 
these can be identified and a shared logic between design aspects, functionalities, production 
processes and raw materials can be identified. Platform-based design can enable to exploit these 
commonalities (Delft & Zhao, 2021; Lager, 2017, p. 26). 

As raw materials highly influence the quality and performance as well as functionality of the final 
products, a function-based leveraging strategy highly correlates with the availability, choice and quality 
of the raw materials used. 
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Production platforms  

Samuelson and Lager (2019, p. 135) argue that due to the homogenous nature of the products 
manufactured, and the close coupling between customer needs, products, production processes and 
raw materials a “well-integrated production and design philosophy is needed”. 

Hence the product-, process- and raw material platforms together form the integrated production 
platform of an organization. Depending on the customer requirements regarding the final products' 
properties as well as the according market segmentation several production platforms might need to 
be developed. For each production platform the development of each of these platforms is implicit. 
Market information is needed to transform customer desires into a product platform expressing the 
need for and extent of product variety. This information can be broken down into product 
specifications and functionalities which further impose requirements on the process setups that can 
subsequently be organized as a process platform facilitating the generation of a product family. This 
translates to the raw material platform identifying the required input materials for each production 
platform  (Lager, 2017, p. 27). 

 

Figure 2 Framework for platform-based design of non-assembled products - Integration of product-, process-, and raw-
material platforms into a production platform adapted from Lager (2017, p. 27)  

Depending on the product portfolio of an industrial firm, as well as the need for a high product variety 
strategy, several production platforms can be developed enabling the identification of further 
commonalities between products, processes and raw materials (Delft & Zhao, 2021; Lager, 2017; 
Samuelson & Lager, 2019). As illustrated in Figure 3 these production platforms can be coupled. The 
higher the degree of commonality, the more likely the company will be able to achieve cost-efficiencies 
in product development, manufacturing system configuration and raw material sourcing, all while 
ensuring the pitfalls of product platforming as described above are prevented. 
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Figure 3 Framework extension through multiple production platforms (Lager, 2017; Samuelson & Lager, 2019) 
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2.4 Chapter summary 

Giving an answer to sub-question 1 How can platform-based design for non-assembled products help 

the company in structuring its approach to the selection of an integrated manufacturing platform? this 

chapter summarizes the aspects of platform-based design in process industries. 

Throughout the past two decades, platform-based design theory scholars transferred concepts for 

platform-based design for assembled products to the non-assembled products manufactured in the 

process industries and tested their feasibility. Final products differ in terms of their underlying raw 

materials, also referred to as feedstock materials or ingredients, their structure, constellation, depth, 

the number of input materials and process flow patterns.  

The notion of the integrated production platform emerged including highly integrated product-, 

process- and raw material platforms which inform each other (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 Interrelations of the integrated production platform in process industries adapted from Lager (2017) 

As for assembled products, platform approaches are enabling to exploit commonalities of products, 

processes, and raw materials to generate the most adequate product offer for different market 

segments and to facilitate a resource efficient high variety strategy.  

The notion of commonality is the main guiding theme combining all different platforms. Considering 

the structure of functional elements of different non-assembled products offered by a company, direct 

implications can be derived for the underlying process platform which includes a set of complex and 

interlinked subsystems of process technology with prospects for getting more extensive and complex 

with each further product derivative added. 

As the process platform and the process equipment respectively are an integral part of product 

development efforts it is feasible to leverage platform-based design theory for the selection of a 

complex integrated manufacturing platform to realize different product families. The set of capabilities 

of the manufacturing platform is subject to requirements imposed by the underlying raw materials, 

needed for the final products as well as directly by the products themselves.  
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Figure 5 Interrelations of integrated production platforms and implications for process capabilities 

Emphasizing the framework for platform-based design for non-assembled products introduced by 

Lager (2017) it becomes evident that with each further product derivative and production platform 

added, also adds new requirements to the process platform, i.e., its manufacturing capabilities (see 

Figure 5). The following sections take the company’s high variety strategy for biochar products as 

departure point and establish relevant product families, based on the inherent properties and benefits 

of biochar and the underlying manufacturing process. The focus is on the manufacturing capabilities 

of the process platform with the ultimate goal to end up with a condensed set of criteria for a 

subsequent evaluation of integrated manufacturing systems available for selection. 

As the biochar systems are highly complex involving many interrelated factors in a multifactor complex 
system, the suitability of platform-based design for non-assembled products offers potential avenues 
to structure a technology selection process and derive a comprehensive set of criteria for selection.  
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3 Production platform – Biochar 

This chapter concerns the functionality of biochar as a product, its properties and the company’s main 

customers’ needs regarding the functionality of the biochar products. Section 3.1 describes biochar 

and its physical as well as chemical properties in order to introduce the reader to the functionalities 

and capabilities of the biochar product.  

The chapter further ventures into the applications of biochar focusing on applications to soil and the 

establishment of a product family for biochar for soil amendment in section 3.2. This sub-chapter 

answers sub-question SQ 2.1 Who are the customers the company currently serves with biochar, what 

are their main needs and how do these translate to required functionalities of the biochar products for 

each application? The goal is to develop a function structure, which can be leveraged over the different 

customer segments. 

Section 3.3 then focuses on answering sub-questions SQ 2.2 Which subsystems are relevant for the 

biochar process platform? and SQ 2.3 How do the biochar product functionalities translate to process 

platform requirements? 

Section 3.4 ultimately ventures into the raw materials for biochar production and answers SQ 2.4 How 

do the biochar product functionalities translate to raw-material platform requirements? 

Section 3.5 concludes with a summary of chapter 3. 

3.1 What is biochar? 

Biochar is a term to describe biomasses which were subjected to a thermochemical – either pyrolytic 

or hydrothermal – decomposition reaction leading among other things to an increase in their relative 

carbon content. This process is used to emulate the natural carbon sequestration process leading to 

the formation of fossil coal (Quicker & Weber, 2016; Weber & Quicker, 2018). The carbonaceous 

product can subsequently be used as a substitute for fossil based carbon additives in technical 

processes (Weber & Quicker, 2018, p. 240).  The final solid fuel obtained is a stable, carbon rich, porous 

material produced at a slow heating rate and at relatively low temperature between 400-700°C 

(Ghodake et al., 2021; Ippolito et al., 2020). 

Biochar is usually produced from a variety of biogenic feedstocks such as agricultural and forestry 

waste products, municipal waste, green and food waste, and many others. The utilization of these 

feedstock materials and their pyrolytic conversion enables to lock carbon into its recalcitrant form1 

with a durability of more than 1,000 years. This indicates the technology’s potential to effectively 

support the mitigation of climate change as one of the few, technologically ready and available 

negative emissions solutions on the market (Ippolito et al., 2020). 

Products and services enabled through thermochemical treatment processes provide value beyond 

thermal and electric energy recovery. Respective technologies must be seen as part of the concept of 

circular low carbon economy (Porshnov, 2022, p. 3). 

 

1 A form with high resistance against biodegradation (Knapp and Bromley-Challoner (2003). 
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Figure 6 Biochar under the microscope (Ladygina & Rineau, 2013) 

The following section presents a selection of physical and chemical properties of biochar, relevant to 

the final products and applications which serve to evaluate the investigated integrated pyrolysis 

systems presented in the empirical part of this thesis. From the physical and chemical properties of 

the material, an according function structure can be extrapolated which is to be leveraged over the 

different customer segments as according to (Lager, 2010, 2016, 2017; Samuelson & Lager, 2019). This 

thesis does not claim full coverage of all factors relevant to all biochar applications which are currently 

applied and investigated, therefore the following chapter is not exhaustive and only presents the 

relevant properties for soil amendment applications. For further, detailed information, the reader can 

refer to Lehmann and Joseph (2015) and Quicker and Weber (2016). 

Applications of biochar 

Biochar production from diverse organic "wastes" and byproducts of agricultural and industrial origin 

has become a promising study subject because of its positive benefits. A wide range of agricultural as 

well as industrial products are offered on an international market (Kocsis et al., 2022; Lehmann & 

Joseph, 2015). 

Biochar has the potential to function as a platform carbon material for pollutant removal, soil 

remediation, CO2 capture, energy storage, as construction material, as composite material, as additive 

and substitute for a great variety of industrial substances and many others (see Figure 7) (EBC, 2012-

2022; D. K. Gupta et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2015; Schmidt et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2022). 

 

 

Figure 7 Application areas of biochar adapted from Zhang et al. (2022), Liu et al. (2015), Lehmann and Joseph (2015), D. K. 
Gupta et al. (2020) 
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Due to the early developmental stage of the whole biochar market, most of the biochar applications 

for instance industrial materials do not provide sufficient market readiness yet. This resonates with 

potential customers who currently do not sufficiently understand the potential benefits of biochar and 

resulting. Another important factor to consider is the lack of adequate standards and regulations (EBC, 

2012-2022). For this reason, the following sections for further elaboration of a production platform for 

biochar focuses on its application to soil for purposes of soil remediation, urban blue and green 

infrastructure, and agricultural use. Figure 8 presents the general benefits of biochar for soil 

amendment. 

 

Figure 8 Biochar for soil amendment, benefits adapted from Kocsis et al. (2022) and IBI (2023) 

Physical and chemical properties of biochar 

Properties of the carbonized product determine its final application and vice versa. In the following, 

several important properties of biochar are explained. These will be of further relevance later and 

enable the reader to understand the relation between process conditions, pyrolysis system 

configuration and the benefits of the different technological solutions presented in the technology 

evaluation. Research differentiates between functionality, porosity and specific surface area (SSA) and 

particle size distribution in terms of physical and structural properties. Chemical properties are fixed 

carbon and volatile matter, pH-value, cation exchange capacity and ash content. 

Porosity and surface area 

Volatile gases being released from the feedstock during pyrolysis increase the porosity and surface 

area of the final product. Research differentiates micro- and macroporosity of the biochar. Micropores 

up to 2μm are referred to as micropores responsible for the adsorptive capacity2 of the material which 

is relevant for any gaseous or liquid filter application and hence soil remediation purposes (Lehmann 

& Joseph, 2015, p. 95). Macropores are pores of more than 10μm and highly relevant if biochar is 

considered primarily as soil amendment, since these pores can provide a habitat for microorganisms, 

increase aeration of soil and root hair growth (Kocsis et al., 2022; Lehmann & Joseph, 2015, p. 99). 

 

2 Adsorptive capacity to the ability to absorb molecules of different media (Ladygina and Rineau (2013). 
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A large surface area is favorable for a variety of final applications and related to  a number of other 

material properties such as cation exchange capacity (CEC) and water holding capacity (WHC) (Weber 

& Quicker, 2018, p. 252). The SSA of soils determines their WHC. Biochar is supposed to improve soil 

physical properties in sandy as well as clayey soils through its porosity. Moreover, a high SSA favors 

the development of microbial activity and populations in, resulting in overall greater fertility of the 

soils (Lehmann & Joseph, 2015, p. 95). SSA of several hundred square meters are common (Kocsis et 

al., 2022). The influence of the pyrolysis process and its parameters on this property is still largely 

unclear, only some studies suggest that their influence is minor. However, heating rate and treatment 

temperatures have an influence this can be mainly attributed to the biochemical composition of the 

input materials (Muzyka et al., 2023). 

Particle size distribution 

The particle size distribution of the carbonized product is largely influenced by the feedstock size 

distribution although it needs to be acknowledged that the pyrolysis conditions as well as reactor 

configurations subject the feedstock particles to shrinkage and attrition. Heating rate, highest 

treatment temperature (HTT) and pyrolysis pressure further influence the particle size distribution. A 

high heating rate and large feedstock particles can result in a majority of large particles due to the 

limited heat transfer into the core of the particles. A high HTT favors the development of small particles 

and an increased pyrolysis pressure can result in swelling and particle clusters due to inflicted particle 

fusion (Lehmann & Joseph, 2015, p. 101). 

Water holding capacity (WHC) 

The WHC of biochar is relevant for different applications as adsorptive material for sponge city 

concepts and generally to increase the WHC of soils. As further elaborated in the section about the 

chemical properties of biochar, the reduction of functional groups on the surface of the material 

increases its hydrophilicity, i.e., its ability to store water. The increased porosity of the material also 

supports this characteristic. However, both mechanisms have potential for complementing or 

counteracting their effects on water holding capacity. In most cases, the hydrophilicity of the biochar 

is increased compared to the feedstock material (Weber & Quicker, 2018, p. 253). While the pyrolysis 

treatment temperature influences the WHC, the feedstock is again the determining factor (Marshall 

et al., 2019). 

Functionality 

During carbonization the most important process is the thermal decomposition of the feedstock 

structure. Functional groups are detached, and oxygen and hydrogen released. A critical metric for 

several applications, i.e., soil amendment and remediation, is the H/C ratio. A low ratio indicates a high 

carbon content, less functional groups, and increased number of aromatic structures in the char. These 

exhibit a high thermodynamic stability, which is important for soil amendment requiring long-term 

stability of the carbonaceous material (Ippolito et al., 2020; Weber & Quicker, 2018, p. 247). 

Fixed carbon and volatile matter 

After the release of volatile compounds from feedstock material during the pyrolysis process the 

carbon remaining in the solid fuel is referred to as fixed carbon. For some applications, a very high 

carbon content of > 90% is required to replace fossil fuel carbon carriers. These are for example 

metallurgical applications as well as biochar produced for carbon sequestration purposes. Process 

temperatures of > 700°C are required to produce such high fractions. The increase of the relative 

carbon content is a direct result of the release and hence decrease of volatile matter in form of process 
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gases, also referred to as devolatilization (Weber & Quicker, 2018, p. 247). Lignocellulosic biomass with 

a high lignin content is the best biomass regarding the yield of this metric (Weber & Quicker, 2018). 

pH-value 

The pH-value provides information about the alkalinity or acidity of the carbonaceous material. 

Especially soil amendment applications have strict requirements to the pH value of the biochar used. 

As functional groups are detached from the material during pyrolysis, which are acidic, the remaining 

solid material becomes more basic. This development is proportional to the number of functional 

groups released. Moreover, the relative content of ash further increases. As a matter of fact, it can be 

stated that an increasing pH-value is caused by increasing carbonization. The treatment temperature 

is the most influencing factor in this case (Weber & Quicker, 2018, p. 248).  

Cation exchange capacity (CEC) 

The cation exchange capacity is a general parameter for soils’ ability to adsorb and release the 

nutrients which are needed for plant growth. It results from negative surface charges and the 

underlying metric is the number of exchangeable cations a material can hold. The cation exchange 

capacity is influenced by the surface structure of the biochar. Biochars produced at low temperatures 

(resulting in a high surface area) exhibit the highest cation exchange capacities. Here, enough 

functional groups are still present to provide negative charges. Consequently, the CEC decreases with 

higher treatment temperatures (Weber & Quicker, 2018, p. 249). 

Ash content 

The ash content of the feedstock material significantly influences the ash content of the resulting 

biochar. Whereas water is evaporated from the biochar, the ash remains in the final product. As an 

inorganic compound it determines the biochar’s feasibility for a range of applications. A high ash 

content could for example decreases the biochar’s ability for carbon sequestration (Weber & Quicker, 

2018, p. 249).  

3.2 Product family – Biochar for soil amendment 

Whereas the previous section delved into the properties of biochar and its inherent benefits for soil 

amendment, this section concerns the customer needs, the product functionalities and ultimately the 

manufacturing capabilities of the process platform. According to the main revenue streams of the 

company, three main applications of biochar for soil amendment can be identified, which are mostly 

requested by the market. These are urban landscaping or greening, application in the agricultural 

context, and soil remediation (Köhler, 2022).  

 

Figure 9 Market segmentation depending on final application 
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The relevant sub-research-question for this chapter is SQ 2.1 Who are the customers the company 

currently serves with biochar, what are their main needs and how do these translate to required 

functionalities of the biochar products for each application? 

Agricultural applications – Main customers, their needs and product functionalities 

Main customers of the company for agricultural applications of biochar include agro-industrial trading 

companies which have established exclusive B2B contracts for delivery. They act as B2B intermediaries 

leveraging a wide network of distribution and further downstream manufacturing facilities producing 

material blends based on biochar. The main customer needs identified by the company’s sales 

representatives are compliance with EBC certifications, a high water holding capacity (WHC) as well as 

a high filtration capacity of the biochar products. Currently, the company only sells biochar made from 

wooden feedstock materials to these customers. Moreover, the customers request different particle 

sizes (Köhler, 2023).  

In addition, physically or chemically enhanced biochar can improve the health and performance of 

agricultural soils and increase plant yields. The biochar’s main appealing benefit is its ability to release 

nutrients stored in the carbonaceous product and reduce the need for industrial fertilizers which 

become subject to a lower leaching rate after incorporation of the carbonate into soil. Amending the 

physical structure of soils, biochar increases their WHC and provides potential for remediation through 

reducing the ecotoxicity of soils by immobilizing organic and inorganic contaminants. The bioavailable 

nutrients stored in the biochar are released and thus biochar can act as slow-release fertilizer further 

adding to the soil health and fertility. Greater nutrient retention is another beneficial factor. Again, the 

benefits of biochar application to soils depend on feedstock, pyrolysis conditions as well as particle 

size of the biochar and soil composition and properties (Allohverdi et al., 2021).  

Urban landscaping – Main customers, their needs and product functionalities 

Main customers for urban landscaping applications of biochar include municipalities with sustainability 

strategies including the goal of improving their blue and green infrastructure. Furthermore, great 

landscaping product manufacturers acting as B2B intermediaries with further downstream refining 

facilities contribute a vital part to the company’s revenue. Additionally, blue and green infrastructure 

construction and project development companies are interested in the biochar’s inherent benefits. 

The sales team of the company identifies compliance with EBC certifications, high filtration and water 

holding capacity, soil remediation effects as well as tailored particle sizes as fundamental customer 

needs (Köhler, 2023). 

Approximately 85% of the annual precipitation on the impervious surfaces in cities is converted to 

surface runoff. This increases the frequency and intensity of floods, reduces aquatic biodiversity and 

deteriorates the “channel morphology in urban stream systems” (Werdin et al., 2021, p. 1). Biochar is 

used as an additive for urban blue and green infrastructure for the purpose of passive treatment of 

storm water. Its ability for filtration as well as its increased WHC depending on SSA as well as porosity 

and pore size distribution are main determinants for a successful application in this area. Moreover 

due to lower solid density resulting from the porosity of the material it can reduce the weight of 

substrates used for green roofs influencing the requirements imposed on the structural capacity of 

buildings (J. Wang et al., 2023). Biochar amendment rate as well as particle size are the main 

influencing parameters for this application (Werdin et al., 2021). The EBC-Urban standard is the 

determinant for urban applications of biochar with strict quality requirements for storm water 

management and filter capabilities of biochar (EBC, 2012-2022, p. 12). Special emphasis is on 
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polyaromatic hydrocarbon trace elements which can cause cancer and are abundant in urban 

environments. 

Soil remediation – Main customers, their needs and product functionalities 

The sales representatives of the company further identify soil remediation as another relevant factor 

for the differentiation of market segments. Customers from the agricultural as well as urban 

landscaping realm, however, did not directly express the need for these functionalities of the product. 

Nevertheless, this product functionality is considered to play an important role in the further 

segmentation of customers in the future (Köhler, 2022, 2023). 

The focus of biochar application purposes for soil remediation is on decontamination of soils and 

preventing the leaching of environmentally harmful substances such as heavy metals, water soluble 

metal ions, agrochemicals, antibiotics, and others. The main material property relevant to the 

adsorption of organic and non-organic contaminants is the CEC of the biochar. SSA and degree of 

hydrophilicity are responsible for the carbonaceous material to hold water. Compared to other soil 

remediation techniques like soil washing, leaching and extraction, biochar application does not lead to 

an eradication of the contaminants in soil but a stabilization and a transformation into “less soluble 

and less bio-accessible forms” (Guo et al., 2020, p. 8). To achieve the desired effects, it is essential to 

incorporate tailored biochar products at an adequate soil specific rate to the contaminated soils (Guo 

et al., 2020). The biochar must comply with EBC-Urban and EBC-Agro certifications (EBC, 2012-2022; 

Köhler, 2022, 2023). 

Carbon sequestration  

In recent years, different approaches have been developed for engineered carbon dioxide removal 
(CDR) on an industrial scale. This market is increasingly gaining attention from regulators as well as 
industrial companies worldwide. It is estimated that the global economy will largely rely on carbon 
removal technologies with an estimated market size of 1.5 – 2 billion tons of engineered carbon 
removal annually by 2030 (Christie-Miller & Harvey, 2022). Biochar is one of several engineered carbon 
sequestration options available to contribute to greenhouse gas mitigation (D. K. Gupta et al., 2020). 

The process of photosynthesis converts CO2 through plant assimilation and stores it in biomass above 
and below the ground. Moreover, the CO2 is captured in soil organic biomass. This process is referred 
to as natural carbon sequestration. Soil organic carbon buildup is a very slow process taking several 
years or even decades. Through human interference with the biosphere and intensive tillage practices 
as well as soil erosion the organic soil carbon content is prone to deteriorate at a faster rate than its 
buildup (D. K. Gupta et al., 2020, p. 145). Biochar can sequester CO2 in the form of solid carbon in soils 
in soil applications emulating the natural carbon sequestration process.  

The potential of biochar for carbon sequestration is promoted because of its high carbon content and 
stability in soil, resulting from its resistance to biotic3 and abiotic decay4 (D. K. Gupta et al., 2020, 
p. 147). While remaining fixed for an estimated period of 90 - 1,600 years, carbon matter is still subject 
to decomposition depending on its state as well as soil conditions. The relevant factor determining the 
rate of degradation is the molar ratio between hydrogen and organic carbon content of the 
carbonaceous material referred to as H/Corg ratio. This is an indicator for the presence of aromatic 
carbon structures in the biochar and the intensity of the pyrolysis process. A ratio of <0.7, indicating 
high share of aromatic structures, is generally regarded as high-quality and high stability form of 
biochar (Allohverdi et al., 2021). However, different standards and methodologies such as the EBC Sink 

 

3 Biotic = decomposition through living organisms  

4 Abiotic = decomposition caused by natural elements, such as water, temperature, sun etc. 
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Certificate and the puro.earth methodology for carbon sequestration through biochar even request 
even lower ratios and take a more conservative approach to the permanence of carbon sequestration 
of biochar in soil (EBC, 2022; puro.earth, 2022). Current findings suggest that >65% of the organic 
carbon stored in biochar with a H/Corg ratio of <0.7 remains in soil applications after 100 years (Guo et 
al., 2020). Therefore, the puro.earth methodology chosen for a calculation of the potential for carbon 
sequestration of biochar estimates a permanence of up to 100 years for soil applications (puro.earth, 
2022). Depending on the biomass and pyrolysis conditions levels the H/Corg ratio fluctuates (EBC, 2012-
2022). 

The function structure of biochar  

Inferring from the information presented above this section provides an answer to SQ 2.4 How do the 

biochar product functionalities translate to raw-material platform requirements? 

 in the form of an expanded function structure of the biochar product for all three applications. 

As we can currently not estimate which of the customers and applications in the agricultural, urban 

landscaping and soil remediation context will determine the company’s success in the long-term, the 

production process remains a source of innovation (Lager, 2016, 2017). Therefore, Table 3 lists more 

than the functions requested by the main customers. As some customers of each market segment 

further express the need for the carbon sequestration performance of the biochar Table 3 also includes 

this functionality.  

Table 3 Function structure of biochar product for urban blue and green infrastructure, application to agricultural soil and soil 
remediation 

Urban blue & green infrastructure Agriculture Soil remediation 

• Comply with EBC-Urban 
certification requirements for 
soil 

• Increase water holding 
capacity (WHC) 

• Increase aeration of soil 

• Reduce weight of substrates 

• Increase plant available water 

• Adsorb organic and inorganic 
contaminants of stormwater 

• Sequester carbon 

• Comply with EBC-Agro 
certification 
requirements for soil 

• Increase water holding 
capacity (WHC) 

• Increase nutrient 
density 

• Slowly release 
bioavailable nutrients 

• Reduce leaching of 
fertilizers 

• Reduce fertilizer input 

• Increase crop yields 

• Reduce ecotoxicity of 
soil 

• Sequester carbon 

• Comply with EBC-Agro 
certification requirements 
for soil 

• Increase water holding 
capacity (WHC) 

• Reduce ecotoxicity of soil 
o Immobilize heavy 

metals 
o Immobilize polar gases 
o Immobilize water 

soluble metal ions 
o Immobilize 

agrochemicals, 
antibiotics, and poly-
aromatic hydrocarbons 

o Sequester carbon 

3.3 Process platform biochar for soil amendment – Subsystems & 
requirements 

Answering sub-question 2.2 Which subsystems are relevant for the biochar production process 

platform? Figure 10 illustrates the process platform for biochar production which is composed of four 

general sub-systems each including different process modules and manufacturing equipment.  

For the sole biochar production only two subsystems are usually required: subsystem one (SUB_1) 

relating to the storage of the feedstock material and subsystem two (SUB_2) covering the material 
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transformation. The solid fuel in form of the biomass enters the manufacturing process and might 

move through subsystem five (SUB_5) in case the biogenic feedstock needs to be pre-processed to 

alter its properties for the subsequent transformation process. Subsystem five includes process 

modules for the control of its particle size and moisture content. After the material transformation the 

now carbonaceous solid fuel might be subjected to product refinement processes in subsystem six 

(SUB_6) (Kaltschmitt, 2019; Kaltschmitt et al., 2016; Lehmann & Joseph, 2015). 

 

Figure 10 Process platform for biochar production adapted from Kaltschmitt et al. (2016, p. 1241), Lehmann and Joseph 
(2015) and Kaltschmitt et al. (2016) 

Giving an answer to SQ 2.4, How do the biochar product functionalities translate to process platform 

requirements? Table 4 presents several requirements. Most of the properties of the final product 

depend on the raw material properties, in other words “the ingredients” according to Lager (2017). 

Table 4 Biochar - Requirements to process platform 

Description Value Unit Remarks 

Biochar conversion rate ↑ % 

Since the pyrolysis process produces a 
gaseous, a liquid and the solid product 
biochar, the yield of the latter must be 
maximized. 

Conversion rate liquid fuel ↓ % 

Conversion pathways of the different 
pyrolysis products are competing. Any 
decrease in gaseous product 
generation may result in a higher solid 
fuel yield. 

Conversion rate gaseous fuel ↓ % See conversion rate liquid fuel. 

Process control ↑ % 

Highest treatment temperature, 
residence time and heating rate are 
the most critical parameters. Process 
control regarding these factors is 
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critical. It should be possible to tune 
the treatment temperature to the best 
extent. 

Treatment temperature range ↑ Δ°C 

The biochar yield and product 
properties are directly influenced by 
the treatment temperature. It must be 
adapted accordingly. 

Residence time rage ↑ Δmin 
Residence time is one of the most 
influential factors on final product 
quality.  

Input material properties possible 

• Particle size 

• Moisture content 

• Range of input materials 

• Experience with input 
materials 

 
↑ 
↑ 
↑ 
↑ 

 
mm 
% 
Number 
Number 

The bigger the particle sizes possible to 
be processed, the less pre-processing 
of the biochar is required, resulting in 
lower costs. Same applies to the 
moisture content. The equipment 
should be able to process a range of 
input materials as well as already 
adapted to these materials. 

Low polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)  ↓ g t-1 DS 

The buildup of PAH depends on 
employed pyrolysis technology and 
process control, and the separation of 
biochar from pyrolysis gases in the 
reactor and during the discharge of the 
material. 

Cost per ton of biochar ↓ €/t 
According to the market demand for 
lower biochar prices, to further diffuse 
the product in the market. 

Depending on the standards to be achieved and regulations to be complied with, as well as to increase 

the yield of carbon credits issued on basis of the manufactured carbon material, emissions control of 

the manufacturing process is an essential requirement to the process platform (D. K. Gupta et al., 

2020).  

According to the EBC certificate, the release of non-combusted pyrolysis gases into the atmosphere is 

prohibited. Nationally determined emissions thresholds must be kept and the equipment needs an 

EBC-type certification to be able to claim the C-sink certification (EBC, 2022). 

Process emissions which are documented and relevant for the product performance of carbon credits 

are the following according to the EBC C-Sink certificate: 

Table 5 Carbon sequestration - Requirements to process platform 

Description Value Unit Remarks 

CO2 equivalents emitted per unit of 
electricity consumed* 

↓ CO2eq/kWh - 

CO2 equivalents emitted for 
preheating the pyrolysis* 

↓ CO2eq  Some reactor configurations 
require fossil fuel for starting the 
reactor. 

CO2 equivalents emitted during 
pyrolysis* 

↓ CO2eq 
Depending on the heating principle 
as well as system performance in 
terms of filtering the process 
streams different values are to be 
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expected. The feedstock again has a 
significant influence on emissions, 
because depending on the energy 
content and reactor configuration 
additional energy input in form of 
fossil gas might be required to 
succeed with the thermochemical 
conversion process. 

Water consumption* ↓ l - 

*All requirements are calculated based on 1t of biochar (DM) 

3.4 Raw material platform biochar for soil amendment – Requirements 

Providing an answer to sub-question 2.4 “How do the biochar product functionalities translate to raw-

material platform requirements?” this section presents requirements to a raw-material platform (see 

Table 6).  

Biochar requirements to raw material platform 

The final product's composition is proportional to the initial properties and concentrations of 

substances in the raw material (Kocsis et al., 2022). Preferably, biomass with a high lignin content is 

used to produce biochar. Lignin favors the yield of the solid fuel obtained from the pyrolysis process. 

Hemicellulose as well as cellulose thermally degrade earlier during the process. These compounds 

contribute to the release of condensable gases due to their lower stability (Weber & Quicker, 2018, 

p. 242). 

According to Ghodake et al. (2021) agricultural residues, agro-industrial waste, hard-wood forestry 

biomass, food waste and livestock manure are feedstocks that are subject to current research with a 

wide basis of information about appropriate processing conditions and raw material conditions. 

Predominantly, agricultural lignocellulosic biomass residues like corn stover, wheat straw or rice straw, 

and forest residues like thinning and logging residues; aquatic biomass; cardboard waste; municipal 

solid waste; wastewater organic sludge as well as dedicated energy crops are used for scientific and 

industrial biochar production. The more homogenic the input material the more consistent the process 

and the quality of the final products. Lignocellulosic biomass is composed of hemicellulose, cellulose 

and lignin. These components have different decomposition behaviors, and their content is 

determined by biomass species, soil, age of the plants, growth and harvesting conditions imposing 

challenges on the consistency of the production process and the properties of the final products 

(Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019; Soria-Verdugo, 2019). 

The products and their function structure resulting from the physical and chemical properties impose 

several requirements on a biochar raw material platform. Critical parameters are documented in the 

relevant standards a biochar manufacturer is likely to pursue for developing a reputation in the biochar 

market. Main requirements target the contamination of soil. Depending on the certification class for 

biochar products and their final application the following requirements must be considered when 

choosing a respective input material (EBC, 2012-2022; Ghodake et al., 2021). 
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Table 6 Biochar - Requirements to raw material platform 

Description Value  Unit Remarks 

Utilization of biomasses - - Fossil fuels must be avoided. 

Separation non-biogenic / organic 
materials 

- - 
A clean separation of non-biogenic 
from organic materials must be 
achieved in the feedstock. 

No toxic contaminants - - 
No paint residues, solvents or other 
toxic substances must be in the 
biomass. 

Utilization of waste products - - 
According to the German Biomass 
Strategy, preference is to be assigned 
to waste products (BMWK, 2022).  

PEFC / FSC certification - - 
Only forest material which is certified 
according to PEFC or FSC guidelines 
can be used. 

Heavy metals content ↓ g t-1 DS 

The heavy metals content in 
feedstocks is an essential determinant 
for selection. The weight reduction 
during the pyrolysis process leads to a 
concentration of heavy metals in the 
biochar. Therefore, the lower the 
initial heavy metals content in the 
feedstock, the better. 

Chlorine content ↓ w.% 

A low chlorine content is another 
requirement for the feedstock 
material because of its corrosive effect 
on the reactor materials. 

Carbon sequestration requirements to raw material platform 

Depending on the feedstock different levels of carbon sequestration through biochar can be obtained. 

Generally, lignocellulosic biomass is preferred as raw material, since it possesses the highest organic 

carbon content. The biochar carbon content increases with the lignin content of the feedstock. 

Feedstocks with high ash content are less feasible due to the lower share of carbon. A high ash content 

prevents the formation of aromatic structures in the biochar and reduces its stability which is 

detrimental for soil carbon sequestration (D. K. Gupta et al., 2020). 

Agricultural and forestry residues, agro-industrial wastes, short rotation forestry, dedicated energy 

crops are lignocellulosic biomasses with a high lignin and low ash content and preferred for carbon 

sequestration purposes. Furthermore, they are abundantly available at a low price because of their 

classification as waste material (Fawzy et al., 2022; Fawzy et al., 2021). 

As evaluated by Guo et al. (2020), wooden residues provide the highest potential for carbon 

sequestration as illustrated in Figure 11. In general, the concentration of the carbon content in the 

final product increases with temperature due to the induced mass reduction and secondary char 

formation mechanisms as will be explained later in this document. 

According to literature, the following general requirements can be identified for the respective biochar 

raw material platform from a carbon sequestration perspective (see   
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Table 7): 
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Table 7 Carbon sequestration - Requirements to raw material platform 

Description Value Unit Remarks 

Corg ↑ w.% 
A high organic carbon content of the 
feedstock is essential. 

Ash ↓ w.% 
A high ash content results in a low 
carbon content of the final product. 

Lignin ↑ w.% 
A high lignin content favors the 
conversion into carbon. 

Lignocellulosic biomass - - 
Lignocellulosic biomass is preferred 
due to its high lignin content. 

 

 

Figure 11 General change trends of biochar's total carbon content, carbon stability, mineral ash content, porosity, specific 
surface area, abundance of surface functional groups, and cation exchange capacity over feedstock and pyrolysis 

temperature adapted from Guo et al. (2020) 

Since the carbon sequestration certificates are only a secondary product, derived from the inherent 

potential to emulate the natural carbon sequestration process, exhibiting high economic flexibility in 

terms of their generation, the author refrains from developing a dedicated raw material platform for 

this section. Carbon credits based on biochar are relatively new to the market and experienced their 

instigation in the beginning of 2020. Currently, a differentiation of biochar certificates regarding 

additionality and permanence of storage is increasingly being requested by the market. Respective 

standards are under review. However, since this product is in its early developmental stage the 

underlying data to legitimate such a differentiation is insufficient. Therefore, a general raw material 

platform for biochar is subjected to the requirements established in this section. 
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3.5 Chapter summary 

Answering sub-question SQ 2.1, the company's main customers for agricultural biochar are B2B 

intermediaries who distribute, and manufacture biochar blends based on wooden feedstock. 

Compliance with EBC certifications, high water holding capacity, and filtration capacity are essential 

customer needs and product functionalities.  The constitution of soils can be improved, increasing their 

WHC and providing potential for remediation.  

The company's main customers for urban landscaping applications of biochar include municipalities, 

landscaping product manufacturers, and blue and green infrastructure construction companies. 

Compliance with EBC certifications, high filtration and water holding capacity, soil remediation effects, 

and tailored particle sizes are fundamental customer needs in this target segment. Biochar is used as 

an additive for urban blue and green infrastructure for the purpose of passive treatment of 

stormwater, and its ability for filtration and increased WHC are main determinants for a successful 

application.  

Soil remediation is another relevant factor for a differentiation of market segments, with the focus on 

decontamination of soils and preventing the leaching of environmentally harmful substances. The 

main material property relevant to the adsorption of organic and non-organic contaminants is the CEC 

of the biochar. 

Giving an answer to SQ 2.2 the main subsystems relevant for biochar production include storage, 

feedstock preparation (drying, grinding, sieving etc.), material transformation process (in this case 

thermochemical conversion through pyrolysis and product refinement subsystems (i.e., subsequent 

grinding, sieving).  

While biochar conversion rate as well as throughput need to be maximized, the conversion rate to 

liquid fuel as well as gaseous fuel need to be minimized due to competing reaction pathways of the 

products. Process control must be high, indicating the best adaptability of treatment parameters such 

as treatment temperature as well as residence time. The buildup of polyaromatic hydrocarbons in the 

reactor as well as other process emissions must be reduced to increase the carbon sequestration 

performance of the final product. The same applies to the cost per ton of biochar answering SQ 2.3.  

Answering SQ 2.4 The properties and concentrations of substances in the raw material significantly 

affect the composition and functionality of the final biochar product. Lignocellulosic biomass with high 

lignin and low ash content, no toxic contaminants, a classification as waste biomass, a low heavy metals 

and chlorine content is preferred as it favors the yield of solid fuel. It moreover possesses the highest 

organic carbon content for carbon sequestration. Agricultural and forestry residues, agro-industrial 

waste, and dedicated energy crops are among the preferred feedstocks due to their high lignin and 

low ash content, and their abundance at low cost. The contamination of soil is a critical parameter that 

must be considered, and relevant standards must be followed. The concentration of carbon content in 

the final product increases with temperature, inducing mass reduction and secondary char formation 

mechanisms. While carbon sequestration certificates are a secondary product, they provide high 

economic flexibility in terms of their generation, and respective standards are under review. 
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4 Production platform – Green energy 

This chapter briefly introduces the reader to the need for renewable, green heat, follows with an 
explanation for waste heat generation of the pyrolysis process, then dives into the production platform 
for heat products. Sections 4.1 – 4.2 concern the customers of the company and their main needs 
answering SQ 3.1 Who are the customers the company currently serves with green heat, what are their 
main needs and how do these translate to product properties? 

Section 4.3 then dives into the process platform for renewable heat answering SQ 3.2 Which 
subsystems are relevant for an energy conversion process platform? as well as SQ 3.3 How do the 
energy product properties translate to process platform requirements? 

Section 0 concerns SQ 3.4 How do the energy product properties translate to raw material platform 
requirements? 

4.1 The customers’ need for green energy 

Concerning SQ 3.1 Most of the industrial players and public institutions in Germany have committed 
to decarbonize their operations until 2030 through leveraging a myriad of renewable energy 
technologies such as solar, wind and hydro power (Pantaleo et al., 2014; Piterou & Coles, 2021; 
WCBSD, 2022). 

Decarbonizing industrial heat supply represents the next big hurdle to achieve a secure and 
environmentally friendly energy supply. Many companies are likely to use a combination of energy 
sources to satisfy their industrial needs for renewable energy. The combination largely depends on 
market dynamics, availability of fuels and policies implemented by local governmental institutions. 
Also, public utilities have identified the decarbonization of their heat supply as an essential part of 
their strategies to become carbon neutral (Kaltschmitt et al., 2016; Pantaleo et al., 2014; Piterou & 
Coles, 2021; WCBSD, 2022). 

One key technological solution includes "third party waste heat" as provided by the thermochemical 
conversion process of biomass. Being restricted by budgetary constraints and competing capital needs 
of different internal organizational projects, investment capital for low-carbon projects might be 
scarce, especially considering the current energy crisis. The market shows increased awareness for 
energy efficiency measures. Main hurdles for the implementation renewable energy projects are low 
availability of investment capital as well as limited know-how (EU-ESCO, 2021; Pantaleo et al., 2014, 
p. 239). In this regard, the company identified several customer needs regarding their energy supply 
referring to SQ 3.1 Who are the customers the company currently serves with green heat, what are 
their main needs and how do these translate to product properties?:  

• Decoupling capital expenditure (CAPEX) from their decarbonization strategy. Customers aim 
to finance their heat supply through operating expenditure (OPEX), leading to an improvement 
in return on assets and capital employed by service contracts (Ziegner & Milla, 2022). 

• Customers want to outsource the expertise to operate the new low carbon heat technologies. 
Consequently, know-how does not have to be developed in-house enabling a buying 
organization to increase focus on their own innovation projects (Ziegner & Milla, 2022). 

• Long-term security of energy supply at competitive prices. Agreements are usually negotiated 
for suppliers enable to secure an thermal energy price stability over the long-term, and to 
realize immediate cost savings in markets in which the company as specialized thermal energy 
provider can leverage market conditions as well as technological know-how (Piterou & Coles, 
2021; WCBSD, 2022; Ziegner & Milla, 2022). 

• Customers further request high stability of the energy supply and demand base-load 

compliance for their district heating networks as well as their industrial processes (Ziegner & 

Milla, 2022). 
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4.2 Product family – Pyrolysis and green energy  

The thermochemical conversion process of pyrolysis provides a viable and efficient approach for 
valorizing biogenic feedstocks, transforming them into sustainable energy in the form of heat and 
electricity (Mong et al., 2022). Despite its potential, pyrolysis processes generally achieve lower energy 
production compared to consumption due to various inefficiencies, including heat losses during the 
process, energy consumption of feedstock drying, the need for ex-situ preparation or modification of 
input materials, inefficient heating inside the reactor, and challenges in optimizing product and quality 
yield simultaneously (Mong et al., 2022). However, four distinct energy products can be generated 
through pyrolysis and peripheral modules, catering to customers' needs for reliability, cost-
effectiveness, and sustainability (Li et al., 2019; Ziegner & Milla, 2022). 

Pyrolysis-generated steam is a reliable, cost-effective, and sustainable energy product. Customers 
require a consistent and stable supply of steam without interruptions or variations in quality. Cost-
effectiveness depends on the efficiency of the pyrolysis process, conversion rates, and operational 
costs. Pyrolysis offers a sustainable option for steam generation through integrating subsystems for 
product-related waste heat recovery. The success of this energy product will depend on the efficiency, 
cost, and environmental impact of the pyrolysis process, as well as the availability of reliable waste 
materials (Li et al., 2019; Ziegner & Milla, 2022). 

In addition to steam, pyrolysis can generate warm water (70-90°C) and hot water (above 110°C), which 
can be utilized for various applications such as space heating and industrial processes. Customer needs 
for warm water and hot water are similar to those for steam, including reliability, cost-effectiveness, 
and quality. A reliable and consistent supply of warm water and hot water is crucial for customers, as 
any interruption in supply or variations in quality can cause significant disruptions to their operations. 
Additionally, customers seek warm water and hot water that are cost-effective and competitively 
priced compared to other available sources. Sustainability and environmental impact are also 
important considerations for customers, as they seek warm water and hot water that has a lower 
carbon footprint and lower emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases. Pyrolysis can offer a more 
sustainable option for generating warm water and hot water, as it utilizes waste materials that would 
otherwise be discarded (Li et al., 2019). 

Industrial and public customers further request the supply of renewable electricity as part of their 
decarbonization strategy for their energy supply. Electricity generated from pyrolysis is a reliable, cost-
effective, and sustainable energy option for customers (Y. Yang et al., 2017). Reliability is crucial for 
consistent and stable supply, while cost-effectiveness depends on efficient conversion rates and 
operation costs. Sustainability considerations include lower carbon footprints and reduced emissions 
(Y. Yang et al., 2017). Pyrolysis utilizes waste materials that would otherwise be discarded, offering a 
more sustainable solution compared to fossil fuel-based sources. The success of this energy product is 
dependent on the efficiency of the pyrolysis process, availability of low-cost waste materials, and 
meeting customer demands. Depending on the pyrolysis system and reactor principle, electricity-
integrated pyrolysis manufacturing systems can also supply this energy product (Y. Yang et al., 2017). 

In summary, the product family for the energy component of the biochar business model comprises 
steam, warm water, hot water, and electricity. These products cater to customers' needs, focusing on 
reliability, cost-effectiveness, and sustainability. Efficient pyrolysis processes, waste material 
utilization, and integrated waste heat recovery systems are key factors in addressing these needs 
(Lehmann & Joseph, 2015; Li et al., 2019; Porshnov, 2022; Q. Yang et al., 2015). As the potential of 
pyrolysis-based waste processing methods becomes increasingly recognized, they can contribute to 
climate mitigation efforts, renewable energy grids, carbon-negative waste-to energy approaches, and 
the development of a circular economy (Lehmann & Joseph, 2015; Li et al., 2019; Porshnov, 2022). 
Harnessing the advantages of pyrolysis technology, energy producers can provide sustainable and cost-
effective solutions for customers, resulting in reduced carbon footprints, minimized emissions, and 
optimized resource use (Guo et al., 2020; WCBSD, 2022; Y. Yang et al., 2017). Although the target 
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customers of the company cannot yet be certainly differentiated Figure 12 provides a preliminary 
outline. 

 

Figure 12 Service family green energy and market segmentation 

4.3 Process platform – Green energy 

Referring to SQ 3.2  Which subsystems are relevant for an energy conversion process platform?”, in 

case an energetical transformation of gaseous (or liquid) byproducts of the material transformation 

process is desired, either to sustain the material transformation process, support other subsystems 

(i.e., the feedstock preparation process of subsystem five (SUB_5)), or generate new energy products, 

subsystem three (SUB_3) responsible for the waste energy recovery is needed. Depending on the type 

of energy supply and the quality of the energy carrier (i.e., syngas, flue gas, exhaust gas, hot air etc.), 

some systems introduce subsystem four (SUB_4) as a preliminary step responsible for process stream 

cleaning, to increase the efficiency of the modules in subsystem three (SUB_3). Finally, subsystem 

seven (SUB_7) covers the emissions control of the whole system with either end of pipe solutions in 

form of exhaust gas filters or other process modules.  
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Figure 13 Process subsystems for renewable heat products own presentation adapted from Kaltschmitt (2019), Kaltschmitt 
et al. (2016) and Lehmann and Joseph (2015) 

 

Answering SQ 3.3 How do the energy product properties translate to process platform requirements? 

the final energy products – steam, hot water, and warm water – impose a common set of requirements 

onto the process and raw material platform see  

Table 8.  

 

Table 8 Green energy - Requirements to process platform 

Description Value  Unit Remarks 

Energy carrier yield ↑ kW/h The energy yield must be maximized. 

Process reliability ↑ % (OEE) 
Process reliability should be high, 
characterized by a high operating 
equipment efficiency (OEE). 

Energy conversion efficiency ↑ % 
The system should run as efficient as 
possible. 

Conversion rate (gaseous fuel) ↑ % 
Most of the biomass should be 
converted into gaseous fuel. 
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4.4 Raw material platform – Green energy 

This section concerns SQ 3.4: How do the energy product properties translate to raw material platform 

requirements? 

From an end-to-end perspective the product family for green energy influences the choice of input 

materials since these “ingredients” determine the quality and especially the yield of the final products. 

Essentially, only a few parameters are important for an underlying feedstock choice. The following 

requirements of the green energy product family are depicted in  

Table 9. 

 

Table 9 Green energy - Requirements to raw material platform 

Description Value Unit Remarks 

High lower heating value (LHV) ↑ kW/kg 
A high LHV of the feedstock is beneficial 
for a high energy yield(Y. Yang et al., 
2017). 

Low cost ↓ €/t 
The material must be low cost (Y. Yang et 
al., 2017). 

High availability ↑ t/a 
The material must be widely available and 
not compete with other use cases(BMWK, 
2022; Y. Yang et al., 2017). 

Moisture content ↓ % 

A low moisture content increases 
conversion efficiency and decreases cost 
(Ghodake et al., 2021; Ippolito et al., 
2020). 

Classification as waste material - - According to the BMWK (2022). 
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4.5 Chapter summary 

Answering SQ 3.1 the company's green heat products derived from waste heat serve industrial 

customers and public institutions in Germany committed to decarbonizing their operations through 

renewable energy technologies. The main needs of these customers are to decouple capital 

expenditure from the decarbonization strategy, outsource the expertise to operate new low carbon 

heat technologies, secure long-term energy supply at competitive prices, and ensure high stability of 

energy supply and demand base-load compliance for their district heating networks and industrial 

processes. The company's green energy value proposition model addresses these needs by providing 

service contracts and expertise to customers, while also maximizing energy yield for each system. The 

company offers three distinct energy products, warm and hot water, steam, and electricity with 

different temperature and flow requirements suitable for a variety of industrial applications. Industrial 

customers in different industries, including the food industry, chemical industry, and pharmaceutical 

industry, require varying amounts of energy in different forms. 

The main subsystem relevant for the process platform is the energy recovery and conversion 

subsystem composed of product related energy recovery (for the final energy products) and process 

related energy recovery (for feedstock preparation or the thermochemical conversion process itself) 

which provides an answer SQ 3.2.  

Answering SQ 3.3 the yield of the energy carrier, which is used for the energy product generation, 

process reliability, energy conversion efficiency, as well as the conversion rate of the gaseous fuel 

produced by the process need to be maximized. 

The raw materials selected need to provide a sufficient lower heating value, must be low cost, classified 

as waste material, exhibit a low moisture content and be abundantly available, providing an answer to 

SQ 3.4. 
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5 Methodology & data collection 

In the first part of the thesis, the theory of platform-based design for non-assembled products was 

applied to biochar systems. The theory’s concepts support structuring products, underlying processes, 

and raw material selection. As stated in section 2.4 several evaluation criteria can be derived from the 

requirements to the integrated pyrolysis manufacturing systems established in the literature.  

In this regard, evaluating and selecting the right manufacturing technology to meet operational and 
strategic objectives is a key competence to be developed by manufacturing companies. The purpose 
of technology selection is to generate strategic and operational value to the business in light of 
competitive dynamics and rapidly evolving market requirements, especially in new, highly innovative 
markets. Decisions need to be made with regard to a myriad of facets of a business (Chuang et al., 
2009). The goal of technology selection is to process information regarding different potential 
technology alternatives and to ultimately make a choice for an investment and the adoption of a new 
technology respectively. This implies making trade-offs in light of a company’s different strategic and 
operational objectives (Hamzeh & Xu, 2019). 

In line of this, this chapter aims to address sub-research questions SQ 4 and SQ 5.1 – SQ 5.4 with 
sections 5.1-5.5 concerning the selection of an appropriate technology selection method, its principles 
and the arrangement of selection criteria in a decision hierarchy in section 5.3.  

Section 5.6 covers SQ 5.2 Which alternatives are subject to selection and how were they chosen?, SQ 
5.3 How are the different alternatives configured?, and SQ 5.4 What are the benefits of each type of 
alternative? 

Section 5.7 concludes with a short summary of the findings.  

5.1 Choosing a selection methodology 

Concerning SQ 5.1 according to Shehabuddeen et al. (2006, p. 325), “technology selection involves 
choosing a technology that a firm views as most suitable based on the consideration of its 
technological, organizational, and business environments”. Organizational complexity, dynamism of 
the business environment and the myriad of complex technological options support the need for a 
company specific technology selection method that allows for direct operational application in the 
field (Farooq & O’Brien, 2012; Farooq & O'Brien, 2007; Shehabuddeen et al., 2006).  

To determine the most feasible manufacturing technologies satisfying the objectives of the company 
several multi criteria decision making (MCDM) approaches can possibly be used. Due to the nature of 
the business problem explained above, i.e., the fact that Company X must evaluate and select the most 
appropriate technology from a finite and explicit set available on the market, this literature review 
focuses on multi attribute decision making (MADM) as part of MCDM.  

To determine the most feasible selection and evaluation method, as recommended by scholars from 
the University of Twente, 212 different publications from the Journal of Cleaner Production were 
screened for the keywords “pyrolysis AND multi-attribute decision making OR MADM”. Most of these 
publications rely on sophisticated hybrid decision making methodologies. Only twelve of these articles 
concern pyrolysis technology, with two focusing on altering the properties of the final product (Xu et 
al., 2022; Yousef et al., 2021) one on fast pyrolysis (Rodríquez-Machín et al., 2021), two on fuzzy MCDM 
(Alao et al., 2022; Mousavi et al., 2022) (Alao et al., 2022; Mousavi et al., 2022), three apply life cycle 
analysis (LCA) (Lu & El Hanandeh, 2019; Shearian Sattari et al., 2022; Teoh & Li, 2020)  (Lu & El 
Hanandeh, 2019; Shearian Sattari et al., 2022; Teoh & Li, 2020), one compares different MCDM 
approaches (Zabaniotou et al., 2018), two are techno economic assessments (Afrane et al., 2021; 
Diehlmann et al., 2019), and one applies the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal 
Solution (TOPSIS) (Baranitharan et al., 2019) method. None of the publications focused on processing 
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commercial data of leading pyrolysis technology suppliers or establishing selection criteria for 
integrated manufacturing systems nor do they apply a platform-based design perspective to the 
respective research matter. 

According to Hamzeh and Xu (2019) we can differentiate between single and hybrid MADM approaches 
for solving a technology selection problem. Single approaches try to leverage one methodology. Most 
commonly used single method approaches are briefly explained in the following.  

Analytical hierarchy process (AHP) is a decision-making tool that takes an Eigen value approach to the 
pairwise comparison of alternatives and allows to establish a numeric scale for quantitative as well as 
qualitative data. The process also allows for further combination with other methods as will be 
explained later (Vaidya & Kumar, 2006). 

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) allows for the measurement of the relative efficiency of decision-
making units with multiple inputs and outputs. Although it can be classified as a linear programming 
method, several studies have used this method for purposes of technology selection (Hamzeh & Xu, 
2019).  

Application of fuzzy logic in technology selection processes enables to handle vagueness and ambiguity 
regarding imprecise information available for a set of attributes (i.e., about purchasing cost, operating 
cost, disposal cost etc.) and most importantly human judgement. The approach uses fuzzy membership 
functions to account for these issues  (Hamzeh & Xu, 2019; Kafuku et al., 2019; van de Kaa et al., 2014). 

Concepts of financial analysis such as discounted cash flow (DCF), net present value (NPV) or internal 
rate of return (IRR) are commonly seen in technology selection studies and an integral part of the 
majority of problem approaches due to the importance of including an economical perspective 
(Hamzeh & Xu, 2019). 

Finally, mathematical programming (also multi-objective optimization, multi-objective programming, 
multi-attribute optimization) is used to formulate a technology selection problem with the help of 
objective functions that need to be optimized. These are usually minimization or maximization 
problems (Hamzeh & Xu, 2019). 

Since most of the technology selection problems impose an interdisciplinary challenge on industrial 
managers the methods applied to solve such problems also need to take an interdisciplinary approach. 
(Hamzeh & Xu, 2019). The final method to be selected should enable to ratings introduced by 
stakeholders have the ability to process quantitative as well as qualitative data (technical requirements 
and intangible factors like the reputation of a supplier) and help to objectify the subjective data 
gathered from experts. Accordingly, the technology selection methods presented above are subjected 
to the set of criteria: 

• Deal with missing information, 

• Process quantitative and qualitative data,  

• Process data objectively, 

• Allow for stakeholder input, 

• Allow for inclusion of several factors, 

• Allow for establishment of a decision hierarchy 

Table 10 shows a selection of different technology selection approaches and evaluation criteria. As 

Table 10 suggests, either the application of the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) or fuzzy logic appear 

to be the most feasible alternatives as applicable method for the technology selection problem. A 

combination of the two methodological approaches as hybrid approach might be feasible. However, 

since the AHP is already deemed fuzzy while still providing sufficient operational use to the 

stakeholders a fuzzification of the selection problem results in a “black box” approach causing a low 

acceptance of the solution by the decision makers. It effectively captures key aspects of platform-
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based design theory for non-assembled products like biochar. It allows for the prioritization of criteria, 

enabling stakeholders to assign relative weights to the respective criteria. Stakeholders evaluate 

alternative technologies through pairwise comparisons, considering efficiency, output quality, process 

complexity, and feedstock requirements. Trade-off analysis is facilitated, enabling stakeholders to 

make informed decisions based on their preferences. Consensus building is supported by AHP, 

fostering inclusive discussions among stakeholders from different domains. Quantitative outputs in 

the form of priority weights for criteria and alternatives facilitate ranking and selection of the most 

suitable technology. Sensitivity analysis assesses the robustness of results. AHP's structured approach 

and multicriteria analysis are beneficial, but it may not capture the full complexity of platform-based 

design theory. For this reason, the AHP is chosen with a subsequent sensitivity analysis according to 

Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) and a thorough investigation of the scales chosen for the different 

criteria.  

To deal with missing data, a pitfall of the AHP, literature values or industry averages are used and 

applied to the respective alternatives selected in case only limited data is made available by suppliers. 

 

Table 10 Technology selection methods and evaluation criteria 
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Source 

Analytical 
hierarchy 
process (AHP) 

 X X X X X X 

Vaidya and Kumar 
(2006) 

Hamzeh and Xu 
(2019) 

R. W. Saaty (1987) 

Data 
Envelopment 
Analysis (DEA) 

 X X X X   

Hamzeh and Xu 
(2019) 

Dutta et al. (2022) 

Vörösmarty and 
Dobos (2020) 

Fuzzy Set 
Theory X X X X X X  

Hamzeh and Xu 
(2019) 

Simić et al. (2017) 

Financial 
Analysis (FA) 

  x X    
Hamzeh and Xu 
(2019) 
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Mathematical 
programming 
(MP) 

  X X    

Hamzeh and Xu 
(2019) 

Ocampo et al. (2018) 

Technique for 
order 
preference by 
similarity to 
ideal solution 
(TOPSIS) 

  X X X X  

Hamzeh and Xu 
(2019) 

Panda and Jagadev 
(2018) 

Preference 
Ranking 
Organization 
Method for 
Enrichment 
Evaluations 
(Promethee I/II) 

 X X X X X  

Hamzeh and Xu 
(2019) 

Abdullah et al. (2019) 

Quality Function 
Deployment 
(QFD) 

 X X X X   
Oliveira et al. (2020) 

Lager (2017) 

 

5.2 Principles of the AHP 

The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) allows for the systematic and sequential elicitation of individual 

preferences for certain choice criteria as well as their subsequent evaluation with the use of a 

mathematical procedure. In structured interviews or surveys, participants are asked to choose which 

of two criteria they believe to be more essential and by how much compared to the other criterion. 

The outcomes of all pairwise comparisons performed in this manner serve as the foundation for 

deriving the so-called principal eigenvectors or eigenfunctions using matrix algebra. Inferred from the 

preferences represented in the assessments of the pairwise comparisons, the weights for each of the 

choice criteria included in a hierarchy level make up the right eigenvector. The pairwise comparisons 

must be performed after developing a decision hierarchy in accordance with the AHP process 

approach. The decision goal, the decision criteria (at various levels) including sub criteria which are 

subdivisions of the criteria, and finally the alternatives from which a choice is to be made at the lowest 

level are included in the decision hierarchy (see Figure 14).  

According to R. W. Saaty (1987) and T. L. Saaty (2008) main steps of the AHP include the following: 

1. Conceptualize the decision based on a hierarchy. 

2. Construct a set of pairwise comparisons. 

3. Determine the consistency of the pairwise comparisons. 

4. Calculate the weight vectors. 

5. Calculate the principal eigenvector for each alternative. 

Step 1: Conceptualize the decision based on a hierarchy. 

A decision hierarchy enables the structural composition of the decision problem. Figure 14 illustrates 

a sample hierarchy composed of goal level with including the overall decision target, a criteria level 
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with the main decision criteria Cj, sub-criterial level and finally alternative level including all relevant 

alternatives. As indicated, the hierarchy as well as selection of alternatives could potentially be 

extended. 

 

Figure 14 Example hierarchy of the AHP adapted from R. W. Saaty (1987) 

On the same hierarchical level, decision criteria should be precisely specified, mutually exclusive (free 

of redundancy) on a hierarchical level, thorough, and comparable to one another.  

A precise specification of the criteria is required to avoid irritation and conceptual distortion in the 

decision-making process. Furthermore, decision-makers need to comprehend the criteria easily. 

The goal is to achieve a complete mapping of the decision situation. The nature of criteria can vary 

between, fixed achievement criteria, i.e., striving for a precisely fixed value, satisfaction criteria, i.e., 

striving for a minimum deviation to a target value, object maximization criteria, and object 

minimization criteria T. L. Saaty (1994). 

Before processing the raw criteria data with the AHP, it needs to be normalized by means through 

setting up utility functions for the criteria which can follow different distributions. The data is 

normalized according to the procedure described in chapter 6.3. 

Step 2: Construct a set of pairwise comparisons. 

After the decision hierarchy has been established, using Saaty's fundamental scale of absolute 

numbers (see  

Table 11), all criteria on a hierarchy level are contrasted with one another. 

Using pairwise comparison matrices that depict all paired comparisons, preferences are quantified 

based on the specified decision structure. The pairwise comparisons show how important each 

criterion is in relation to the others. The related values enter numerically into the matrices and 

subsequent matrix calculations, even though the individual comparisons are assessed on an ordinal 

scale (see 

Table 11).  Table 12 shows a sample pairwise comparison matrix A = aij with n decision criteria.  
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Table 11 Saaty's fundamental scale of absolute numbers (R. W. Saaty, 1987; T. L. Saaty, 1994, 2008) 

Intensity of 
importance on an 
absolute scale 

Definition Explanation 

1 Equal importance 
Two activities contribute equally to the 
objective 

3 
Moderate importance of one 
over another 

Experience and judgement favor one 
activity over another 

5 
Essential or strong 
importance 

Experience and judgement favor one 
activity over another 

7 Very strong importance 
An activity is strongly favored, and its 
dominance demonstrated in practice 

9 Extreme importance 
The evidence favoring one activity over 
another is of the highest possible order 
of affirmation. 

2, 4, 6, 8 
Intermediate values between 
the two adjacent judgments 

When compromise is needed 

Reciprocals 
If activity i has one of the above numbers assigned to it when compared 
with activity j, then j has the reciprocal value when compared with i 

Rationals Ratios arising from the scale 
If consistency were to be forced when 
obtaining n numerical values to span the 
matrix 

 

Table 12 Sample pairwise comparison matrix according to R. W. Saaty (1987) and T. L. Saaty (2008) 

Decision criterion Criterion 1 Criterion 2 … Criterion n 

Criterion 1 a11 a12 … a1n 

Criterion 2 a21 a22 … a2n 

… … … … … 
Criterion n an1 an2 … ann 

The established pairwise comparison matrices enable to calculate the priorities for the different 

criteria by either raising the matrix to large powers and summing each row and dividing each sum by 

the total sum of all the rows or approximately by adding each row of the matrix and dividing by their 

total. 

Since the matrices conform to principles of reflexivity (aij = 1 for i = j along the diagonal) and reciprocity 

(aij = 1/aij) one enters the whole number in its appropriate position and adds the reciprocal in the 

transpose position resulting in a total of (n*(n-1) / 2) pairwise comparisons for n decision criteria.  

Step 3: Determine the of consistency of pairwise comparisons. 

An essential condition for successful execution of the decision-making process is a high degree of 

consistency in pairwise comparisons. For each group of pairwise comparisons, a consistency measure 

must be calculated indicating the consistency of the ratings given by the decision makers involved in 

the process. This, so-called consistency ratio (CR) determines whether the individual pairwise 

comparisons are consistent compared with the rest of the comparisons, satisfying the transitivity 

criterion (i.e., If A is preferred to B and B is preferred to C, then A is preferred to C. Specifically, if A is 

three times as preferable as B and B is three times preferable as C, then A is nine times preferable as 

C) (Ji & Jiang, 2003). λmax, the maximum eigenvector value of the pairwise comparison matrix is the 

basis for the consistency ratio. λmax is always equal or greater than n for positive reciprocal matrices if 
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the matrix is consistent. Through normalizing the maximum eigenvector to the size of the matrix Saaty 

derives the consistency index (CI) 

𝐶𝐼 =
(𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑛)

𝑛 − 1
 

Subsequently, the average CI of 500 different randomized matrices is generated, resulting in the 

randomized index (RI). The CR is calculated by dividing the respective CI of a matrix by the RI to 

determine to what extent the generated pairwise comparison matrix deviates from a randomly 

generated pairwise comparison matrix. CR is calculated as follows:  

𝐶𝑅 =
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
 

A deviation of 10%, i.e., CR ≤ 0.1 is regarded as sufficient, taking into consideration that subjective 

ratings conducted by humans can never be 100% consistent. A measure of less than 10% is still 

acceptable according to Saaty.  

Step 4: Calculate the weight vectors. 

With the help of the maximum eigenvalue λmax the weight vectors wi, indicating the importance of the 

different criteria are calculated: 

𝑤𝑖 =  
∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗 × 𝑤𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛 

The eigenvector computation may be thought of as a straightforward average calculation, where the 

weights produced represent the average of all potential comparisons of the criteria with one another. 

The eigenvector that represents the weights for the criteria can be obtained by a variety of calculating 

techniques. Saaty (1994) further explains different methods.  

Because several decision makers are involved in the AHP, the individual preferences of the need to be 

aggregated to determine a mean. Forman and Peniwati (1998) differentiate between the aggregation 

of individual judgements (AIJ) and the aggregation of individual priorities (AIP). The authors argue that 

in case the individuals function as a unit the AIJ is to be used whereas in case the individuals are 

considered as separate individuals the latter is the appropriate mode for aggregation. The focus of this 

section is on the AIJ, since in this case the decision makers have to function as unit and aggregate their 

judgements for the sake of the company resulting in a “synergistic aggregation of individual 

judgements” (Forman & Peniwati, 1998, p. 166). In such an event, the geometric means must be used 

to aggregate the group’s priorities. Although individual identities are lost when the hierarchy is 

synthesized, they are preserved for each cluster of criteria when a judgment is made. When there are 

too many inconsistencies in a person's collection of judgements, the group may urge them to think 

about modifying one or more of their conclusions. Based on the inconsistency ratio, the group may 

also choose to exclude a particular person's judgements from the geometric average for a cluster of 

criteria. Applying the geometric mean to the AHP, the cells of the pairwise comparison matrices are 

filled with the geometric mean of the ratings of x persons involved: 

𝑎𝑖𝑗 = (𝑎𝑖𝑗(1) × 𝑎𝑖𝑗(2) × … × 𝑎𝑖𝑗(𝑥))
1
𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛 

To determine the overall performance measure of an alternative as an ultimate step the determined 

weight vectors are multiplied with the normalized vector of expression of each alternative for the 

criteria. Accordingly, the performance of the alternatives culminates in a single performance value or 

an overall “score” enabling the decision maker. The performance value (Pi) is calculated according to 

the following formula: 
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𝑃i =  ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝑥 ×

𝑛

𝑗=1

 𝑊𝑗  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛 

with Wj the weight of criterion Cj, and aij the performance measure of alternative Ai with respect to 

criterion Cj.  

5.3 Selection criteria 

Answering the sub-research-question SQ 4 Which are the selection criteria imposed by the company’s 

high variety strategy on potential technology alternatives? based on the requirements established to 

the process platform and raw material platform, and the aspect of cost-optimization, the following 

selection criteria serve for evaluation of the alternatives for both production platforms. The criteria 

were retrieved from literature and are not exhaustive (see Table 13). These are mostly technical 

criteria as according to Shehabuddeen et al. (2006) and retrieved from the literature about pyrolysis 

technology and the resulting products. However, the company executives expressed the need for 

further including the suppliers’ maturity in an investment decision expressed by a supplier’s pursuit 

for innovation, reputation and experience with setting up industrial size plants (Knizia, 2023). The so-

called “pressure[…]” factors as mentioned by Shehabuddeen et al. (2006), i.e., the compliance with 

environmental and regulatory standards is considered in a pre-liminary selection of the suppliers (see 

chapter 0). If suppliers do not comply, they are not taken into consideration. 

While the following selection criteria consider the factors described above,  it does not include internal 

requirements for adoption of a technology such as amount of training required as according to 

Shehabuddeen et al. (2006), because according data was not made available by suppliers. An overview 

of the selected alternatives expression for each criterion can be found in appendix C. 

Table 13 Selection criteria overview 

Criterion Biochar Production platform for soil amendment 

LV1 Sub-criterion Carbon Sequestration performance 

LV1 Sub-criterion CORC factor 
(max) 

Unit: unitless Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

The CO2 removal certificate (CORC) according to the puro.earth methodology 
was chosen as being representative for the carbon sequestration potential to 
be possibly achieved with a respective system configuration of a technology 
alternative. This factor considers a full LCA from a cradle to grave perspective 
covering raw materials extraction, raw materials logistics, conversion to 
biochar, biochar logistics, and biochar end use. In case an LCA was available for 
the respective supplier, data was calculated. Although only the conversion to 
biochar would be the most interesting part of the CORC, this data was not sent 
by the contacted suppliers although requested. Only the CORC factor could be 
provided. 

LV1 Sub-criterion Biochar product performance (max) 
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Description  The biochar product performance relates to the different functionalities of the 
final biochar product. These functionalities were selected according to the 
ones requested by the final customers as described in chapter 3.2. 

LV2 Sub-criterion Water holding 
capacity (max) 

Unit: % Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

The water holding capacity (WHC) is an essential final product functionality 
requested by the main customers of the company and relevant for all 
applications in soil. The higher the WHC, the better. 

LV2 Sub-criterion Stability in soil 
(min) 

Unit: unitless Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

The stability in soil is highly relevant for the biochar application in soil as well 
as the carbon sequestration. It is expressed with the H/Corg ratio, i.e., the ratio 
between molar hydrogen and organic carbon content (Schimmelpfennig & 
Glaser, 2012). The lower the ratio, the higher the stability. 

LV2 Sub-criterion Carbon 
sequestration 
potential (max) 

Unit: % Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

The inherent carbon content stored in the final carbonaceous biochar product 
is a proxy for the carbon sequestration potential of the biochar. The higher, the 
better. Although a lot of environmental factors influence the feedstock 
condition and hence final product properties, the input materials considered 
for comparison of the alternatives are wood based with a high lignin content 
and hence comparable carbon contents. 

LV1 Sub-criterion Manufacturing capability (max) 

Description The manufacturing capability of an integrated biochar manufacturing system 
depends on several factors. Output and conversion related factors, the overall 
availability of the plant, and the process conditions. Process conditions are 
further divided into temperature and residence time ranges possible with a 
respective system, which are the most influential processing parameters on 
final product quality (see chapters 3 and 4). 

LV2 Sub-criterion Biochar output 
(max) 

Unit: kg/h Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

The biochar output is connected to the feeding rate and conversion rate of the 
reactor. The effect of the feeding rate on the process is largely determined by 
the reactor configuration, especially its size (Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019; Soria-
Verdugo, 2019). The biochar output per hour indicates the speed to which 
extend biochar can be manufactured at the optimal process conditions for 
highest carbon content yield in the final carbonaceous product. Optimal 
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treatments temperatures and residence times as suggested by the respective 
supplier are considered for this metric. 

LV2 Sub-criterion Biochar 
conversion rate 
(max) 

Unit: % Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

The biochar conversion rate, i.e., the conversion rate to solid carbonaceous 
fuel is an indicator for the effectiveness of the process, i.e., whether most of 
the energy stored in the wooden feedstock material is converted into solid or 
gaseous fuel. The higher the ratio, the better. 

LV2 Sub-criterion Plant availability 
(max) 

Unit: % Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

Plant availability is important for biochar production as well as for the 
generation of green energy products and indicates the percentage of planned 
production time in which a machine produced. 

LV2 Sub-criterion Process adaptability 

Description Process adaptability describes the possibility to tailor process parameters in 
order to achieve the best biochar quality for the respective application. The 
two most influential process parameters are residence time and temperature 
(Allohverdi et al., 2021; Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019; Lehmann & Joseph, 2015; 
Raza et al., 2021; B. Singh et al., 2014; C. Wang, 2021).  

LV3 Sub-criterion Treatment 
temperature 
range (max) 

Unit: °C Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

As treatment temperature is one of the most influential factors, a great range 
of different treatment temperatures possible with the respective reactor 
configuration allows for tailoring the final product according to the respective 
soil application to the best extent (see chapter 3). Reactor temperature is one 
of the determining process parameters largely affecting the yield of the 
different pyrolysis products, as already indicated above. The thermal energy 
available in the reactor is a function of the reactor temperature. A higher 
temperature can be beneficial for the solid fuel produced, as lignin 
decomposes over a wide temperature range. Higher temperatures favor 
increased thermal cracking of hydrocarbons which is beneficial for liquid and 
gaseous yield.  However, the temperature for maximum yields is always 
depending on the biomass composition and other parameters (Dhyani & 
Bhaskar, 2019; Raza et al., 2021; Soria-Verdugo, 2019). 

LV3 Sub-criterion Residence time 
range (max) 

Unit: min Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

Residence time is the amount of time the biomass is subjected to the 
thermochemical transformation process. A great range of residence times 
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possible with the respective reactor configuration allows for tailoring the final 
product according to the respective soil application to the best extent. The 
residence time determines the yield distribution of the final products. Short 
residence times, favor the generation of liquid fuels. Long residence times are 
beneficial for solid fuels such as biochar due to the possibility for secondary 
char formation induced by the pyrolysis vapors. Research suggests that 
pyrolysis systems could be classified solely through the residence time of 
pyrolysis vapors. This residence time can be calibrated through the inert gas 
flow inside the reactor that guarantees the absence of oxygen. Increasing the 
inert gas flow results in a shorter residence time. Nitrogen (N) is usually used 
due to its inert characteristics, low cost and high availability (Dhyani & Bhaskar, 
2019; Raza et al., 2021; Soria-Verdugo, 2019).  

LV2 Sub-criterion Raw material capabilities 

Description Depending on reactor configuration, different raw materials can be processed. 
A high material processing capability delivers to the company’s high variety 
strategy about biochar products. Particle sizes, moisture content as well as 
experience with input materials cater to the raw material capabilities 
(Bridgwater, 2019; Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019; Muzyka et al., 2023). 

LV3 Sub-criterion Particle sizes 
possible (max) 

Unit: mm Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

The heat reactions inside the reactor are influenced by the particle size of the 
feedstock. A coarser particle size promotes biochar production due to the 
higher temperature difference between the inner and outer layers of the 
particle. Additionally, the vapors forming during the process must travel longer 
distances through the char layer reinforcing its build-up. Small particle sizes of 
the input material are preferred to prevent bridge building while feeding the 
material into the reactor. On the other hand, excessively fine parts are 
suboptimal because they could be removed from the reactor through the inert 
gas flow used to adapt the residence time. Smaller particle sizes can result in 
higher gas yield and lower char and tar formation. Depending on the reactor 
type, different particle sizes are eligible for processing. Additionally, the 
economic perspective regarding feedstock preparation needs to be considered 
as well (Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019; Raza et al., 2021; Soria-Verdugo, 2019). 

The bigger the particle sizes which can possibly be processed with a reactor 
configuration, the less material preparation required in terms of particle size 
reduction and the lower the price of the (wooden) feedstock material and the 
cost spent on material preparation (Werdin et al., 2021). 

LV3 Sub-criterion Moisture content 
possible (max) 

Unit: % Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

Depending on the heating principle and reactor configuration, different 
maximum moisture contents for the feedstock material are possible. The 
higher the maximum moisture content while still operating efficiently the 
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better. An initially lower moisture content benefits the yield of the solid 
product required (Demirbas, 2004). 

LV3 Sub-criterion Experience with 
input materials 
(max) 

Unit: unitless Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

Experience with input materials means the amount of different input materials 
a supplier has already processed at an industrial scale for commercial 
purposes. The criterion follows a linear distribution.  

LV3 Sub-criterion Material 
processing 
capability (max) 

Unit: low, 
medium, high 

Scale level: 
ordinal 

Source: 
determined by 
stakeholders 

Description & 
operationalization 

Depending on the reactor configuration, an integrated pyrolysis manufacturing 
system has different material processing capabilities for the process to run 
efficiently. Some reactors are attuned to one specific biomass whereas other 
others could potentially be used for a great variety of feedstocks (i.e., inorganic 
feedstock materials) (Uddin et al., 2018). 

LV3 Sub-criterion Minimum lower 
heating value 
required (LHV) 
(min) 

Unit: MJ/kg Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

The LHV, also referred to as calorific value or energy value of a fuel, is the 
amount of heat generated during the combustion of a specified unit of that 
fuel. It is measured in energy over mass of fuel or energy over volume of fuel. 
Depending on the reactor configuration a minimum lower heating value is 
required for efficient performance of the manufacturing system. The lower this 
heating value the better for the feedstock selection, due to opening up more 
possibilities (Raveendran & Ganesh, 1996). 

Criterion Production platform green energy 

 Although the main products of the production platform for green energy are 
steam, hot water, warm water and electricity, only the heat available from the 
manufacturing process is the determinant for the heat products, as well as the 
electricity yield (Raveendran & Ganesh, 1996; Walmsley et al., 2019; Y. Yang et 
al., 2017). 

LV1 Sub-criterion Heat yield (max) Unit: kW Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

The heat yield in combination with the energy carrier is the determinant for 
subsequent yield of any thermal energy product, whether steam, hot water, 
warm water (Kaltschmitt, 2019; Raveendran & Ganesh, 1996; Y. Yang et al., 
2017).  
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LV1 Sub-criterion Electricity yield 
(max) 

Unit: kW Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
Operationalization 

Each one of the integrated pyrolysis manufacturing systems has a different 
electricity yield. Some might be able to only satisfy their own demand, others 
might be able to deliver additional electricity to the customer. 

LV1 Sub-criterion Product 
capability (max) 

Unit: low, 
medium, high 

Scale level: 
ordinal 

Source: expert 
input 

Description & 
operationalization 

Depending on the energy carrier used for generation of energy products as well 
as the reactor configuration the capability of a system to produce green energy 
products is limited since the energy carrier (syngas or fluegas) might have 
limited usability for the generation of respective products. Fluegas for example 
can only be used for the generation of heat products whereas syngas can be 
converted into electricity and green heat products as well (E. Macchi, 2017). 

Low product capability = 1/3 energy products (heat, steam, electricity) 

Medium product capability = 2/3 energy products  

High product capability = 3/3 energy products  

Criterion Supplier maturity 

 Especially in this novel and growing market for biochar suppliers, maturity is 
an essential factor for a manufacturing company who leverages technology for 
the production and development of the mentioned products. Experience in the 
market, a supplier’s pursuit for innovation and its market reputation are 
determining factors. 

LV1 sub-criterion Experience in the 
market (max) 

Unit: unitless Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 

Description & 
operationalization 

Experience in the market is operationalized by the number of plants a supplier 
has already established on an industrial (not pilot) scale. It can be expected 
that with the increasing age of a supplier the marginal returns for experience 
per new plant constructed decrease over time. However, due to the nascent 
stage of the market this criterion follows a linear distribution. 

LV1 sub-criterion Pursuit for 
innovation (max) 

Unit: unitless Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from patent 
databases 

Description & 
operationalization 

An indicator for a supplier’s pursuit for innovation is its patent output. The 
higher the patent output for the core technology and products that can 
potentially be developed in the biochar market, the better (Pavitt, 1982; Ponta 
et al., 2021) This criterion also follows a linear distribution. 

LV 1 sub-criterion Market 
reputation (max) 

Unit: low, 
medium, high 

Scale level: 
ordinal scale 

Source: expert 
input 
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Description & 
operationalization 

Market reputation is generally an abstract construct. Resulting from the 
impressions the different internal company experts gained from trade fairs and 
meetings with respective suppliers and their other customers, the market 
reputation is operationalized with an ordinal scale ranging from low over 
medium to high (Ziegner & Milla, 2022).  

Criterion Financial performance 

Description As the goal of the company is to also select the most profitable integrated 
pyrolysis manufacturing system financial performance is another criterion. 

LV1 Sub-criterion Cost per unit of 
biochar (min) 

Unit: €/t Scale level: 
metric 

Source: 
calculated 

Description & 
operationalization 

Cost per unit of biochar is calculated based on the ratio of energy yield in the 
form of solid fuel (i.e., biochar) and gaseous fuel (i.e., syngas or flue gas). 
Assessing the cost per unit allows you to see the cost of producing one unit of 
the product, which can be useful for evaluating the efficiency of the 
technology. It takes into account production costs and can help to identify 
areas to reduce costs. Moreover, it can help to optimize production processes 
and identify areas to increase efficiency. 

LV1 sub-criterion Cost for energy  

Description Cost for energy can be separated into the costs per unit of heat and unit of 
electricity. 

LV2 sub-criterion Cost per unit of 
heat (max) 

Unit: €/kWh Scale level: 
metric 

Source: 
calculated 

Description & 
operationalization 

Cost per unit of heat is based on the ratio between the energy yields for heat 
and electricity. First the costs are separated according to the ratio between 
solid and gaseous fuel yield. Subsequently, the costs for gaseous fuel yield are 
further separated based on the ratio of the heat yield and the electricity energy 
yield. This serves as an approximation since specific actions of the operators 
cannot be assigned to energy conversion rendering an action-based costing 
difficult and not feasible at the moment. 

LV2 sub-criterion Cost per unit of 
electricity (max) 

Unit: €/kWh Scale level: 
metric 

Source: 
calculated 

Description & 
operationalization 

Cost for electricity is based on the ratio between the energy yields for heat and 
electricity. First the costs are separated according to the ratio between solid 
and gaseous fuel yield. Subsequently, the costs for gaseous fuel yield are 
further separated based on the ratio of the heat yield and the electricity energy 
yield.  

LV2 sub-criterion Initial investment 
(min) 

Unit: € Scale level: 
metric 

Source: retrieved 
from supplier 
data 
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Description & 
operationalization 

The amount of initial investment necessary for a respective alternative is 
oriented towards the number of reactors the company would consider 
regarding their growth plans and volumes of their distribution network for the 
final product of biochar. Different numbers of machines would be purchased 
based on their performance in terms of biochar and energy output. 

LV2 sub-criterion Payback period 
(min) 

Unit: a Scale level: 
metric 

Source: 
calculated 

 The term payback period refers to the amount of time it takes to recover the 
cost of an investment. In simple words, it is the length of time an investment 
reaches a breakeven point. Shorter payback periods mean more attractive 
investments while longer payback periods might be less favorable. 

LV2 sub-criterion Return on 
investment (RoI) 
(max) 

Unit: % Scale level: 
metric 

Source: 
calculated 

Description & 
operationalization 

Return on investment (ROI) is a performance metric used to assess an 
investment's efficiency or profitability or to contrast the efficiency of several 
investments. ROI aims to quantify the amount of return on a certain 
investment in relation to the cost of the investment. For each alternative the 
internal rate of return is calculated additionally to determine the annual rate 
of growth the investment is expected to generate. 
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5.4 AHP Decision Hierarchy 

The decision hierarchy in Figure 15 adopts the criteria established in the previous section. Some of the 

criteria established in the sections about requirements to the process platforms and raw material 

platforms are omitted from this hierarchy and only indirectly represented, such as the cation exchange 

capacity of the supplier biochars, particle size distribution, functionality, PH value, and ash content. 

This facilitates conducting pairwise comparisons for the stakeholders. Furthermore, the respective 

data for the criteria was not made available by the suppliers. 

 

 

Figure 15 AHP decision hierarchy used in selection problem 

5.5 Sensitivity analysis 

To determine the AHP model’s robustness, the author conducted a sensitivity analysis according to 

Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) and determined the most critical criteria and the most critical 

measure of performance that potentially lead to a rank reversal if changed (Barzilai & Golany, 1994).  

The most critical criterion is defined as the criterion Ck, with the smallest change of the current 
weight Wk by the amount of δkij changing the ranking between the alternatives Ai and Aj whereas the 
most critical measure of performance is defined as the minimum change of the current value of aij such 
that the current ranking between alternative Ai and Aj will change. 

According to Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) the define Pi as the final preferences for an alternative, 

i.e., its overall performance value as explained in chapter 5.2.  

With the performance values normalized  

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 1

𝑛

𝑗=1
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for the most critical criterion the authors suggest calculating  

𝛿𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑊𝑘, 𝐴𝑖𝐴𝑗) =  
𝑃𝑗 − 𝑃𝑖

𝑎𝑗𝑘 − 𝑎𝑖𝑘
 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ |𝛿𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑊𝑘 , 𝐴𝑖𝐴𝑗)| ≤ 𝑊𝑘  

For the most critical measure of performance, for all alternatives Ai and Aj with i ≠ j and each criterion 

we calculate 

𝛿𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑊𝑗, 𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑎𝑖𝑗) =  
𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑘

𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑘 + 𝑊𝑗(𝑎𝑘𝑗 − 𝑎𝑖𝑗 + 1)
 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ |𝛿𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝑊𝑗, 𝑎𝑘𝑗, 𝑎𝑖𝑗)| ≤ 𝑊𝑗  

The sensitivity analysis further analyses the outcome of the AHP model through financial moderator 

variables like the raw material price oriented towards the price index for energy wood (Carmen e.V., 

2023), the biochar sales price oriented towards the current expectation of the company (Ziegner & 

Milla, 2022) , the carbon removal certificate sales price oriented towards the CORCCHAR index 

(puro.earth, 2023) , the heat sales price oriented towards the German price index for heat (DESTATIS, 

2023b) and the electricity sales price oriented towards the German natural gas and electricity prices 

(DESTATIS, 2023a). 
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5.6 Pyrolysis technology & alternatives 

After introducing the reader pyrolysis technology, its functionality, and key principles as well as process 
parameters, with a focus on the subsystems SUB_2, the material transformation and SUB_3 the waste 
energy recovery from the material transformation process (see Figure 16) this section of chapter 5 
provides an overview on how and which types of technology alternatives were selected and answers 
sub-research question SQ 5.2 Which alternatives are subject to selection? and explains their 
configuration as well as benefits on a scientific basis answering SQ 5.3. 

 

Figure 16 Process platform for biochar production and green heat as integrated manufacturing system 

5.6.1 Pyrolysis Technology 

Internationally acknowledged as a strategy with substantial potential to meet climate change goals is 
carbon capture and storage (CCS). Although this technique has been recognized, it has not been widely 
used despite the technological maturity of many CCS technologies. There is a possible demand to 
collect 95% or an even larger percentage of total gaseous carbon emissions when taking into account 
even stricter climate commitments. One of the biggest issues facing society now may be managing 
solid organic waste, the decomposition of which has significant potential to contribute to climate 
change (Porshnov, 2022, p. 2). Additionally, the thermochemical valorization of biomass into 
sustainable energy through pyrolysis is regarded as the most feasible method in terms of 
commercialization, due to its often touted technological maturity, market readiness and output 
products (Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019). The interest of ongoing research is increasingly shifting towards 
the large-scale development and industrialization of pyrolysis systems (Mong et al., 2022).  

Plenty of technological approaches are currently being taken and developed to substitute energy 
provided by fossil fuels. Main drivers are resource availability, technological constraints as well as 
environmental and ecological benefits. Pyrolysis technology is increasingly gaining attention due to its 
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ability to generate a wide range of sustainable products such as biooil, biochar, syngas and ash and its 
use for the generation of renewable energy in form of heat and electricity (Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019, 
p. 217; Roy & Dias, 2017, p. 59). 

The technology is currently undergoing various improvement initiatives focusing on optimization of 
feedstock logistics, updating reactor configurations, optimizing energy efficiency and biomass heating 
rates (Roy & Dias, 2017, p. 65). 

The core process is taking place in the pyrolysis reactor, the heart of the value creation process. 
Research focuses on testing different reactor configurations on a myriad of feedstocks. 10-15% of the 
whole investment cost for a pyrolysis system is usually required for the reactor (Bridgwater, 2012, 
p. 70). Apart from the reactor further technology modules for biomass preparation, storage and 
handling, drying, grinding, product collection, storage and further downstream processing units, if 
required, are part of a plant setup (Bridgwater, 2012, p. 70). 

The most commonly used reactor configurations include the fluidized-bed reactor (FBR), the circulating 
fluidized-bed reactor (CFB), the ablative plate reactor, the auger/screw reactor, the rotating cone 
reactor, the cyclone/vortex reactor, and the rotating kiln reactor. These different reactor 
configurations enable to achieve and adapt the yields of respective pyrolysis products and are used in 
different applications to process lignocellulosic biomass in most cases (Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019, 
p. 231). Respective manufacturing processes are due to their nature subject to high safety standards, 
because toxic and highly explosive gases are generated during the process.  

Pyrolysis is the thermal conversion of solid fuel in an atmosphere under oxygen exclusion (Weber & 
Quicker, 2018). Output products are composed of liquid or gaseous substances that can be used as 
fuel and biochar containing the ash of the biomass as well as fixed carbon contents. So called pyrolysis 
vapors develop through conversion of a part of the solid matter inside the reactor. This mixture 
consists of condensable and non-condensable gases (Raveendran & Ganesh, 1996). Whereas the 
condensable gases can be further processed into a liquid fuel through condensation the permanent, 
non-condensable gases remain gaseous. The latter contain carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, 
hydrogen, and low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons. Properties of the final products of the pyrolysis 
process mainly depend on feedstock composition and properties and process parameters of the 
pyrolysis process (Soria-Verdugo, 2019, pp. 155–156) as will also be explained further below. 

The production of char products as well as liquid fuels made possible by pyrolysis technology is seen 
as clear advantage towards other conversion processes that solely focus on the generation of energy 
(Campbell et al., 2018, p. 333). 

Heat transfer, heat supply and volatile residence time have the highest influence on product yields and 
their final composition. These factors further enable a classification of pyrolysis processes as slow, 
intermediate, or fast/flash pyrolysis (Collard et al., 2016, p. 82). A clear delineation is not possible due 
to the variety in system layouts and the high heterogeneity of feedstock types and respective process 
conditions to achieve a desired yield of the products (Hagemann et al., 2018). 

Slow pyrolysis is characterized by long reaction times, low temperatures, and slow heating rates. It has 
the potential to provide together with intermediate pyrolysis the most balanced product yield 
regarding liquid, solid and gaseous fuel (see Table 14). Most common reactor types used to conduct 
slow pyrolysis are the auger/screw reactors, cylindrical fixed-bed, batch, rotary kiln and packed bed 
reactors (Collard et al., 2016; Garcia-Nunez et al., 2017; Mong et al., 2022; Raza et al., 2021; H. Tan et 
al., 2021; K. H. Tan et al., 2011).  

Compared to slow pyrolysis and fast pyrolysis heating rates take intermediate values. Residence times 
are significantly shorter than for slow pyrolysis systems, but do not reach values of fast or flash 
pyrolysis.  Although the lower yield of condensable gases (up to 55%) is obtained in this process, it 
provides an advantage of being more flexible. Biomass decomposition reactions can be more easily 
controlled and allow for better process optimization. Additionally, the process accepts larger particle 
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sizes (Collard et al., 2016; Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019). As for slow pyrolysis systems, the most used 
reactors for this mode are auger and screw reactors in which the feedstock is transported mechanically 
through the reactor (Collard et al., 2016). 

The goal of fast pyrolysis is to decompose the biomass quickly compared to intermediate and slow 
pyrolysis. As for the other two modes, vapors, aerosols, charcoal, and gas are the final products of this 
process. The condensable vapors forming during the process are subsequently condensed to yield 
biooil. Very high heating rates and hence transfer of heat into the particles are essential for fast 
pyrolysis. In this regard the feedstock particles must be small due to the poor thermal conductivity of 
biomass. Carefully controlled reaction temperatures and short vapor residence times as indicated in 
Table 14 are key to avoid secondary cracking of pyrolysis products and prevent an increase of solid fuel 
content and maximize biooil output. This is achieved through a rapid removal of the products from the 
reaction environment using the inert gas flow. The condensable gases building are condensed to biooil 
(Bridgwater, 2012; Collard et al., 2016; Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019). 

Commonly used reactor types for fast pyrolysis include fluidized bed reactors (FBR), ablative plate 
reactors (APR), rotating cone reactors (RCR), cyclone and vortex reactors (CVR) and ultimately 
attempts have been made to apply microwave pyrolysis (Bridgwater, 2012; Collard et al., 2016; Dhyani 
& Bhaskar, 2019; H. Tan et al., 2021; K. H. Tan et al., 2011). 

Fast pyrolysis and gasification can generate a solid fuel with high carbon content. However, this is to 
be seen as a by-product, which does not achieve the quality standards required for many applications 
(Weber & Quicker, 2018, p. 241). 

Table 14 Pyrolysis modes adapted from Collard et al. (2016), Quicker and Weber (2016, p. 23) and Bridgwater (2012) 

Parameter Slow pyrolysis Intermediate pyrolysis Fast pyrolysis 

Heating rates (°C/s) 0.1-1 1-10 10-200 

Particle size (mm) 5-50 1-50 <1 

Residence time Hours-days 5-30s 1-2s 

Reaction temperature (°C) ~400 ~500 ~500 

Liquid fuel yield in % 25-30 40-50 60-75 

Solid fuel yield in % 30-40 25-30 12-20 

Gas yield in % 25-35 25 13-20 
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5.6.2 Selecting the alternatives 

As the previous sections already describe, the biochar market is in an early developmental stage with 

different technology configurations and suppliers entering the market. Figure 17 shows the technology 

suppliers research process used in this thesis. 

 

Figure 17 Pyrolysis suppliers technology research process 

First, internet-based research was conducted based using the keywords presented in Figure 17. 

Subsequently, suppliers found were pre-selected according to the following criteria: 

• Market readiness – Plants must have achieved industrial status/commercial size and moved 

beyond pilot level application. 

• Focus – Biochar production for soil amendment and carbon removal (fast pyrolysis providers 

have been omitted from selection as well as hydrothermal carbonization approaches). 

• Proven regulatory compliance – Suppliers must have experience with EBC certification.  

• Interest – Additional interest in the different technologies voiced by top management was 

considered as well. 

Overall, 16 alternatives could be identified for further investigation. Through retrieving information 

from patents as well as company websites the suppliers were further classified according to their 

manufacturing system and reactor configuration, heating principle of the material transformation 
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process, potential adaptation of waste heat recovery systems. Retort manufacturing principles were 

omitted from the selection due to their limited scalability and inability to process large feedstock 

quantities in a continuous process (Ighalo et al., 2022).5 Hydrothermal carbonization technologies 

were omitted as well due to their higher complexity and lower carbon yield (Rodriguez Correa et al., 

2019). This led to the selection of 12 suppliers which were further contacted for a potential business 

relationship. Only four suppliers ultimately agreed to provide relevant data (Table 15).6 With only 12 

suppliers that have currently achieved technology readiness level (TRL) 8 or 9, the sample size is rated 

as adequate for the analysis purposes (EBI, 2023). 

Table 15 Technology alternatives selected for investigation 

 

5.6.3 Auger and screw reactors (ASR)  

Alternatives 1, 2, and 4 are auger and screw reactors. One fundamental difference of auger and screw 
reactors (ASR) is the fact that the biomass is moved mechanically by an endless helical screw through 
the reaction zone in the reactor (see Figure 18). Common reactor configurations include a rotating 
helical enclosed screw which moves the biomass into the reactor, blends the mixture of biomass with 
or without solid heat carriers and controls the residence time (Campuzano et al., 2019). 

The reactor can be heated internally through ceramic or steel balls as heat carriers or externally 
through the reactor walls. Another key difference is that ASR cannot achieve ultra-short residence 
times. Auger and screw reactors can be used for slow pyrolysis as well as intermediate pyrolysis 
systems (Bridgwater, 2012; Campuzano et al., 2019; Collard et al., 2016).  

Although the ASR might have some disadvantages regarding fast pyrolysis processes compared to FBR, 
due to its advantages listed below in Table 16 this reactor configuration is regarded as one of the most 
attractive for pyrolysis today. Additionally, these reactor configurations are also employed with two 
helical rotating screws resulting in an even better mixing behavior of the feedstock and heat carrying 
media. Further, these twin-auger reactors are more energy efficient, and achieve a better feedstock 
devolatilization allowing to execute fast pyrolysis processes as well (Campuzano et al., 2019).  

Table 16 Advantages/disadvantages of ASR according to Dhyani and Bhaskar (2019), Bridgwater (2012) and (Campuzano et 
al., 2019) 

Advantages Disadvantages 

▪ Compact configurations possible 
▪ Portable, allow for decentralized 

construction on site 
▪ High solid fuel yield 

▪ Difficult to also achieve short residence 
times compared to FBR, and AR, more 
secondary reactions occurring 

▪ Risk for plugging 

 

5 See appendix B 

6 See appendix A and E 
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▪ Suitable for heterogenous feedstocks 
▪ Suitable for feedstocks that are difficult to 

handle 
▪ Good axial dispersion  
▪ Particles exposed to higher process 

uniformity under thermal conditions 
▪ Residence times controlled by rotational 

speed and inert gas flow  
▪ Possibility to construct vertical, horizontal, 

and inclined configurations 
▪ Low liquid fuel yield 

▪ Mechanical wear and tear on moving parts 
at high temperatures 

▪ Mixing effectiveness could be reduced 
▪ Special screw flighting required to achieve 

adequate mixing behavior resulting in higher 
maintenance cost 

 

Figure 18 Auger/Screw Reactor adapted from Campuzano et al. (2019) 

5.6.4 Fluidized bed reactors (FBR)  

Alternative 3 is a fluidized bed reactor. The fluidized bed reactor (FBR), a moving bed reactor, is one of 
the most popular reactor configurations, especially used for fast pyrolysis using solid reactants, i.e., 
biomass. In this reactor configuration, a fluidization medium, a gas, is routed through the biomass at 
high velocity, causing the mass to behave like a fluid. The gas is heated and can be used on some 
occasions together with inert sand as heating medium to achieve heating of the biomass particles. 
Other forms of the fluidized bed reactor include bubbling fluidized beds (BFB) in which the movement 
of the solid reactant is more stationary (Bridgwater, 2012; Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019). Heat transfer into 
the biomass is facilitated through heating materials inside the fluidized bed reactor. Inert sand or other 
alloyed materials are usually used to serve as heat carrier media (Mong et al., 2022). 

Table 17 Advantages/disadvantages of fluidized bed reactors (FBR) according to Bridgwater (2012) and Dhyani and Bhaskar 
(2019) 

Advantages Disadvantages 

▪ High heating rates can be achieved 
▪ Uniform heat transfer possible 
▪ Uniform mass transfer 
▪ Good control over reaction parameters 
▪ High liquid yields from wooden input 

material on dry matter basis 

▪ Careful selection of feed particle size 
required 

▪ Particle size is limiting the heating rate 
▪ Low partial pressures for condensable vapors 

due to high inert gas flow 
▪ Relatively low char yield of 15% 

Due to their configuration, FBR are ideally suited for fast pyrolysis processes, ensuring continuous 
productivity. As explained above vapor and solid residence time can be controlled through the inert 
gas flow. Char is removed from the reactor through ejection and entrainment together with the 
pyrolysis vapors developing. Using cyclones, the solid fuel is separated from the condensable gases 
which can be subsequently quenched to obtain biooil (see Figure 19). The char yield is usually around 
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15% of the final products. Similar particle sizes of the char to the feedstock particles can be achieved, 
depending on the reactor configuration and gas velocities (Campbell et al., 2018).  

FBR have experienced remarkable interest due to their capability of being scaled for large-scale 
industrial application (Campuzano et al., 2019, p. 373). 

 

Figure 19 Fluidized bed reactor (FBR) process scheme (Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019) 

5.7 Chapter summary 

Providing an answer to SQ 5.1 Which is the best selection methodology for the technology selection 

problem? the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is chosen as the ideal method, leveraging platform-

based design theory, for technology selection. AHP enables stakeholders to prioritize criteria, make 

informed decisions through trade-off analysis, and foster inclusive discussions across different 

domains. It provides quantitative outputs for ranking and selecting the most suitable technology, while 

sensitivity a sensitivity analysis according to Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) ensures robustness. 

AHP's structured approach and multicriteria analysis are advantageous. However, it may not fully 

capture the complexity inherent in platform-based design theory. Nevertheless, the benefits of AHP 

outweigh its limitations in this context.  

Answering SQ 4 Which are the selection criteria imposed by the company’s high variety strategy on 

potential technology alternatives? In total, 26 criteria have been extracted and ultimately chosen from 

the literature for evaluation of the technology alternatives. The decision hierarchy for the AHP was 

structured into four sub-levels including the different criteria. The criteria on sub-level one include 

financial performance, the two production platforms, and supplier maturity.  

Referring to SQ 5.2 Which alternatives are subject to selection and how were they chosen? Internet-

based research was conducted using specific keywords, resulting in the pre-selection of suppliers 

based on criteria such as market readiness, focus on biochar production, regulatory compliance, and 

management interest. Sixteen alternatives were identified and further classified based on 

manufacturing system, reactor configuration, and waste heat recovery potential. Suppliers using retort 

manufacturing principles and hydrothermal carbonization technologies were excluded. Twelve 

suppliers were contacted, but only four agreed to provide data. With 12 suppliers at technology 

readiness level 8 or 9, the sample size is considered sufficient for analysis. The investigated alternatives 

exhibit the following reactor types: Three of them are auger and screw reactors (ASR) and one is a 

version of a fluidized bed reactor (FBR).  

Answering SQ 5.4 What are the benefits of each type of alternative? Auger and screw reactors offer 

several advantages, including compact configurations, portability, high solid fuel yield, suitability for 

heterogeneous and difficult-to-handle feedstocks, good axial dispersion, and control over residence 

times. They allow for construction in vertical, horizontal, and inclined configurations. However, they 
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have some disadvantages, such as low liquid fuel yield, difficulty in achieving short residence times 

compared to other reactor types, increased occurrence of secondary reactions, risk of plugging, 

mechanical wear and tear on moving parts at high temperatures, reduced mixing effectiveness, and 

the need for special screw flighting, resulting in higher maintenance and investment costs.  

Fluidized bed reactors offer several advantages, including the ability to achieve high heating rates, 

uniform heat transfer, uniform mass transfer, and good control over reaction parameters. They also 

provide high liquid yields from wooden input material on a dry matter basis. However, they have some 

disadvantages, such as the requirement for careful selection of feed particle size, limitation on heating 

rate due to particle size, low partial pressures for condensable vapors resulting from high inert gas 

flow, and a relatively low char yield of 15%. 
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6 Results 

This chapter presents the results, with section 6.1 concerning expert choice and software, 6.2 providing 

the results of the pairwise comparison study. 6.3 explains how data was normalized for the AHP model 

and provides an overview of developed utility functions to test the model. Section 6.4 concerns the 

synthesis of results answering SQ 6.1 Which integrated manufacturing system alternative is the most 

profitable one satisfying all requirements of all production platforms to the highest extent? and SQ 6.2 

Which integrated manufacturing system is the best one for each production platform? Section 6.4 

further covers the scenario analysis and section 6.5 closes with a summary of the chapter. 

6.1 Expert choice & software 

The experts were recruited inside company X. A function-based, as well as a unit-based selection was 

conducted to involve the most relevant stakeholders affected by the selection of the technology. Table 

18 presents an overview of the stakeholders selected. In total seven experts could be determined with 

differences in experience with the technologies already leveraged by the company. 

Table 18 Company stakeholders selected for evaluation 

Position Unit Functions 

Business development 
manager 

Site development 
Product 
Marketing 
Sales 

Chief executive officer Site development 
Sales 
Finance & controlling 

Key account manager Biochar & substrates Sales 

Research associate Biochar & substrates R&D 

Head of product 
development 

Industrial materials R&D 

Carbon removal manager Carbon credits Sales 

Head of production Site & operations Supply chain management 

To retrieve the pairwise comparisons from the different stakeholders selected, the AHP-OS survey 

software tool developed by Goepel (2018) was used. The tool allows to efficiently conduct online AHP 

surveys and evaluate the survey responses of the different stakeholders. Additionally, stakeholders 

were supplied with information about the functionality of the AHP, a complete description of decision 

goal and criteria, and a manual on how to conduct the survey using the software7. The stakeholders 

were requested to provide feedback and comments about the selection and number of criteria through 

the company’s intranet in advance before sending out the AHP survey.  Subsequently, the model was 

further constructed in the Super Decisions Software developed by Saaty (Mu & Pereyra-Rojas, 2016). 

6.2 AHP results 

The following section presents the results of the stakeholder survey conducted with the AHP-OS 

developed by Goepel (2018). First the section investigates the decision hierarchy and consolidated 

priorities as well as the consolidated global priorities. Subsequently, the section presents the synthesis 

results of the decision-making model regarding the selected alternatives and depicts the performances 

for each production platform described in the previous chapters. The section then follows up with a 

 

7 See appendix E 
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sensitivity analysis illustrating rank reversals regarding the alternatives.8 The section concludes by 

describing the consistency of judgements as well as the group consensus among the judgements of 

the stakeholders. 

AHP hierarchy and consolidated stakeholder priorities 

As can be inferred from Figure 20 on the criteria level 1, highest priority was assigned to the biochar 

production platform for soil amendment with a local weight (LW) of 0.340, followed by the production 

platform for green energy with a local weight of 0.313, the financial performance with a local weight 

of 0.202, and finally the supplier maturity with a local weight of 0.149.  

On sub-criteria level 2 for the production platform for soil amendment, the biochar product 

performance (LW=0.440) is rated as more important than the carbon sequestration performance 

(LW=0.286) of the manufacturing system as well as the manufacturing capability (LW=0.274). On level 

3 for biochar product performance, the stability in soil (LW=0.449) as well as the carbon sequestration 

potential (0.344) outweigh the water holding capacity (LW=0.208). 

For the manufacturing capability as part of the production platform for biochar for soil-amendment 

the stakeholders considered the plant availability (LW=0.263) as the most important sub-criterion on 

level 3, closely followed by the biochar output (LW=0.251) the biochar conversion rate (LW=0.190) and 

raw material capabilities (LW=0.151) and process adaptability (0.145). 

For the process adaptability on level 4, the treatment temperature range (LW=0.695) is considered 

more important than the adaptability of the residence time (LW=0.305).  

Analyzing the raw material capability on level 4 the most important criterion is the material processing 

capability (LW=0.254) followed by a manufacturer’s experience with input materials (LW=0.214), the 

minimum energy input required (LW=0.213), the moisture content possible (LW=0.171) and the 

particle sizes possible (LW=0.149). 

For the production platform for green energy as the second most important criterion on criteria level 

1, the stakeholders considered the product capability (LW=0.445), i.e., a technology configuration’s 

ability to produce all energy products, such as electricity, steam, hot water, warm water as the most 

important criterion, followed by the heat yield (LW=0.306), which is substantial for the generation of 

the green heat products. This is closely followed by the electricity yield (LW=0.249). 

 

8 See appendix D 
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The financial performance on the third place on criteria level 1, exhibits the following ranking of sub-

criteria on level 2: The stakeholders considered the cost per unit of biochar (LW=0.405) as the most 

important sub-criterion, followed by the return on investment (0.200) the cost for energy (LW=0.147), 

the payback period (LW=0.140), as well as the initial investment (LW=0.107).  

 

Figure 20 AHP hierarchy with consolidated priorities 
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On sub-criteria level 3 for the cost of energy, the cost per unit of heat (LW=0.764) is more important 

than the cost per unit of electricity (LW=0.236).  

Finally, for the supplier maturity, the most important criterion is the market experience (LW=0.556), 

followed by the market reputation (LW=0.248) and the pursuit for innovation (LW=0.197). 

The global priority distribution as presented in Figure 21, suggests that the most important criterion is 

the product capability of the manufacturing platform for the production platform for green energy 

with a global weight (GW) of 13.9% as determined by the stakeholders. This is followed by the carbon 

sequestration performance of the whole system with 9.7%, the heat yield with 9.6%, the cost per unit 

of biochar with 8.2%, a supplier’s market experience with 8.0%, and the electricity yield of the 

manufacturing system, with a GW of 7.8%.  

 

Figure 21 Global priorities distribution 
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6.3 Normalization of data 

To successfully process underlying data for the different alternatives the transformation to a common 

comparable scale is necessary. All underlying data of the criteria is measured in different units (i.e., 

velocity, acceleration, electricity consumption, cost etc.). Vafaei et al. (2016) and Vafaei et al. (2020) 

investigated five different normalization techniques for the AHP. The authors differentiated between 

cost and benefit criteria and suggested approaches including respective formulas to conduct a 

normalization for the criteria. After establishing pairwise comparison matrices for a set of sample 

alternatives, the authors calculated the Pearson correlation and mean r values for the global weights 

of the alternatives and the Spearman correlation for the ranks of the alternatives to determine the 

applicability of the investigated normalization techniques for the AHP. They concluded that a 

combination of max-normalization with the linear-sum method to renormalize the values to an interval 

of [0,1] is the most appropriate normalization technique for the AHP. 

Table 19 Normalization techniques adapted from Vafaei et al. (2016) and Vafaei et al. (2020) 

Normalization technique Type of criteria Formula 

Linear: Max 

Maximization objective nij =  
rij

rmax
  

Minimization objective nij = 1 − 
rij

rmax
 

Linear: Sum  

Maximization objective nij =
rij

∑ rij
m
i=1

 

Minimization objective nij =  

1
rij

⁄

∑ 1/rij
m
i=1

 

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑎𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗 

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑖𝑗 𝑎𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗 

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑎𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗 

 

Table 20 presents the normalized criteria scores for the alternatives selected for an evaluation using 

linear utility functions for the different criteria and performing the normalization according to the steps 

suggested by Vafaei et al. (2016) and Vafaei et al. (2020).  
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Table 20 Normalization according to Vafaei et al. (2016) using linear utility functions for criteria9 

 

Utility functions for normalization 

As indicated in the criteria description, the general scale chosen to normalize the raw data for the 

different alternative follows a linear distribution. Given the preferences of the decisions makers as 

presented in Figure 20 it appears reasonable to further analyze the synthesis of results taking into 

consideration different utility functions for normalizing the criteria of cost per unit of biochar, carbon 

sequestration performance, stability in soil, and market experience. For other highly weighted criteria 

such as the heat yield, electricity yield and product capability a linear scale seems feasible. Increasing 

the yields by 1 unit provides the same marginal return on utility. The product capability could be 

differentiated according to margins that could be realized depending on the energy product. However 

 

9 For a review of the raw input data for the different alternatives refer to appendix C 

Linear sum normalization acc. to Vafei et al. (2016, 2020)

Alternatives Ai A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4

Criteria (Ck) Normalized values Normalized values

Production platform Biochar for soil amendment nij n1j n2j n3j n4j n1j n2j n3j n4j

CORC factor (max) ni1 0.94 1.00 0.80 0.82 0.26 0.28 0.22 0.23

Water holding capacity (max) ni2 0.74 1.00 0.69 0.37 0.26 0.36 0.25 0.13

Stability in soil (min) ni3 0.19 0.00 0.76 0.05 0.19 0.00 0.76 0.05

Carbon sequestration potential (max) ni4 0.88 0.98 0.97 1.00 0.23 0.26 0.25 0.26

Biochar output (max) ni5 0.49 0.41 1.00 0.74 0.19 0.16 0.38 0.28

Biochar conversion rate (max) ni6 0.84 1.00 0.50 0.88 0.26 0.31 0.15 0.27

Plant availability (max) ni7 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.89 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.23

Treatment temperature range (max) ni8 0.67 0.44 0.00 1.00 0.32 0.21 0.00 0.47

Residence time range (max) ni9 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.50

Raw material capabilities

Particle sizes possible (max) ni10 1.00 0.70 0.70 0.50 0.34 0.24 0.24 0.17

Moisture content possible (max) ni11 0.80 1.00 0.40 0.40 0.31 0.38 0.15 0.15

Experience with input materials (max) ni12 0.89 0.56 0.11 1.00 0.35 0.22 0.04 0.39

Material processing capability (max)  ni13 0.67 0.67 0.33 1.00 0.25 0.25 0.13 0.38

Minimum lower heating value required (LHV) (min) ni14 0.42 0.42 0.77 0.00 0.26 0.26 0.48 0.00

Production platform green energy

Heat yield (max) ni15 0.20 0.27 0.65 1.00 0.09 0.13 0.31 0.47

Electricity yield (max) ni16 0.07 0.12 1.00 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.77 0.09

Product capability (max) ni17 0.67 0.67 0.67 1.00 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.33

Supplier maturity

Experience in the market (max) ni18 0.36 0.07 1.00 0.29 0.21 0.04 0.58 0.17

Pursuit for innovation (max) ni19 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.25 0.14 0.14 0.57 0.14

Market reputation (max) ni20 1.00 0.33 0.67 1.00 0.33 0.11 0.22 0.33

Financial performance

Cost per unit of biochar (min) ni21 0.00 0.05 0.59 0.09 0.00 0.07 0.80 0.12

Cost for energy

Cost per unit of heat (min) ni22 0.00 0.35 0.09 0.30 0.00 0.47 0.12 0.41

Cost per unit of electricity (min) ni23 0.00 0.31 0.39 0.38 0.00 0.29 0.36 0.35

Initial investment (min) ni24 0.39 0.57 0.00 0.45 0.28 0.41 0.00 0.32

Discounted Payback period (min) ni25 0.00 0.49 0.46 0.54 0.00 0.33 0.31 0.36

Return on investment (RoI) (max) ni26 0.13 1.00 0.88 0.95 0.05 0.34 0.30 0.32

Linear max normalization acc. to Vafei et al. (2016, 2020)
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sufficient insights into the customer demand for each product are not available to company X now. 

Therefore, the utility function for this criterion is kept linear. 

For the carbon sequestration performance, the stability in soil, the market experience, and the biochar 

price the following functions approximate potential utilities used to determine an alternative’s 

performance factor for the respective criterion (see Figure 22 - Figure 25). The exemplary functions 

were first plotted graphically and then adapted to represent the relevant value ranges for the criteria. 

Carbon 
sequestration 
performance 

𝑓(𝑥) = 1 − 𝑒−1.35𝑥 

An s-shaped curve was selected for the carbon 
sequestration performance. A value below 
one ton provides low utility. The utility 
increases strongly after one ton indicated by 
the steeper slope of the graph. The carbon 
sequestration performance that could 
potentially be achieved per ton of biochar 
applied to soil is 3.5t/CO2 (see point B in Figure 
22) Respective emissions occurring in the 
supply chain need to be accounted for. 10 
Analyzing the CORC factors achieve by the 
biochar manufacturers in the puro.earth 
registry, a  CORC factor of 2.5 seems to be 
reasonable for achieving a 90% (see point A in 
Figure 22) utility rate for this criterion 
according to the supplier CORC factors seen in 
the puro.earth registry. 

Stability in soil  𝑔(𝑥) =
1

1 + 0.6 × 25000𝑥−0.7
 

A reverse s-shaped graph was chosen for the 
stability in soil. Values over one virtually 
provides no utility. To achieve a sufficient 
stability in soil the H/Corg ratio of a biochar 
needs to achieve a value of 0.4 (see point D in 
Figure 23)  to become certified according to 
the EBC and achieve a sequestration duration 
of more than 100 years (EBC, 2012-2022; 
puro.earth, 2022). In the future this threshold 
might be further reduced, however achieving 
99% utility at a H/Corg ratio of 0.25 (see point 
C in Figure 23) seems to be reasonable. 

Market 
experience 

𝑖(𝑥) =  −0.50.7𝑥 + 1 

With each additional manufacturing plant 
built on industrial level, a technology supplier 
gains additional experience. The additional 
utility for this criterion is expected to decrease 
at a faster rate after the third plant. Achieving 
76% utility with the third plant installed seems 
reasonable (see point E in Figure 24). With five 
plants a supplier reaches 90% and with ten 

 

10 See chapter 3.2 
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plants 99% of utility for this criterion (see 
points F and G in Figure 24)). 

Cost per ton 
of biochar ℎ(𝑥) =

1

1 + 0.3 × 1.036𝑥−235
 

According to the market analysis conducted 
by company X an appealing range for the 
biochar production cost starts a 400.00€/t 
moving down to 99% utility at 135.00€/t (see 
point H in Figure 25) (Ziegner & Milla, 2022). 
At 205.00€/t a 90% utility level is reached. 
Therefore, a reverse s-shaped graph is chosen 
for the cost per ton of biochar utility function. 

 

Figure 22 Potential utility function criterion carbon sequestration performance 

 

Figure 23 Potential utility function criterion stability in soil 
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Figure 24 Potential utility functions for criterion market experience 

 

Figure 25 Potential utility functions for criterion cost per unit of biochar 

The normalized scores for the selected criteria using the utility functions can be seen in Table 21. 
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Table 21 Normalization using equations established for a) carbon sequestration performance, b) stability in soil, c) market 
experience, and d) cost per ton of biochar 

 

6.4 Synthesis of results & sensitivity analysis 

Synthesis of results 

Figure 26 shows the synthesis of results for the overall performance over all criteria and assigning 

extreme preference to one of the criteria on sub-level one of the AHP hierarchy. The results for the 

overall performance according to the stakeholder weightings, and four further categories on the main 

criteria levels are presented. For the results on criteria sub-level one the respective criterion was 

weighed with extreme importance (level 9) compared to the other criteria to determine the best 

alternative (alt.) for each case and to verify whether there would be a rank reversal in case of assigning 

extreme preference. 

Answering SQ 6.1, the best alt. with the highest overall performance (Figure 26 a)) is alt. 3 with a 

normalized performance value of 0.375295 (see Figure 26) followed by alt. 4 with 0.244278, alt. 2 with 

Linear sum normalization acc. to Vafei et al. (2016, 2020)

Alternatives Ai A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4

Criteria (Ck) Normalized values Normalized values

Production platform Biochar for soil amendment nij n1j n2j n3j n4j n1j n2j n3j n4j

CORC factor (max) ni1 0.94 1.00 0.80 0.82 0.26 0.28 0.22 0.23

Water holding capacity (max) ni2 0.74 1.00 0.69 0.37 0.26 0.36 0.25 0.13

Stability in soil (min) ni3 0.9972 0.9958 0.9992 0.9962 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26

Carbon sequestration potential (max) ni4 0.97 0.99 0.90 0.92 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.24

Biochar output (max) ni5 0.49 0.41 1.00 0.74 0.19 0.16 0.38 0.28

Biochar conversion rate (max) ni6 0.84 1.00 0.50 0.88 0.26 0.31 0.15 0.27

Plant availability (max) ni7 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.89 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.23

Treatment temperature range (max) ni8 0.67 0.44 0.00 1.00 0.32 0.21 0.00 0.47

Residence time range (max) ni9 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.50

Raw material capabilities

Particle sizes possible (max) ni10 1.00 0.70 0.70 0.50 0.34 0.24 0.24 0.17

Moisture content possible (max) ni11 0.80 1.00 0.40 0.40 0.31 0.38 0.15 0.15

Experience with input materials (max) ni12 0.89 0.56 0.11 1.00 0.35 0.22 0.04 0.39

Material processing capability (max)  ni13 0.67 0.67 0.33 1.00 0.25 0.25 0.13 0.38

Minimum lower heating value required (LHV) (min) ni14 0.42 0.42 0.77 0.00 0.26 0.26 0.48 0.00

Production platform green energy

Heat yield (max) ni15 0.20 0.27 0.65 1.00 0.09 0.13 0.31 0.47

Electricity yield (max) ni16 0.07 0.12 1.00 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.77 0.09

Product capability (max) ni17 0.67 0.67 0.67 1.00 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.33

Supplier maturity

Experience in the market (max) ni18 0.91 0.38 1.00 0.86 0.29 0.12 0.32 0.27

Pursuit for innovation (max) ni19 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.25 0.14 0.14 0.57 0.14

Market reputation (max) ni20 1.00 0.33 0.67 1.00 0.33 0.11 0.22 0.33

Financial performance

Cost per unit of biochar (min) ni21 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00

Cost for energy

Cost per unit of heat (min) ni22 0.00 0.35 0.09 0.30 0.00 0.47 0.12 0.41

Cost per unit of electricity (min) ni23 0.00 0.31 0.39 0.38 0.00 0.29 0.36 0.35

Initial investment (min) ni24 0.39 0.57 0.00 0.45 0.28 0.41 0.00 0.32

Discounted Payback period (min) ni25 0.00 0.49 0.46 0.54 0.00 0.33 0.31 0.36

Return on investment (RoI) (max) ni26 0.13 1.00 0.88 0.95 0.05 0.34 0.30 0.32

Normalization acc. to Vafei et al. (2016, 2020)
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0.192926 and ultimately alt. 1 with a performance value of 0.1875 closely following alt. 2. Assigning 

extreme preference to the  

 

Figure 26 Synthesis of results using linear utility functions, a) Overall performance, b) production platform - biochar for soil 
amendment, c) production platform - green energy, d) supplier maturity, e) financial performance 

production platform for biochar for soil amendment (Figure 26 b)) results in a rank reversal with alt. 4 

delivering the worst performance compared to the others. Alt. 1 moves to the third place and alt. 2 to 

the second. Alt. 3 remains the highest performing. Prioritizing the production platform for green 

energy (Figure 26 c)) leads to the same results as for the overall performance with again alt. 3 

outperforming the remaining alternatives. For the criterion of supplier maturity alt. 3 remains in the 

first place as well, followed by alt. 1, alt. 4 and alt 2 in the last place (Figure 26 d)). Prioritizing the 

financial performance over all other criteria leads to the same results as for the overall performance 

(Figure 26 e)). These further four scenarios all show the superiority of alt. 3 towards all other 

alternatives answering SQ 6.2. 

Using the utility functions for normalization introduced in section Normalization of data6.3 we can see 

a rank reversal for the overall performance of the alternatives. Alternative moves from the last place 

to the second-place overtaking alternatives 2 and 4. Alternative 3 remains at the top in every case (see 

Figure 27). Assigning extreme importance to the production platform for biochar for soil amendment 

(see Figure 27 b)) the difference in overall performance of the alternatives diminishes. The same occurs 

if the criteria production platform green energy, supplier maturity and financial performance are 

assigned extreme preference. In every case, apart from case e), the performance scores for alternative 

1 increase. The performance scores for alternative 3 decrease in every case apart from case e). For 

alternative 2 the performance scores decrease for cases a) and e) and increase for b), c), and d). 

Alternative 4 experiences an increase of the performance scores in cases a), d), and e), and increase 

for case b), and c). Overall, introducing the utility functions to the model levels the performance scores, 

especially regarding the performance scores for alternative 3. 
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Figure 27 Synthesis of results using approximated utility functions, a) Overall performance, b) production platform - biochar 
for soil amendment, c) production platform - green energy, d) supplier maturity, e) financial performance 

Most critical criterion weight according to Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) 

Comparing alternatives 1 and 2, it becomes evident that the most critical criterion weight is the one 

for market reputation, changing the global weight by δ20,1,2 = +8.6% results in a rank reversal between 

alt. 1 and alt. 2. Increasing the global weight for stability in soil by δ3,1,2 = +10.03% would result in a 

rank versal between alternative 1 and alternative 2 (see Table 22). 

Comparing alternatives 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4, and 3-4 no reasonable rank reversal is evident changing a 

global weight by a low percentage rate except for the stability in soil. This criterion provokes a change 

between alt. 1 and alt. 2 as well if its global weight is increased by a 

The Absolute-Top (or AT) critical criterion is the most critical criterion with the smallest change δkij in 

global weight changing the ranking of the best (top) alternative. 

This criterion is the residence time range, which would result in a rank reversal between alternative 3 

and 4 if its global weight is increased by a change of δ9,3,4 = +29.35%.  

The Absolute-Any (or AA) critical criterion is the most critical criterion with the smallest change δkij in 

global weight changing any ranking of alternatives. This is the market reputation again. 

Concluding the sensitivity analysis regarding the most critical criteria, the model is robust, disregarding 

any required global weight increases or decreases δk,i,j >10.03% (see Table 22). 
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Table 22 Sensitivity analysis for the most critical criterion weight according to Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) 

 

Most critical measure of performance according to Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) 

The lowest percentage increase for a criterion value provoking a rank reversal between alternative 1 

and 2 would be an increase of δ15,1,2 = +23.94% for the heat yield of alternative 1 (see Table 23). For 

any other potential scenarios, the percentage increases necessary are δk,I,j  > +100%. 

The Absolute-Top (or AT) critical measure of performance is the most critical criterion with the 

smallest change in value of aij changing the ranking of the best (top) alternative. In this case there is no 

potential rank reversal. Alternative 3 is dominant in every aspect. 

The Absolute-Any (or AA) critical measure of performance is the most critical measure with the 

smallest change in value of aij changing any ranking of alternatives. This is again the increase in heat 

yield for alternative 1. 

 

Global weights Sensitivity Analysis acc. to Triantaphyllou & Sánchez (1997)

Alternatives Ai A1-A2 A1-A3 A1-A4 A2-A3 A2-A4 A3-A4

Criteria (Ck) Global weights Most critical criterion weight

Production platform Biochar for soil amendment Wk Value δki j δk,1,2 δk,1,3 δk,1,4 δk,2,3 δk,2,4 δk,3,4

CORC factor (max) W1 9.7% δ1,i,j n/f -584.68% -266.73% -368.63% -130.94% -1821.13%

Water holding capacity (max) W2 3.1% δ2,i,j n/f -1449.27% -63.06% -193.16% -28.53% n/f

Stability in soil (min) W3 6.7% δ3,i,j -10.03% n/f -58.50% n/f n/f n/f

Carbon sequestration potential (max) W4 5.2% δ4,i,j n/f n/f n/f -4671.70% n/f -1622.79%

Biochar output (max) W5 2.3% δ5,i,j -64.21% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Biochar conversion rate (max) W6 1.8% δ6,i,j n/f -217.53% n/f -135.39% -173.81% -123.40%

Plant availability (max) W7 2.5% δ7,i,j -131.80% n/f -288.34% n/f -444.88% n/f

Treatment temperature range (max) W8 0.9% δ8,i,j -18.15% -72.93% n/f -100.32% n/f -30.98%

Residence time range (max) W9 0.4% δ9,i,j n/f -92.12% n/f -84.48% n/f -29.35%

Raw material capabilities

Particle sizes possible (max) W10 0.2% δ10,i,j -18.46% -222.63% -48.47% n/f -93.49% n/f

Moisture content possible (max) W11 0.2% δ11,i,j n/f -149.70% -54.33% -91.52% -27.94% n/f

Experience with input materials (max) W12 0.3% δ12,i,j -14.64% -75.67% n/f -121.45% n/f -42.19%

Material processing capability (max)  W13 0.4% δ13,i,j n/f -184.25% n/f -168.97% n/f -58.69%

Minimum lower heating value required (LHV) (min) W14 0.3% δ14,i,j n/f n/f -32.14% n/f -24.79% n/f

Production platform green energy

Heat yield (max) W15 9.6% δ15,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f -89.56%

Electricity yield (max) W16 7.8% δ16,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Product capability (max) W17 13.9% δ17,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f -132.06%

Supplier maturity

Experience in the market (max) W18 8.0% δ18,i,j -11.46% n/f -200.59% n/f n/f n/f

Pursuit for innovation (max) W19 2.8% δ19,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Market reputation (max) W20 3.6% δ20,i,j -8.60% -207.28% n/f n/f n/f -132.06%

Financial performance

Cost per unit of biochar (min) W21 8.2% δ21,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Cost for energy

Cost per unit of heat (min) W22 2.3% δ22,i,j n/f n/f n/f -59.96% -97.01% -51.35%

Cost per unit of electricity (min) W23 0.7% δ23,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Initial investment (min) W24 2.2% δ24,i,j n/f -82.69% n/f -52.10% -72.23% -46.42%

Discounted Payback period (min) W25 2.8% δ25,i,j n/f n/f n/f -1092.38% n/f -262.59%

Return on investment (RoI) (max) W26 4.0% δ26,i,j n/f n/f n/f -507.70% -360.51% -618.69%
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Table 23 Sensitivity analysis for the most critical measure of performance according to Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) 

 

Most critical criterion weight using utility functions 

Table 25 shows the sensitivity analysis conducted for the criterion weights after implementation of the 

exemplary utility functions to the AHP model. The global weights for market reputation and experience 

in the market are the most sensitive criteria weights with a change in weight of δ20,1,2 = +11.02% 

resulting in a rank reversal between alt. 1 and alt. 2 and a change in weight of δ19,1,2 = +14.46% also 

resulting in a rank reversal between alt. 1 and alt. 2. 

Global weights Sensitivity Analysis acc. to Triantaphyllou & Sánchez (1997)

Alternatives Ai A1-A2 A1-A3 A1-A4 A2-A3 A2-A4 A3-A4

Criteria (Ck) Global weights Most critical measure of performance

Production platform Biochar for soil amendment Wk Value δki j δk,1,2 δk,1,3 δk,1,4 δk,2,3 δk,2,4 δk,3,4

CORC factor (max) W1 9.7% δ1,i,j -23.99% n/f -804.92% n/f -232.36% n/f

Water holding capacity (max) W2 3.1% δ2,i,j -129.10% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Stability in soil (min) W3 6.7% δ3,i,j -54.36% n/f n/f n/f -1128.22% n/f

Carbon sequestration potential (max) W4 5.2% δ4,i,j -55.75% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Biochar output (max) W5 2.3% δ5,i,j -594.28% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Biochar conversion rate (max) W6 1.8% δ6,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Plant availability (max) W7 2.5% δ7,i,j -345.04% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Treatment temperature range (max) W8 0.9% δ8,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Residence time range (max) W9 0.4% δ9,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Raw material capabilities

Particle sizes possible (max) W10 0.2% δ10,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Moisture content possible (max) W11 0.2% δ11,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Experience with input materials (max) W12 0.3% δ12,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Material processing capability (max)  W13 0.4% δ13,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Minimum lower heating value required (LHV) (min) W14 0.3% δ14,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Production platform green energy

Heat yield (max) W15 9.6% δ15,i,j -23.94% n/f -171.92% n/f -99.48% n/f

Electricity yield (max) W16 7.8% δ16,i,j -30.78% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Product capability (max) W17 13.9% δ17,i,j n/f n/f -117.94% n/f -71.66% n/f

Supplier maturity

Experience in the market (max) W18 8.0% δ18,i,j -40.16% n/f n/f n/f -252.60% n/f

Pursuit for innovation (max) W19 2.8% δ19,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Market reputation (max) W20 3.6% δ20,i,j -214.66% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Financial performance

Cost per unit of biochar (min) W21 8.2% δ21,i,j -27.69% n/f -979.98% n/f -299.40% n/f

Cost for energy

Cost per unit of heat (min) W22 2.3% δ22,i,j -129.28% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Cost per unit of electricity (min) W23 0.7% δ23,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Initial investment (min) W24 2.2% δ24,i,j -335.76% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Discounted Payback period (min) W25 2.8% δ25,i,j -105.70% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Return on investment (RoI) (max) W26 4.0% δ26,i,j -58.58% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f
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Table 24 Sensitivity analysis according to Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) for the most critical criterion weight using utility 
functions for a) carbon sequestration performance, b) stability in soil, c) market experience and d) cost per ton of biochar 

 

Most critical measure of performance using utility functions 

Table 25 shows the sensitivity analysis conducted for the most critical measure of performance after 

implementation of the utility functions to the AHP model. The most critical measures of performance 

are the heat yield requiring a change in value of δ15,1,2 = +32.92% and the cost per unit of biochar 

requiring a change in value of δ21,1,2 = +42.06% resulting in a rank reversal between alternatives 1 and 

2. 

Global weights Sensitivity Analysis acc. to Triantaphyllou & Sánchez (1997)

Alternatives Ai A1-A2 A1-A3 A1-A4 A2-A3 A2-A4 A3-A4

Criteria (Ck) Global weights Most critical criterion weight

Production platform Biochar for soil amendment Wk Value δki j δk,1,2 δk,1,3 δk,1,4 δk,2,3 δk,2,4 δk,3,4

CORC factor (max) W1 9.7% δ1,i,j n/f -452.75% -263.84% -268.51% -118.15% -1187.41%

Water holding capacity (max) W2 3.1% δ2,i,j n/f -1122.25% -62.38% -140.70% -25.74% n/f

Stability in soil (min) W3 6.7% δ3,i,j -6675.16% n/f -31679.22% n/f n/f n/f

Carbon sequestration potential (max) W4 5.2% δ4,i,j n/f -926.74% -626.49% -684.74% -354.29% -1581.83%

Biochar output (max) W5 2.3% δ5,i,j -82.35% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Biochar conversion rate (max) W6 1.8% δ6,i,j n/f -168.45% n/f -98.62% -156.82% -80.46%

Plant availability (max) W7 2.5% δ7,i,j -169.02% n/f -285.21% n/f -401.41% n/f

Treatment temperature range (max) W8 0.9% δ8,i,j -23.27% -56.48% n/f -73.08% n/f -20.20%

Residence time range (max) W9 0.4% δ9,i,j n/f -71.34% n/f -61.54% n/f -19.13%

Raw material capabilities

Particle sizes possible (max) W10 0.2% δ10,i,j -23.68% -172.40% -47.95% n/f -84.35% n/f

Moisture content possible (max) W11 0.2% δ11,i,j n/f -115.92% -53.74% -66.67% -25.21% n/f

Experience with input materials (max) W12 0.3% δ12,i,j -18.78% -58.60% n/f -88.46% n/f -27.51%

Material processing capability (max)  W13 0.4% δ13,i,j n/f -142.67% n/f -123.08% n/f -38.27%

Minimum lower heating value required (LHV) (min) W14 0.3% δ14,i,j n/f n/f -31.79% n/f -22.37% n/f

Production platform green energy

Heat yield (max) W15 9.6% δ15,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f -58.39%

Electricity yield (max) W16 7.8% δ16,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Product capability (max) W17 13.9% δ17,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f -86.11%

Supplier maturity

Experience in the market (max) W18 8.0% δ18,i,j -14.64% n/f -471.97% n/f n/f n/f

Pursuit for innovation (max) W19 2.8% δ19,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Market reputation (max) W20 3.6% δ20,i,j -11.02% -160.51% n/f n/f n/f -86.11%

Financial performance

Cost per unit of biochar (min) W21 8.2% δ21,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Cost for energy

Cost per unit of heat (min) W22 2.3% δ22,i,j n/f n/f n/f -43.68% -87.53% -33.48%

Cost per unit of electricity (min) W23 0.7% δ23,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Initial investment (min) W24 2.2% δ24,i,j n/f -64.03% n/f -37.95% -65.17% -30.27%

Discounted Payback period (min) W25 2.8% δ25,i,j n/f n/f n/f -795.70% n/f -171.21%

Return on investment (RoI) (max) W26 4.0% δ26,i,j n/f n/f n/f -369.81% -325.28% -403.39%
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Table 25 Sensitivity analysis according to Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) for the most critical measure of performance 
using utility functions for a) carbon sequestration performance, b) stability in soil, c) market experience and d) cost per ton of 
biochar 

 

6.4.1 Scenario analysis 

According to the expected market developments, five further scenarios are considered to change the 

performance measures for the different alternatives through calculation of the financial criteria of 

payback period, cost per unit of biochar, return on investment, cost per unit of electricity and cost per 

unit of heat using scenarios. Potential scenarios target the moderator variables raw material price, 

sales price for biochar, the sales price development for CO2 removal certificates, the sales price 

development for heat, and the sales price for electricity (see Figure 28). The goal of this scenario 

analysis is to investigate potential rank reversals (Barzilai & Golany, 1994; Wijnmalen & Wedley, 2008) 

caused by factoring in these market developments for the evaluation of the different alternatives. 

As Figure 28 a) shows the total alternative performance over the raw material price in an interval 

between 100.00€/t to -300.00€/t. A negative input material price represents an additional revenue 

stream. The total alternative performance factors for alternatives 1 and 3 increase the lower the 

material price indicated by the positive slope of their functions. The slopes of the functions of 

alternative 2 and 4 are negative with decreasing raw material price. We can see a rank reversal 

occurring between alternative 1 and 2 at a negative raw material price of -159.00€. At this point the 

performance factors for alternative 1 and 2 are at parity. Further rank reversals which might be 

Global weights Sensitivity Analysis acc. to Triantaphyllou & Sánchez (1997)

Alternatives Ai A1-A2 A1-A3 A1-A4 A2-A3 A2-A4 A3-A4

Criteria (Ck) Global weights Most critical measure of performance

Production platform Biochar for soil amendment Wk Value δki j δk,1,2 δk,1,3 δk,1,4 δk,2,3 δk,2,4 δk,3,4

CORC factor (max) W1 9.7% δ1,i,j -32.99% n/f -732.23% n/f -170.86% n/f

Water holding capacity (max) W2 3.1% δ2,i,j -260.55% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Stability in soil (min) W3 6.7% δ3,i,j -57.66% n/f n/f n/f -658.66% n/f

Carbon sequestration potential (max) W4 5.2% δ4,i,j -88.52% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Biochar output (max) W5 2.3% δ5,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Biochar conversion rate (max) W6 1.8% δ6,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Plant availability (max) W7 2.5% δ7,i,j -17233.23% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Treatment temperature range (max) W8 0.9% δ8,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Residence time range (max) W9 0.4% δ9,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Raw material capabilities

Particle sizes possible (max) W10 0.2% δ10,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Moisture content possible (max) W11 0.2% δ11,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Experience with input materials (max) W12 0.3% δ12,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Material processing capability (max)  W13 0.4% δ13,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Minimum lower heating value required (LHV) (min) W14 0.3% δ14,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Production platform green energy

Heat yield (max) W15 9.6% δ15,i,j -32.92% n/f -166.94% n/f -81.80% n/f

Electricity yield (max) W16 7.8% δ16,i,j -43.23% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Product capability (max) W17 13.9% δ17,i,j n/f n/f -115.18% n/f -60.43% n/f

Supplier maturity

Experience in the market (max) W18 8.0% δ18,i,j -58.15% n/f n/f n/f -172.08% n/f

Pursuit for innovation (max) W19 2.8% δ19,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Market reputation (max) W20 3.6% δ20,i,j -698.98% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Financial performance

Cost per unit of biochar (min) W21 8.2% δ21,i,j -42.60% n/f n/f -1515.62% -244.17% n/f

Cost for energy

Cost per unit of heat (min) W22 2.3% δ22,i,j -261.11% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Cost per unit of electricity (min) W23 0.7% δ23,i,j n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Initial investment (min) W24 2.2% δ24,i,j -8301.12% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Discounted Payback period (min) W25 2.8% δ25,i,j -193.23% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f

Return on investment (RoI) (max) W26 4.0% δ26,i,j -90.02% n/f n/f n/f n/f n/f
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expected for alternatives 1 and 4 with further decreasing negative raw material price lie beyond any 

reasonable scenario. 

Figure 3 b) shows the influence of the biochar sales price on the alternatives’ total performance factor 

in an interval between 350.00€/t to 1,000.00€/t.  The total performance factors for alternatives 2 and 

3 slightly decrease with a higher biochar price than the ones for alternatives 1 and 2 increase indicated 

by the slopes of their functions. The figure does not indicate any potential rank reversal changing the 

biochar price in the present interval. 

Figure 28 c) presents the carbon removal certificate price’s influence on the performance of the 

alternatives in an interval from 100.00€ to 750.00€. The total alternative performance factors slightly 

decrease for alternative 3 and alternative 2 with increasing carbon removal certificate price indicated 

by the negative slope of the functions. The slopes of the functions for alternatives 1 and 4 are positive, 

indicating an increase in their performance factor. A potentially expected rank reversal between 

alternative 1 and 2 lies outside of the investigated interval. Increasing the carbon removal certificate 

price has no effect on the ranking of the four alternatives. 

In Figure 28 d) changing the heat price in an interval between 0.04 €/kWh to 0.6 €/kWh decreases the 

total performance factors for alternatives 3 and 4 indicated by their negative slopes. The performance 

factor curves for alternatives 1 and 2 are positive with a higher slope for alternative 1. The figure shows 

a rank reversal between alternative 1 and 2 at a price of 0.4614 €/kWh. The analysis shows no further 

rank reversal in the interval presented. 

Finally, in Figure 28 e) the electricity price is changed in an interval between 0.0111 €/kWh to 0.30 

€/kWh. The performance factors for alternatives 1 and 3 increase while the ones for alternatives 2 and 

4 decrease. No rank reversal occurs in the interval presented. 
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Figure 28 Scenario analysis of total alternative performance for moderator variables a) raw material price, b) biochar sales 
price, c) CO2 certificate price, d) heat sales price, and e) electricity sales price 

6.4.2 Consistency and group consensus 

Before conducting the AHP survey, decision makers were advised to consider the consistency of their 

pairwise comparisons. The AHP-OS software indicates the consistency ratio for each pairwise 

comparison by showing the percentage achieved to the stakeholders while conducting the survey. In 

case consistency exceeds the threshold of 10% the software further recommends adaptations to the 

individual stakeholders to improve consistency of judgement. The maximum consistency ratio 

achieved for the aggregated individual judgements (AIJ) using the geometric mean of the decision 

makers’ individual rankings ranges from 0.0% for the nodes of process adaptability and the cost for 

energy to a maximum of 2.0% for the node of biochar product performance, ranging below the 

threshold of 10%. The rankings are therefore consistent (see Figure 29). 

 

Figure 29 Consistency ratio by node and AHP group consensus 

For determining the group consensus of the AHP ratings, Goepel (2018) differentiates between five 

levels of consensus: 
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• Very low consensus: below 50% (disagreement 

• Low consensus: 50% to 67.5% 

• Moderate consensus: 67.5% to 75% 

• High consensus: 75% to 87.5% 

• Very high consensus: above 87.5% (excellent agreement) 

Values of below 50% indicate that there is practically no consensus withing the group and a high 

diversity of judgement. Values above 87.5% indicate a high overlap of priorities and excellent 

agreement of judgements from the group members. 

As depicted in Figure 29 for the overall goal of selecting the most profitable and capable pyrolysis 

technology configuration only low group consensus was achieved with an AHP group consensus of 

62.5%. For the sub-criteria of the production platform for biochar for soil amendment, the biochar 

product performance, and the production platform for green energy practically no agreement among 

the stakeholders could be achieved indicated by a group consensus of 46.9%, 41.5%, and 46.9% 

respectively. The level of consensus for all other nodes ranges from moderate to very high. No 

excellent agreement was achieved among the stakeholder judgements. 

Stakeholder group consensus with regard to the technology selection goal indicates that the 

stakeholder preferences are not well aligned. This might result from the fact that the startup as well 

as the market is in an early stage of development. Differentiating between the production platforms 

and preferring one over the other might not be intuitive to the stakeholders due to the fact that all 

inherent benefits and value streams need to be monetarized to render a business case profitable. 

Further, depending on the respective function and the position of a stakeholder and unit of the 

stakeholder the preferences are different. Site development for example might prefer the potential to 

convert renewable energy using the technology due to a higher potential for adoption of the 

technology by the market compared to BCR. The carbon removal officer assigned higher emphasis on 

the production platform for biochar for soil amendment, especially on the carbon sequestration 

performance.  

6.5 Chapter summary 

Chapter 6 presents the findings of an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) study conducted to select an 

integrated pyrolysis manufacturing system. Seven experts from various units, including site 

development, biochar and substrates, industrial materials, carbon credits, and site operations, 

participated in pairwise comparisons. These experts represented different functions such as product, 

marketing, sales, finance, R&D, and supply chain management. 

The study involved the identification of 26 criteria, with the stakeholders determining the global 

weights (GW) for each criterion through conducting pairwise comparisons. On criteria level one the 

most important criterion is the production platform for biochar for soil amendment followed by the 

production platform for green energy, the financial performance and ultimately the supplier maturity. 

The most important criterion on global level, with a GW of 13.9%, was the product capability of the 

manufacturing platform for green energy. Other significant criteria included carbon sequestration 

performance (9.7%), heat yield (9.6%), cost per unit of biochar (8.2%), supplier's market experience 

(8.0%), and electricity yield of the manufacturing system (7.8%). 

Data normalization was performed using two approaches: linear max normalization and linear sum. 

Additionally, utility functions were introduced for four important criteria carbon sequestration 
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performance, stability in soil, market experience, and cost per unit of biochar, to test the model for 

robustness and evaluate potential rank reversals.  

Apart from assessing the overall alternative performance score the synthesis of results was conducted 

by assigning extreme preferences to the criteria in the AHP hierarchy sub-level 1 to evaluate the impact 

on the suggested ranking of alternatives. Answering SQ 6.1 Which integrated manufacturing system 

alternative is the most profitable one satisfying all requirements of all production platforms to the 

highest extent? (i.e., exhibits the highest overall performance score) the synthesis of results revealed 

that alternative 3, a two-step pyrolysis gasification reactor, was superior when using both linear utility 

functions and the utility functions suggested. Alternative 3 is followed by alternative 4, 2 and ultimately 

1. However, a rank reversal was observed between alternatives 1, 2, and 4 for overall alternative 

performance score when the utility functions were applied to the model. 

Answering SQ 6.2 Which integrated manufacturing system is the best one for each production 

platform? further analysis demonstrated that assigning extreme preferences to the criteria on 

hierarchy sub-level 1 yielded consistent results when using both linear utility functions and suggested 

utility functions.  

Additionally, a sensitivity analysis according to Triantaphyllou and Sánchez (1997) was conducted to 

test the model for robustness. The analysis revealed that the market reputation and stability in soil 

exhibit the most critical criteria weights , resulting in rank reversals between alternatives 1 and 2 

when using linear utility functions. However, when suggested utility functions were applied, market 

reputation and experience remained significant, while heat yield and cost per unit of biochar became 

the most critical performance measures. 

Finally, a scenario analysis was conducted changing moderator variables for the calculation of the 

financial criteria. Biochar sales price, biomass price, the carbon certificate sales price, and the heat and 

electricity sales price were changed over different intervals. The sensitivity analysis confirmed the 

model's robustness, as changes in raw material price and heat sales price had the highest influence on 

the rankings. However, these changes were highly improbable, further validating the model's 

reliability. 

It was noted that stakeholder consensus regarding preference assignments to different criteria was 

low, potentially due to insufficient preparation or the strategic orientation phase of the startup 

company involved in the study. 
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7 Discussion  

The research objective of this thesis was to identify the most profitable and capable integrated 

manufacturing system for the valorization of waste biomass into green energy, biochar, and CO2 

sequestration certificates. This objective was approached through a platform-based design perspective 

for non-assembled products, taking into account current technology and market developments. To 

achieve this, the research question was formulated: Which pyrolysis technology alternative is the most 

profitable and capable for the realization of a high variety strategy for biochar production, green energy 

and carbon removal taking a platform-based design perspective for non-assembled products? 

To address this research question, the second chapter introduced the theory of platform-based design 

to the reader, with a focus on platform-based design for non-assembled products. The chapter further 

explained different platform concepts, including product-, process-, raw-material, and production 

platform, in the context of biochar systems. Chapter 3 and 4 also discussed the requirements for raw 

material selection, processes, and products based on biochar theory. Subsequently, chapter 5 

established a comprehensive set of criteria for the evaluation of integrated pyrolysis manufacturing 

systems, which were subsumed under four clusters in line with the research goal: the production 

platform for biochar for soil amendment, the production platform for green energy, supplier maturity, 

and financial performance. 

To determine potential alternatives for evaluation, currently available alternatives on the market were 

researched and filtered. Data was then requested from the suppliers for the evaluation of the 

alternatives based on the comprehensive set of criteria established in the previous step. Finally, the 

author performed an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) analysis, including retrieval of pairwise 

comparisons from relevant decision makers as well as an evaluation of the alternatives based on data 

provided by the suppliers. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the robustness of the AHP 

model.  

This discussion takes up platform-based design theory and the notion of commonality again and 

reflects on its applicability to biochar systems. Subsequently, it focuses on answering the following 

sub-research questions and provides an answer for the overall research question.  

SQ 6.1 Which integrated manufacturing system alternative is the most profitable one satisfying 
all requirements of all production platforms to the highest extent? 

SQ 6.2 Which integrated manufacturing system is the best one for each production platform? 

7.1 Biochar systems & platform-based design for non-assembled products 

Commonality is touted as one of the leading paradigms of platforming for products, processes and raw 

materials according to Lager (2017) and R. Andersen (2022). The goal is to identify common subsystems 

to reduce complexity of products, processes and raw materials selection and thus realize cost savings 

and efficiency gains in product development and process configuration. 

Product structure - Biochar functionalities 

The arrangement of functional elements according to K. Ulrich (1995) and developed for assembled 

products also applies to the non-assembled biochar product. The same functions of the product can 

be leveraged over different customer segments and satisfy customer needs in different final 

applications as seen for the production platform for biochar for soil amendment. As becomes 

apparent, the physical and chemical properties of the carbonaceous material translate directly into its 
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functionalities, a main difference to assembled products. A function structure as for assembled 

products and in accordance with Lager (2016), Lager (2017) and Meyer and Dalal (2002) can be 

developed based on the inherent physical and chemical properties and the resulting benefits with 

incorporation into soil. However, a hierarchy between functional elements as suggested by K. Ulrich 

(1995) can (at least at the current state of product development in the biochar industry) not be 

identified. Although research on biochar products claims a high diversity of applications and different 

versatile range of benefits being requested by different customers, the main appealing functionalities 

are its water holding capacity as well as inherent carbon sequestration potential (Köhler, 2022; 

Lehmann & Joseph, 2015). Furthermore, with the application of biochar to soil, all resulting benefits 

usually unfold for the material, only different functionalities are more emphasized by customers 

depending on the type of application, i.e., for agricultural applications compared to soil remediation 

purposes. It remains to be determined whether the specific chemical properties of biochar can be 

tailored by adapting process parameters and raw material selection to further develop one 

functionality of the product and hence further differentiating the material according to its 

functionalities (Ippolito et al., 2020; Lehmann & Joseph, 2015; Marshall et al., 2019; Weber & Quicker, 

2018). 

From the perspective of a manufacturing company, biochar product differentiation currently happens 

through processing various raw materials through the same integrated pyrolysis manufacturing system 

(Ziegner & Milla, 2022). As according to A.-L. Andersen et al. (2022), R. Andersen et al. (2022) and Lager 

(2017) the process is in this case at the heart of innovation. But rather than comparing different biochar 

products and trying to find commonalities in processes, industry practitioners take a bottom-up 

approach and try to utilize the products of the material transformation process to the highest extent 

possible with an integrated philosophy. The identification of commonalities converges with the raw 

material selection. Here it becomes apparent that all different value propositions, for biochar for soil 

amendment, green energy and carbon removal impose their respective restrictions on material 

selection. This results in a limited focus on lignocellulosic biomass which benefits all value propositions 

and is oriented towards the current market developments in terms of regulations and standards 

available for these products (EBC, 2012-2022, 2022). 

In this regard, biochar from lignocellulosic biomass appears to be a commodity at least considering 

wooden input material in form of agricultural or forestry residues as currently practiced by the 

company and the suppliers.  

In that sense decoupling the production platforms from each other is hardly possible, because the 

central material transformation process of pyrolysis is the enabler of the production platform for green 

energy products (Li et al., 2019; Mong et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022). Naturally, biochar could be 

produced without the subsystem for energy recovery. However, an important value stream, necessary 

also for the viability of the whole system from an economic perspective, as well as additional 

environmental benefit considering an ecological perspective, would be lost (Garcia-Peréz et al., 2020; 

Pantaleo et al., 2014). 

Structuring the biochar system and the interaction between its diverse products in form of solid fuels, 

energy products and carbon removal certificates according to the platform-based philosophy for non-

assembled products advocated by Lager (2017) and assigning standardized linguistic terms to the 

processes which are part of a biochar system, enables practitioners to deal with the complexity of a 

multifaceted interrelated system and the ecologic as well as economic possibilities that biochar 

systems provide. Separating the process platform in different subsystems and modules helps with 

further understanding the interrelationships and with deconstructing the potential alternatives 

offered on the market.  
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Biochar from lignocellulosic raw materials appears to be a commodity at the moment, exhibiting a 

shallow product structure as R. Andersen et al. (2022) describe it, therefore a high variety strategy 

based on this underlying material selection is rather limited, although material refinement processes 

as well as a technology configuration’s material processing capability might provide a basis for 

differentiation according to the physical properties.  

However, utilizing the full potential of the thermochemical transformation process of pyrolysis and 

considering product diversification at the raw material level, new economic and ecologic opportunities 

could be identified in the long-term (Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019; Lehmann & Joseph, 2015; Y. Yang et al., 

2017). Including further customer needs such as for proper management of waste would result in a 

diversification of biochar products since not all types of biochar can be easily incorporated into soil 

due to regulatory constraints (EBC, 2012-2022, 2022). This would however require further 

development of the regulatory framework and needs to be based on more evident results from 

literature (Huygens et al., 2019). 

From a biochar manufacturing company’s perspective the further downstream differentiation of 

biochar follows a V-Type flow pattern, as described by Meyer and Dalal (2002), Lager (2017), and 

Samuelson and Lager (2019). Industrial customers are largely downstream manufacturers that blend 

the biochar product or further mechanically transform it for the final customer. This process industry 

characteristic trait can be confirmed for biochar systems (Köhler, 2022, 2023). 

Process platforms – The pyrolysis process and integration of subsystems 

For the process platforms for biochar production commonalities can in so far be identified as the two 

different production platforms of biochar for soil amendment and green energy restrict or contradict 

each other in the selection of raw materials and processes in case both product families are expected 

to be optimized. This starts at the general principles of the material transformation process which can 

either be oriented towards generating a higher output of a gaseous phase for subsequent energetical 

conversion into renewable energy products, or towards the solid fuel yield. Slow pyrolysis and fast 

pyrolysis as well as different reactor configurations and other thermochemical transformation 

techniques like gasification offer different possibilities in this regard (Campuzano et al., 2019; Dhyani 

& Bhaskar, 2019; Garcia-Nunez et al., 2017; Mong et al., 2022; Raza et al., 2021). Here, depending on 

the customer requirements and economic potential resulting from these needs a decision would need 

to be already taken whether to select one alternative configuration, or the other for optimization of a 

production platform’s respective products and solutions to the customer. The empirical analysis of this 

thesis also exemplifies this matter of fact (compare alternatives 1,2 and 4 with alternative 3).  

In that sense, the financial calculations and results of the AHP model as explained in the next section 

show that investments into the process equipment are the foundation for product development and 

to achieve a variety in solutions offered to the final customers confirming the findings expressed by 

Mogensen et al. (2022) and Lager (2017). 

The input material grade, availability and price are highly variable leading to the fact that a selection 

of the underlying process equipment must be adapted over a longer period of time gathering data 

from operations. Currently there are not many industrial sized plants for biochar production existing 

and even with these, technology suppliers and competitors are experimenting with different raw 

materials to establish a knowledge base (EBI, 2023). 

A clear modularity in subsystems of the biochar manufacturing process could be identified. As already 

explained, this helps to deconstruct the whole manufacturing process and determine potential 

configurations for developing a product solution for the final customer. However, again, the systems 

identified on the market are highly integrated rendering a deconstruction in terms of their subsystems 
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and a potential recombination rather unlikely from the perspective of a biochar manufacturing firm 

which only leverages the technology rather than developing it. This is especially true, if we take a look 

at the different reactor heating principles which require subsystems for energy recovery, either 

process-related or product-related. So far equipment manufacturers exhibit proprietary rights 

preventing a customer for the respective technology to amend a configuration. This might change in 

the long term however, with further product development cycles and increasing maturity of the 

market as well as suppliers. Suppliers are already orienting their technology configurations towards 

increasing their solution offer for customers like company X, by incorporating different waste energy 

recovery subsystems which are applicable to their basic manufacturing configuration for biochar 

production. 

Raw material platforms – Satisfying different requirements of the product families 

Comparing the nature of the biochar product to products from process industries there is a duality in 

biochar regarding its homogeneity and heterogeneity. As final product quality is largely influenced by 

the raw material selected, there will never be one and the same biochar using the same input materials 

(Bridgwater, 2019; Demirbas, 2004; Guercio & Bini, 2017; Lehmann & Joseph, 2015; Muzyka et al., 

2023). With biomass in the form of agricultural or forestall residues a homogenous input material 

stream of the same quality could never be realized. Even remarkable differences within the same 

production batch are prevalent (in terms chemical properties and physical properties of the feedstock 

material). Considering the end-to-end perspective according to Lager (2017), Samuelson and Lager 

(2019), Delft and Zhao (2021) is therefore crucial and renders feedstock material selection for the 

production platforms established a difficult task let alone the development of a feedstock material 

strategy due to the requirements the different product families for biochar production for soil 

amendment as well as green energy are imposing on a feedstock selection. 

Adapting the notions from K. Ulrich (1995), K. T. Ulrich et al. (2020) and Lager (2016) a shared logic, 

however, can be and is identified between all products and their underlying raw material selection. 

Lignocellulosic biomasses and their physical and chemical composition are the most researched and 

feasible as well as viable feedstock material currently used by the market (D. K. Gupta et al., 2020; N. 

Gupta et al., 2022). These feedstock materials provide the highest benefits for biochar for soil 

amendment as well as for the generation of renewable energy. The inherent function structure of the 

material allows for it to be leveraged over several applications and market segments. In this state of 

the market so far, no other functionalities of the biochar have been requested by customers (Köhler, 

2022, 2023). The question here would be in case the possibilities for waste management through 

pyrolytic conversion are further exploited and become an additional solution proposal to the final 

customer, also lower grade raw material could become subject of interest. This however would have 

to be largely correlated with a decrease in investment cost for the pyrolysis manufacturing equipment 

since currently high yields of renewable energy and high quality of biochar are needed to achieve 

overall profitability of the integrated manufacturing systems as also confirmed by Garcia-Nunez et al. 

(2017), Garcia-Peréz et al. (2020), and Campbell et al. (2018). 

Production platforms – The differentiation between biochar and energy 

Seeing the production platforms as two independent entities on a conceptual level enables us to get a 

better grasp of both value propositions for green energy and for biochar production for soil 

amendment. It helps understand the requirements and implications for both types of value 

propositions. Currently, the renewable heat generated as byproduct of pyrolytic conversion is seen as 

simply that, a byproduct which helps to scale up the biochar carbon removal business model and 

market. Due to the early developmental stage of the market, they function together regarding raw 
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material selection. However, due to the requirements imposed on a raw material selection by both 

respective product families, a separation of both production platforms and the according adaptation 

of the selection requirements for the underlying manufacturing requirements might become a 

valuable opportunity in the long term focusing on optimization of the yield of the different products 

of the pyrolysis process accordingly. 

As soon as the potential for pyrolytic material transformation regarding waste raw material conversion 

is reached and emphasized by customers and regulatory institutions, and other products are 

developed, for example with biochar as a platform material for chemical applications (Liu et al., 2015), 

these two platforms would need to be separated and generate their own lead in selecting an 

underlying manufacturing technology. One which might be focused on optimizing the solid fuel as such 

with the energy as byproduct, and the other focusing on optimizing the gaseous fuel yield for 

renewable energy production with the solid fuel as byproduct, each being facilitated by different 

technology configurations. Nevertheless, through applying a platform-based design perspective on the 

products and especially the raw material selection commonalities might still be identified leading to 

cost-savings while achieving the highest product differentiation. 

7.2 Empirical results 

The following sections discuss the empirical results as presented in chapter 6 and aim to explain the 

most remarkable results taking platform-based design for non-assembled products and current market 

developments into consideration. 

7.2.1 AHP hierarchy and consolidated stakeholder priorities 

Production platform for soil amendment 

On criteria level as could be expected according to the company X’ purpose the highest priority was 

assigned to the production platform for soil amendment. This makes sense since biochar is the main 

product of the company's current integrated manufacturing system alternative enabling the value 

propositions for soil amendment and carbon removal credits. Biochar is the main revenue stream and 

the basis for biochar carbon removal (BCR).  

Remarkable is the distribution on sub-criteria level 1 with a higher emphasis on the product 

performance than on the manufacturing capability, which includes the raw material processing 

capability. Regarding the manufacturing capability only the biochar output as well as the plant 

availability stand out. This results from the fact that currently only a few raw materials are listed as 

being allowed for incorporation into soil supporting the notion mentioned in the previous section (EBC, 

2022). Among these, lignocellulosic biomass, especially wooden residues are the most favorable due 

to their inherent organic carbon content (Guo et al., 2020). This is probably the reason why about the 

manufacturing capabilities only these two sub-criteria were favored the most by the decision makers. 

In an early, young market, the goal is to realize a stable production as well as a high product output to 

rapidly return the investment (EBI, 2023). A high manufacturing capability of the underlying integrated 

system might result in the possibility for generating high flexibility (Lager, 2010, 2016; Samuelsson et 

al., 2016), but not be ultimately relevant for rapidly scaling up production and developing the market. 

Biochar product performance and carbon sequestration performance were rated higher than 

manufacturing capability. For the biochar product performance both sub-criteria moderating the 

biochar's carbon sequestration potential to generate a potential carbon removal certificate were 

prioritized over the water holding capacity which is one of the most important product characteristics 
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favored by the company's customers11. This indicates that apparently the factor to be optimized is the 

overall potential to remove carbon from the atmosphere and other factors are subordinated. This 

concludes with the weight factor for carbon sequestration performance and shows that the company’s 

whole biochar product development is geared towards the generation of carbon removal certificates 

and less towards the improvement of soil. This is in line with the findings of Garcia-Peréz et al. (2020) 

and Garcia-Nunez et al. (2017) 

Additionally, the fact that the biochar conversion rate was weighed lower than the biochar output, 

indicates that as long as a sufficient biochar output to achieve viability of a manufacturing plant, it does 

not matter how good the material transformation process functions in terms of optimizing the mass 

retention of the solid fuel, i.e., the biomass being fed into the manufacturing plant. This again confirms 

research on these business models and manufacturing plants as stated by Garcia-Nunez et al. (2017), 

Garcia-Peréz et al. (2020), Raza et al. (2021) and Mong et al. (2022). This reinforces the impression that 

the potential benefits of pyrolysis for waste management play a subordinate role. 

Nevertheless, among the raw material capabilities the material processing capability as well as the 

minimum energy input required was rated the highest which seems to be contradictory to emphasizing 

the biochar output and plant availability on the next higher criteria level. This shows the tendency of 

the decision makers to keep the opportunities for further product development based on different raw 

materials open and could be interpreted as uncertainty about future market developments. However, 

on a global level these criteria play a little role in the overall selection of a final alternative. 

Production platform green energy 

The production platform for green energy was valued as the second most important criterion. This 

results from the fact that currently the revenue from energy sales is necessary to achieve viability of a 

pyrolysis plant (Garcia-Nunez et al., 2017; Garcia-Peréz et al., 2020). As will be seen in the section about 

analyzing the pyrolysis technology alternatives which require high capital expenditure for setting up a 

plant. From a stakeholder perspective, product capability of the machinery is the most important. That 

means that the goal is to being able to adapt to the customers' needs for green energy in the best way 

possible with a selected technology configuration. This mirrors current ongoing research endeavor to 

further emphasize the possibilities to convert green energy with pyrolysis systems (Guercio & Bini, 

2017; Roy & Dias, 2017; WCBSD, 2022; Y. Yang et al., 2017). This field is relatively new and according 

to discussions with suppliers, industry stakeholders are only now reaching market readiness with the 

integration of energy modules to convert biomass into energy in form of electricity, hot water, warm 

water, and steam with their pyrolysis systems (EBI, 2023; Ziegner & Milla, 2022).  

Assigning the highest local weight to the heat yield results from the fact that the company is currently 

scaling their business with selling renewable heat and that this is the major argument considering 

circular pyrolytic manufacturing processes with focus on carbon removal. Electricity sales have not yet 

been incorporated into the business model of the company yet. Conventional pyrolysis systems (like 

alternative 1 and 2) based on autothermal or allothermal heating principles (Milhé et al., 2013) do not 

provide sufficient a sufficient volumetric flow of syngas or a sufficient temperature or utilize that 

syngas for heating the reactor making a subsequent energy conversion through a gas turbine or a 

combined heat and power plant  to generate renewable electricity not economically viable. In these 

cases, the syngas has already been valorized once or does not exhibit sufficient energy since the focus 

is on the biochar production and optimization of the solid fuel yield. Due to the capabilities of the 

 

11 See chapter 6 
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current technological configuration of the company and the limited knowledge about the currently 

diverse and rapidly developing technology landscape (Dhyani & Bhaskar, 2019; Mong et al., 2022; Raza 

et al., 2021) for pyrolysis technology the stakeholder's assignment of weights seems to be reasonable. 

The global priorities even suggest that the product capability for green energy products is the most 

important. This might be again rooted in the fact that the additional benefits in form of byproducts of 

the pyrolysis process help in further diffusing the technology and technique for energy conversion in 

the market due to a higher acceptance and willingness for adoption of biochar systems as a renewable 

energy source instead of solely the biochar product. 

Financial performance 

Analyzing the weight assignments for the sub-criteria for financial performance it becomes clear that 

the unit cost for biochar is the most determinant factor for the whole financial performance followed 

by the return on investment. The importance of the unit cost for energy remains in the third place. 

This indicates the high importance of the biochar and its carbon removal abilities over the value 

proposition of renewable energy to the customer. This is also mirrored in the global priorities’ 

distribution in which the cost per unit of biochar and the carbon sequestration performance of the 

overall supply chain count as fourth and third most influential sub-criteria for the overall outcome of 

the model. The payback period and initial investment are less important on a local as well as on a global 

level. This implies that from the company's and market perspective the goal is to focus on decreasing 

the unit costs and focusing on scaling production with the pursuit for carbon removal through biochar. 

However, ranking the investment cost this low is contradictory to what has been published in recent 

literature since investment cost for pyrolysis plant equipment needs to be reduced (Garcia-Peréz et 

al., 2020). Longer payback periods are to be expected.12 This in turn also has vital implications for the 

search for an investor since payback periods might be longer than for typical startup investment cases 

pursued by venture capitalists. The fact that alternative 3 with the highest initial investment is the best 

performing alternative is due to its high-performance regarding product yield, especially for energy. 

Supplier maturity 

Finally, the supplier maturity, here the market experience is the most important determinant for the 

evaluation of a technology configuration. Depending on the number of industrialized plants 

established on customer sites it can be expected that a respective supplier has already gained 

extensive knowledge about the performance of their machinery in the field which might already have 

translated to respective adaptations in the development of manufacturing equipment and an 

increased data basis regarding feedstock materials, process parameters and final product properties. 

Market reputation as well as pursuit for innovation play a significantly lower role on local weight level 

as well as global weight level, but still outweigh raw material capabilities on global weight level, further 

reinforcing the impression that a capability for a variety of raw materials plays a subordinate role to 

all other factors. This is in line with the overall performance factor of alternative three, the alternative 

with the lowest raw material capabilities. 

Stakeholder consensus 

It was observed that stakeholder group consensus on is lacking, possibly due to the nascent stage of 

both the startup and the market. Additionally, differentiating between production platforms and 

selecting a preferred option proves non-intuitive to stakeholders as the need to monetize inherent 

 

12 C.f. appendix F 
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benefits and value streams for profitability is crucial. Furthermore, stakeholder preferences vary 

depending on their function and position, with site development stakeholders favoring the potential 

for converting renewable energy due to higher market adoption possibilities compared to other 

alternatives.  

7.2.2 Synthesis of results for alternatives 

Overall performance 

Interestingly, the alternative with the highest total score for all production platforms is not a 

conventional slow pyrolysis technology configuration, with the highest manufacturing capability in 

terms of flexibility but a complex two-step pyrolysis gasification system (alternative 3), which has the 

lowest process adaptability and the lowest raw material capabilities. This confirms what has been said 

above about the current preferences of the decision makers regarding the preferred optimization of 

the product outputs. It makes sense, this configuration, although having the highest initial investment, 

has the highest output in terms of heat and electricity, the lowest biochar cost, and a relatively good 

carbon sequestration performance. The different subsystem configuration and valorization of the 

syngas allows further for generation of electricity. Despite not being able to produce steam, it still 

performs the best due to the unit costs and product yield delivering the best overall performance over 

all production platforms.  

Production platform biochar for soil amendment 

Also, for the production platform biochar for soil amendment alternative 3 performs the best, although 

slightly less than analyzing the overall performance of the different systems. This is largely caused by 

its lower biochar conversion rate which is due to its focus on renewable energy production and the 

underlying reactor configuration. Its aim is to optimize the yield of gaseous fuel. Alternative 2 takes 

the second place due to its high carbon sequestration potential as well as biochar conversion rate but 

is closely followed by alternative 1 and 4. The overall pursuit for carbon removal through biochar again 

influences the outcome in this case. If just soil amendment purposes were to be considered neglecting 

the biochar‘s potential for carbon sequestration as well as generating the highest amount of biochar 

from a unit of input material, then alternatives 1, 2, and 4 probably would outrank alternative 3 due 

to their reactor configurations and abilities to process other input materials. This production platform 

takes the lead in the selection of an underlying manufacturing technology according to the 

stakeholders’ preferences, but not due to the opportunities to tailor biochars according to specific 

requirements of the customer through optimizing different functionalities of the product, but mainly 

due to the carbon sequestration potential the biochar exhibits. 

Production platform green energy 

For the production platform for green energy, product capabilities, yield and cost are the most 

important parameters. In light of the company’s pursuit of a high variety strategy and the customer 

needs this makes sense. Although alternative is not the highest performing with regard to product 

capabilities, not being able to generate steam, it still outranks the others due to the yield and unit cost. 

The reactor configuration and heating principle allows for a higher gaseous yield compared to the 

others decreasing the cost for the products in the selected plant configuration. For scaling the biochar 
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business model based on wooden input material this makes sense. Decarbonization of renewable heat 

and electricity supply is one of the main concerns of the company’s customers13. 

Supplier maturity 

As market experience is one of the critical performance parameters as determined by the decision 

makers, also alternative 3 is again the highest performant in this case. This results from the fact that 

this supplier overall has the highest experience with industrialized plants in the considered size and 

configuration, the highest patent output and a moderate reputation for the biochar carbon removal 

market. All suppliers have at least developed a patent for their core technology subsystem of material 

transformation. The weighting of market experience is almost at parity with the cost per unit of 

biochar, indicating that achieving a low unit cost is as important as a good reputation, which offsets 

the performance of alternative 1 regarding all other criteria in case supplier maturity is to be optimized.  

Financial performance 

The financial performance shows the same picture as the overall performance of the alternatives. 

Although alternative 3 has the highest overall initial investment, it still outperforms the other 

alternatives largely due to its low unit cost for biochar, and large heat output. As already stated, initial 

investment as well as return on investment are not the most important criteria, but the cost per unit 

of biochar. Although having a low conversion rate, the alternative manages to achieve a high output, 

resulting in a low unit cost for biochar. 

Analyzing the potential scenarios presented in Figure 28 two rank reversals can be seen, one induced 

by the raw material price and one induced by changing the heat sales price. The first rank reversal 

indicates the influence of the feedstock material price on technology selection. Lower feedstock 

material prices can be achieved for waste materials such as sewage sludges (Huygens et al., 2019). 

With the current investment cost for the technology equipment this is a crucial variable and 

necessitates an expansion of the feedstock material basis for all production platforms described. The 

rank reversal shows the influence of the feedstock material price. Nevertheless, this rank reversal 

shown in Figure 28 a) is not representative for the current market since no use case with a negative 

raw material price of -159.00€ has been identified yet. 

The rank reversal induced by the heat sales price is another remarkable fact. Renewable heat is 

currently used to scale the biochar market, and especially in light of the recent economic trends for 

transition towards renewable energy as well as the economic crises caused by geopolitical conflicts 

lead to an increase of cost for energy during the past two years. That is why an energy price of 0.4614 

€/kWh cannot be categorically classified as unrealistic anymore. However, in the long term these prices 

are expected to stabilize and decrease again and make such a rank reversal unrealistic. This only further 

indicates the robustness of the AHP model presented.  

When analyzing the different alternatives regarding their internal rate of return, only alternative 3 and 

4 achieve a sufficient level of return exceeding the company’s cost for capital. This would usually mean 

that the other technologies would need to be disregarded from a selection. However, due to the fact 

that the input material price as well as energy prices have a high influence on the profitability of the 

manufacturing systems, they might still be able to achieve profitability depending on these 

circumstances. 

 

13 C.f. chapter 4.2 
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8 Conclusion 

This thesis aimed to identify the most profitable and capable integrated manufacturing system for 

waste biomass valorization into green energy, biochar, and CO2 sequestration certificates using a 

platform-based design perspective for non-assembled products, considering current technology and 

market developments. The research question focused on the most profitable and capable pyrolysis 

technology for high-variety biochar production, green heat, and carbon removal. 

The author introduced platform-based design theory, explaining product-, process-, raw-material, and 

production platform concepts in biochar systems, and discussed raw material selection, processes, and 

products based on biochar theory. A comprehensive set of criteria for evaluating integrated pyrolysis 

manufacturing systems was established, encompassing four clusters: biochar production for soil 

amendment, green energy production, supplier maturity, and financial performance. 

To identify potential alternatives, the author researched and filtered available options, requested data 

from suppliers for evaluation, and conducted an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) analysis, including 

pairwise comparisons from decision-makers and evaluation of alternatives using supplier data.  

Theoretical frameworks for platform-based design can be applied to non-assembled products such as 

for biochar systems. In particular, the arrangement of functional elements for assembled products 

according to Ulrich (1995) can be adapted to biochar systems, with the physical and chemical 

properties of the material dictating its functionalities. A function structure can be developed based on 

the inherent properties of the material and the resulting benefits when incorporated into soil. The 

main functionalities of biochar are water holding capacity and carbon sequestration potential, with 

emphasis on different functionalities depending on the specific application. Biochar product 

differentiation occurs through processing various raw materials using the same integrated pyrolysis 

manufacturing system. In this regard, decoupling established production platforms for biochar for soil 

amendment and green energy is difficult due to the integrated nature of these systems and the 

convergence of the different product requirements at the raw material basis. Biochar from 

lignocellulosic raw materials is currently a commodity with limited product structure, making high 

variety strategies based on this material selection challenging. However, utilizing the full potential of 

pyrolysis and diversifying product development at the raw material level could provide new economic 

and ecological opportunities in the long term.  

Biochar production platforms for soil amendment and green energy can restrict or contradict each 

other in the selection of raw materials and processes. Investment in process equipment is crucial for 

product development and achieving a variety of solutions for final customers. Input material grade, 

availability, and price are highly variable, leading to the need for adaptation of the underlying process 

equipment over a longer period. The biochar manufacturing process exhibits clear modularity in 

subsystems, but the systems identified on the market are highly integrated, making deconstruction 

and recombination currently unlikely from the perspective of a biochar manufacturing firm. Different 

reactor heating principles require subsystems for energy recovery, either process-related or product-

related. 

Deconstructing the manufacturing process platform in subsystems including modules which are named 

after their function aids in assessing the alternatives based on the performance of the subsystem and 

facilitates managing the high complexity of the systems. As with the deconstruction of the biochar 

products according to their functions, also the process platform can be leveraged over the different 

market systems. Using platform-based design construct in technology selection, mirroring the 

production platforms in a decision hierarchy helps in managing the selection process of an underlying 
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integrated pyrolysis manufacturing platform satisfying the different customer needs imposed on the 

product functionalities. 

In the process of evaluating various pyrolysis technologies, the biochar manufacturing company X 

seeks to identify a production platform that prioritizes soil amendment capabilities, followed by green 

energy production, financial performance, and supplier maturity. The emphasis is placed on product 

performance, including biochar output and plant availability, rather than manufacturing capability, 

such as raw for material processing. This suggests that the company prioritizes biochar product 

performance and carbon sequestration capabilities over waste management potential offered by 

pyrolysis. 

Green energy production is the second most crucial criterion, with stakeholders prioritizing machinery 

product capability and heat yield as the primary sub-criteria. The company's objective is to reduce unit 

costs and scale production while pursuing carbon removal through biochar, which may result in 

extended payback periods for plant configurations. 

Financial performance is predominantly determined by the unit cost of biochar, followed by the return 

on investment, with the unit cost of energy ranked third. Revenue generated from energy sales is vital 

for ensuring the viability of a pyrolysis plant. 

Supplier maturity, specifically market experience, is another important factor in evaluating a 

technology configuration, while market reputation and innovation pursuits are deemed less significant 

at both local and global weight levels. 

In summary, company X currently seeks pyrolysis technology capable of manufacturing biochar from 

lignocellulosic material and green energy products. Key attributes for such technology include high-

quality biochar production, a high carbon sequestration potential of final products, i.e., a good 

environmental performance of the system, high heat yield, low biochar unit cost, and high supplier 

maturity. These characteristics will allow the company to achieve its objectives for biochar, green heat, 

and carbon removal production while adopting a platform-based design perspective for non-

assembled products. 

The research question addresses the most profitable and capable pyrolysis technology for realizing a 

high variety strategy in biochar production, green heat, and carbon removal, considering a platform-

based design perspective for non-assembled products. Notably, the alternative with the highest total 

score is not a conventional slow pyrolysis technology but a complex two-step pyrolysis gasification 

system (alternative 3), which has the lowest process adaptability and raw material capabilities. This 

result reflects the decision-makers' preference for optimizing product outputs rather than 

manufacturing capabilities. 

Alternative 3 outperforms others in terms of heat and electricity output, biochar cost, and carbon 

sequestration performance, despite having the highest initial investment. The unique subsystem 

configuration and syngas valorization enable electricity generation, making it the best overall 

performer across production platforms. Although it ranks slightly lower for biochar production for soil 

amendment due to its lower biochar conversion rate, it still ranks highest in the green energy 

production platform based on yield and unit cost. 

Market experience is a critical performance parameter, and alternative 3 exhibits the highest supplier 

maturity. Although it requires the highest initial investment, alternative 3 achieves superior financial 

performance due to its low biochar unit cost and large heat output. 

The study further identifies raw material price and heat sales price as critical parameters, highlighting 

the importance of feedstock material prices and energy prices in technology selection.  
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Can these results be extrapolated to future selection problems for integrated pyrolysis manufacturing 

systems, should the company from now on orient itself towards fluidized bed reactors? The answer is 

no, but it serves as an orientation towards further refining the selection of future manufacturing 

systems. As explained, such integrated manufacturing systems are highly complex embedded in a 

multifactor system of interaction between raw materials, processes, and final product functionalities. 

Platform-based design for non-assembled products can serve as an approach to structure the 

technology selection process. However, depending on the specific application of the biochar and the 

further development of the biochar market a re-evaluation of the underlying criteria needs to be 

conducted. Furthermore, the technology is evolving rapidly with new technology alternatives being 

developed (EBI, 2023). It can currently not be determined whether the company should only procure 

complex two-step pyrolysis gasification systems, or auger-based systems, or ablative plate-based 

systems or any of the other reactor configurations. Still, pyrolysis technology offers a plethora of 

benefits for waste valorization, energy conversion, biochar-based product development and carbon 

removal. It remains to be seen which technological approach of which supplier will ultimately become 

the dominant design. 

8.1 Theoretical Contribution 

The theoretical contribution of this thesis is threefold. First, the application of platform-based design 
theory for non-assembled products is applied to the biochar business model. In this regard, the 
document at hand contributes to an expansion of the research field in the context of process industries 
and exemplifies platform-based design concepts for non-assembled products on a real case for biochar 
systems, combined with technology selection theory.  

Second, the artifact of a production platform for biochar is developed and serves as comprehensive 
basis for further exploration of potential product-, process- or raw-material configurations, enhancing 
the proliferation of the business model in the industry. This production platform and the identification 
of commonalities in process configurations allows for determination of the core value creating process 
for a subsequent investigation of the necessary manufacturing equipment.  

Current research focuses on how to lay out pyrolysis systems for efficient scaling of the technology 
considering the sale of biochar and CO2 sequestration certificates (Fawzy et al., 2022; Fawzy et al., 
2021) and less on commercial plants (Roy & Dias, 2017). The emerging pyrolysis technology promises 
an effective solution for the conversion of biomass. To date, most of the studies revolving around the 
technology, focus on laboratory or pilot scale plants that are highly customized. Although economic 
viability of these technologies is rather low, which this thesis also confirms, technological advances 
and improvements to reactor and system configurations show the technologies potential to become 
commercially viable (Roy & Dias, 2017, p. 66). 

Further it is proposed that all three value propositions of selling energy, biochar and CO2 certificates 
must be combined to achieve viability of the business model. Current literature provides no insights 
about which readily available, market ready biochar production technology to procure. Research is 
expressing the need for evaluation of data retrieved from industrial and operational pyrolysis units 
that are beyond pilot scale applications. In the past five years the application of pyrolysis for biogenic 
waste processing has expanded (EBI, 2023; Mong et al., 2022). 

In this regard, as a third theoretical contribution the research at hand established a set of 26 evaluating 
criteria for pyrolysis manufacturing technology from a platform perspective. The thesis delivers key 
insights into the manufacturing technology provided by leading suppliers. Startups leveraging biochar 
carbon removal (BCR) technology are competing with a variety of different technological solutions and 
configurations. Through employing a well-established technology selection methodology of AHP, the 
thesis delivers insights into the state-of the art manufacturing technology. It remains yet to be 
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determined which one will be critical for the competitive long-term positioning of a company with such 
a business model in the carbon sequestration market and towards a sustainable biomass economy. 

8.2 Practical Contribution 

Applying the platform-based design perspective to biochar systems has valuable implications for 
managerial understanding of a company’s manufacturing capabilities and potential for further 
product- and process- as a well as organizational development. With this thesis a first step towards 
strategic planning from a platform perspective for biochar products and manufacturing processes is 
conducted. Managers could use this approach to determine further strategic opportunities. Further, 
the production platforms resulting from biochar systems could be evaluated using key platform metrics 
as proposed by Meyer and Dalal (2002).  

Depending on the biochar industry’s development beyond conventional soil applications, especially 
toward the composition and production of sustainable materials in various industries over a great 
variety of different applications, platform-based design philosophy can help technology managers and 
product development managers in process industries to identify and exploit commonalities among 
product ingredients, manufacturing processes and raw materials used. With each further production 
platform added to a company’s portfolio, new requirements are imposed on managed product 
families, process platforms and respective subsystems as well as raw material platforms. The 
methodological approach taken in this thesis establishes a baseline for further expanding a company’s 
manufacturing and processing capabilities considering a high variety strategy for non-assembled 
products. 

Moreover, this research is taking real company data into consideration from a young startup operating 
in the novel and developing CDR market, leveraging BCR technology. Selecting the right technology for 
this market will be essential for company X’s positioning. The company aims to use this research and 
orient its future technology sourcing at the critical supplier and technology evaluation factors. Further, 
this research aims to serve as a guideline for pyrolysis technology developers to further streamline 
their developmental processes towards the needs of potential future customers in the form of 
companies with similar value propositions as company X.  

8.3 Limitations and further research 

This study, conducted within a single company operating in the biochar market, has several limitations.  

The biochar carbon removal market is new, innovative, and rapidly developing, with a high number of 

technology alternatives emerging. To gain more precise and generalizable insights, data from a broader 

range of companies like company X and suppliers should be collected and analyzed, accounting for 

varying company characteristics, goals, and constraints. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method 

used is sensitive to the introduction of new alternatives, which may affect result consistency. By 

expanding the sample size, a more comprehensive understanding of the optimal selection and 

application of integrated pyrolysis manufacturing systems in the biochar industry can be achieved. 

The criteria retrieved from literature are estimated to provide a first attempt to evaluate integrated 

pyrolysis manufacturing systems as presented in this work. From a theoretical as well as organizational 

perspective they manage to capture the decision situation with a holistic approach. However, for 

future research endeavors it remains to be determined statistically whether the criteria developed are 

sufficient. A statistical approach in the form of a factor analysis could be an approach. Refining the 

criteria development process is necessary to account for the evolving market landscape, technology 

advancements, and supplier experience. Incorporating and further detailing parameters such as 

maturity, patents, and number of plants, and introducing further utility functions will provide valuable 
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insights into the industry's growth trajectory and platform adaptability. In this regard, integrating data 

ranges and potentially fuzzifying criteria will enable the model to accommodate uncertainties arising 

from variances in manufacturing system performance, supply chain changes, and raw material quality. 

This will enhance the robustness and versatility of the model, making it more adaptable to real-world 

scenarios in platform-based design for non-assembled products. Additionally, the criteria could be 

further refined through developing more sophisticated utility functions. 

Future research in the domain of platform-based design for non-assembled products, such as those 

found in biochar carbon removal and integrated manufacturing systems, should consider several 

aspects to improve understanding and applicability of the findings: 

Expanding the model to include additional product families, such as carbon removal certificates and 

generating a unique product family characterized by differentiation through the durability and 

additionality of certificates, is essential for capturing the potential of different input materials and their 

carbon content about biochar carbon removal. 

Broadening the model to encompass further production platforms, such as industrial materials 

production, will facilitate a deeper exploration of the synergies between biochar systems and other 

industries, fostering innovation and resource optimization within the context of platform-based design 

for non-assembled products. 

By addressing these research directions, future studies can contribute to the advancement of platform-

based design for non-assembled products, providing valuable insights for industry stakeholders and 

decision-makers while promoting sustainable and innovative solutions for biomass valorization and 

carbon sequestration.  
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